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GENERAL 

1. Introductory remarks.-In a properly constituted 
topographical party the area surveyed each field season should be 
fair mapped during the following recess, the fair sheets being finally 
examined and submitted to  the circle office before the party again 
takes the field; every endeavour must be made towards this end, 
for the efficiency of a party is gauged to a great extent by the 
absence of all arrears of fair mapping. 

2. Batching of sheets.-In order to insure a steady flow 
of work through the Photo.-Litho. Office all drawing offices will 
divide their sheets into four batches marked A, B, C and D (preced- 
ed by the year) for submission during the lst ,  2nd, 3rd and 4th 
quarters of the official year respectively. Similarly field parties 
will divide their fair sheets into four batches marked I, 11, IIJ  and 
IV (preceded by the year) for submission on such dates as may be 
specified by the Director. 

3. Independent parties.-For the purposes of fair inap- 
ping the Director, Map Publication, will perform the functions of a 
Circle Director to Nos. 6 and 10 Parties in all matters in which a 
Circle Director's authority ie required. 

4. Sheet me.-Every fair sheet should have a separate file 
the title of which will be the nrlnlber of the sheet, or, in the case of 
special maps, the name of the map. This file should be opened 
as soon ne the survey of the sheet is commenced, and in i t  will be 

I 
kept all correepondence and extracts from letters from other files, 
which refer to the sheet. 

5. Training.-As draftemen are not ordinarily attached to 
tield pr t ios ,  it is important that all officers and subordinates should 
be trained in fair drawing, and a certi~ill nulnber in typing and 
hand-printing. The in~truction of young officers and subordinatee 
is one of the most important duties of the supervising officers, and, 
in order thst  they may carry out this duty in the most efficient 
manner, it is desirable that all officers of C ~ R R H  I and C l a ~ s  I1 should 
have practicnl experience of fair mapping in itu variouu stagea. 

0. Recess es tabl ishment . -The receus establishment should 
include not only t#he surveyors recluired for fair mapping the results 
of the tield Renuon, but also, for in~trrictionlrl purposes, all the 



pupils and a certain number of the less experienced surveyors. A 
surveyor who is an efficient draftsman will produce much better 
field work than an eclually good surveyor who is an indifferent 
draftsman. 

7. Supervision.-For convenience of supervision and 
control, survey parties are, during recess, divided into sections. 
The o ther  in charge of the party exercises a general supervision 
end control, and is responsible for the final examination of the fair 
eheete. Section o5cers are, a8 a rule, fully employed in th'e super- 
vision of their men, in the examination of the work in progress, 
in the completion of plane-table sections, in the preparation of 
guides for draftsmen and typers, and in the tinal examination in 
the section, a11 other members of the party present during recess 
are required to take their share, according to their qualifications, 
in the actual preparation of fair sheets and in computations. 

8. M a g n i f y i n g  and minifging glasses.-All section 
officers and draftsmen should be provided with magnifying glasses, 
and the former also with minifying glasses with rests of the proper 
length to  suit the proportion which the published sheet bears to 
the fair sheet. Draftsmen whose sight is failing will find it easier 
to draw if they do so under a lnagnifying glass; this method is also 
very helpful when blue prints are indistinct,, or when the detail or 
contours are intricate. blulagnifying glasses with stands are obtain- 
able from the Mathematical Instrument Office. 

8. D r a w i n g  paper.-The best available hand-made drawing 
per ehould be used for fair mapping; the several sheets required 

E r  any one fair map ahould be selected from the some consignment, 
and ehould be kept throughout under the same conditions; much of 
the success in heliozincographing a fair sheet depends on the paper 
being perfectly smooth, clean, and free from creases tlnd blemisbes 
of a11 kinds. 

10. Treatment o f  drawing paper.-Paper with a highly 
glazed surface in objectionable on account of its gloss, which tends 
to interfere with the photographic operations; such paper does not 
stand scratching or erasing well, and, moreover, owing to ite went 
of "bite", ceuees the linee to thicken, Drawing paper can, however, 
be obtained slightly rolled, in which etate i t  i~ sometimes preferred. 
When any park of the enrface of drttwing paper ie found t o  be 
greeey, the geasinees may be removed to u certain extent by the 
application of benxole, which ~hould be applied with a light touch 
by mean8 of a lerge clean camel-hair hrush, care being taken not to 
have the hrush too ful l .  I t  is very impor t~n t  that only pure 
benzole, obtained from a reliable cheruiat., should be uaed, a8 drawing 

I p p e r  may be badly stained by the uee of impure henzole. Applica- 
tion of mapeaio powder to a freshly flupplied drawing blue print 



dries the blue ink quickly and prevents smudging. The powder 
should not be removed for 24 hours. This is equally useful for 
drying typed names when double banking is resorted to. I 

11. Necessity for cleanliness.-The necessity for keeping 
fair sheets clean throughout their preparation cannot be too strongly 
insisted on;  this applies not only to  the face but also t,o the back 
of the sheet. 

12. Aids to cleanliness.-The following aide t o  cleanliness 
are recommended :- 

The use of envelopes of brown or cnnvas-backed paper 
provided with edge protection of some strong material 
about 2 inches wide (it is necessary to remove the fair 
sheets from these envelopes every morning and to  duet 

I 
out the latter); the provision of apron flaps to  drawing 
tables; the supply of linen smocks or sleeved aprons t o  
draftsmen; the provision of basins, soap, and towels in 
all drawing offices; pasting a sheet of thin paper on the 
slab or plate over which sheets are typed. 

13. Cleaning fair sheets.-If careful precautions are taken, 
it should seldom be necessary to  clean a fair sheet after it has been 
completed, but, if cleaning is indispensable, i t  should be done with 
stale bread crumbs. If only a small portion of t,he drawing is dirty, 
i t  may be cleaned with a piece of very soft india-rubber, but care 
should be taken to examine the line-work afterwards through a 
magnifying glass, and to repair all breaks in the drawing and typing 
with a fine mapping pen. 

14. Use of pencils.-The use of black pencils on a fair 
sheet should be st,rictly prohibited; if the draftsman requires to make 
marks to assist him in fair mapping, only light blue pencils or  cobalt 
should be used. 

15. Pens.-Fair sheetu rnay eit,her be drawn with a mapping 
pen, or crow-quill, or with u ruling or swivel pen. Although very 
fine work can be done with any of the various varieties of mapping 
pens, it take3 longer for n draftaman to acquire facility in their use 
than is the cnfic with the ruling pen or tho swivel pen; with both 
the lntter there is less danger of breaks, unevenness and uncertainty 
in the line work than with thc Former, and it iuust be borne in 
mind thnt, in order to get tho heat rewults from heliozincography, i t  
is essentinl that the line work should be black, unbroken, and 
sharp. Although, therefore, i t  may be nccessery to nllow some of 
the old drafturnon, who have hcen accustomed to the use of the 
mapping pen, to continue to  liue it,, nll the younger men should be 
trnined in the nso of the ruling pen, R R  well ns of the swivel pen, 
which will he found very ll~ieflil for contouring. Draftsmen should 
be supplietl with hones, nncl flhonld bc tnught how to "set" 
their penu. 



16. Use of rulers.-When straight roads, railways, canals, 
&c., are being drawn, a ruler should invariably be used. 

17. Double road- or dott ing-pens.-It  is seldom that 
good results can be obtained from double road- or  dotting-pens, 
hut they can be used with cobalt so as to  obtain uniformity in 
spacing, the blue lines and dots or bars being gone over again in 
indinn ink with an ordinary pen. 

18. Stylographic pens.-A fine stylographic pen is useful 
for dotting purposes. 

19. Ink.-It is important that the indian ink, which is used 
for fair drawing! should be of the best quality. It should be 
rubbed slowly, with a gentle pressure, on a plate or saucer having a 
smooth surface; if ground quickly and on a rough surface, i t  will 
be gritty and will give constant trouble with the pen. When 
sufficiently thick to give black (not brown or grey) lines, the 
eaucer containing it should be protected by a loose cover to  prevent 
dust getting into it, or the ink should be kept in a bottle. Liquid 
indian ink as prepared by the Photo.-Litho. Office gives good results. 
If the ink in the saucer is absolutely free from dust or grit it is not 
necessary to clean it off the saucer a t  the end of a day's work ; new 
ink may be added to it and i t  may be rubbed up afresh next day, 
but if grit is present fresh ink must be prepared. 

SO. Treatment o f  clogged pens.-Draftsmen who find 
their pens not working well occasionally dip the points into water 
or rub them on o wet sponge; this practice is ob-jectionable, for, 
elthough it answers the purpose of making the ink flow more freely, 
it makes it pale and unsuitable for photography: when pens are 
clogged or dirty, they should he wiped with a piece of damp chamois 
leather or with a soft rag. 

21. Erasures.-Ernuures should be avoided as far as possible, 
and ehould never he made except under the orders of the offlcer 
in charge of the mapping; they are best carried out with a very 
sharp pen-knife, the portion to be erased being placed over a thick 
sheet of smooth glass, and care being taken to remove the ink with as 
little rlamoge to tho surface of the paper as possible. The erased 
surface should he cleaned with R piece of soft indiarubber and then 
burni~hecl under tiesue paper with n clean piece of hone or ivory. 
When large patche~ have to be erased, very fine glass paper may be 
employed, the rubbed surface being afterwards treated as described 
above. 

rhe "Ariel" electric e ra~ ing  machine, rnacle by B. J. Hall & Co. 
(Ltd.,'in also u~efu l  for eraaing large areas, headings, LC. 

22. P m t i n g . - ~ h e r e  should be no paeting on any feir eheet 
except with the epecitic sanction of the Director, who will reeerve 



such snnction for very exceptional cases. I n  cases of doubt, the 
Director, Map Publication, should be consulted. 

23. Completion of sheets to edge.-All one-inch, half- 
inch and quarter-inch sheets in the neighbourhood of the frontier 
should be completed to edge, even when it is necessary to use old 
small scale surveys for the purpose. The material available will 
generally be of different degrees of reliability, and i t  should be 
differentiated on the fair sheets in accordance with the rules laid 
down in Section XI. 

24. Despatch of f a i r  sheet&-Fair sheets intended for 
despatch by post or  rail should be carefully rolled and packed in 
a tin tube which should, for further protection, be enclosed in a 
stout wooden case. Large consignments and all shaded drawings 
should be sent packed flat in tin-lined cases. All consignments 
of fair sheets or plane-table sections, whether despatched by post 
or rail should be insured. (See Appendix C.). 

25; Colours for one-inch and half-inch sheets;-The 
one-inch and half-inch sheet,s will be published in black and colours 
as follows :- 

(~).-Black : all outline, lettering, prominent surveyed trees, 
live or barren dead moraines (lateral, medial or ter- 
minal), scree, rock-falls, fans, and symbols not men- 
tioned below. 

@).-Red: roads, tracks and paths; milestones on roads andl 
their mileage; arrows indicating coincidence of road, 
tmck, or path with single-line streams; road bridges; 
masonry dams, road tunnels, fords and ferries1 
(symbols only); towns, villages, deserted villages, 
huts, and buildings; buoys, beacons, steamer signals, 
navigation marks, &c., if lighted; border square let- 
ters and numbers. Metalled roads, towns, and vil- 
lages (except huts and ruined villages) have a red tint 
between the red lines, but metalled roads will not 
have a red tint in the areas of towns, cantonments, 
or large villages, nor when they pass between tinted 
sites a t  other places, vide para. 461 (c). 

(c) . - ( i )  Blue : lines of high- and low-water ; fathom-lines and 
their lettering; mud on foreshore; submerged sand, 
rocks, &c. ; limita of double-line rivers, and of the 
perennial water in them, from the sea as far as the 
tides reach; single-line streams which generally 
contain water; perennial canals (nee para. 88); 
steamer ~ e r v i c e ~  ; falls and rapids ; locke, weire, 
~iphons,  dietance-stones and their dietances, of peren- 
sial canala; canal bench-marks and their heighte; 



sluices along perennial canals; aqueducts; pipe-lines; 
marshes ; reed symbol in perennial water; springs; 
wells; used kEveses (with depth of shaft); limits of 
all areas of permanent mow or  glaciution; all ice 
features; water features, whether on or off ice; 
contours across ice and permanent snow including 
those across live moraines ; contours above permanent 
snow-line ; contour values of blue contours. 

(ii) Blue ti?zt will be used over sea areas (except fore-shore), 
and over the water areas of rivers and canals which 
are too wide to be shown by a single line, and of 
lakes and tanks, (vide also paras. 95-99) ; very small 
perennial tanks which would receive inadequate pro- 
minence if printed in blue tint, should be blocked in 
and printed in solid blue. 

(a).-Green : trees: except prominent surveyed trees, other 
vegetation including tea bushes, grass, scrub, &c., 
and the riband denoting the external boundary of 
reserved and protected forests. 
(.Note.-An external boundary is that separating 
reserved, &c., forests from land which is not reserved ; 
a green riband will therefore be entered round exclu- 
sions, hut not along the common boundary between 
two reserved, &c., forests r the common boundaries 
between f o r e ~ t s  under entirely different ownerehips, 
p.9, between Eritish reserved forests and state forests, 
should be considered as external ones). 

(e).-Felloul : cultivated arens. 
(f).-Brown: mounds; rock cliffs whether above or below the 

enow-line; broken ground which is not on the outline 
eheet (for which see para. 5 8 ( c ) )  ; contours and contour 
values except those mentioned in sub-para. (c)(i)  
above; rocks and sand except in the beds of rivers, 
lakes or tanks, or on the foreshore; stony waste; 
dead moraines if under vegetation (grass, scrub, 
or trees). 

(g).-Cfr~y : hill-shnding. 

243. C o l o u r s  for quarter-inch sheets.-The colouring on 
qnarter-inch aheets will he the enme as that for one-inch and 
half-inch aheete, except that cultivatiotl limits and the yellow tint 

I will he omittetl. In Nepal the cultivation limits and yellow tint 
will he ehown 

87. Corrections during publication.-If it should be 
fo~lnd neceneary to make any obviou~ ~ d d i t i o n ~  or corrections to any 
fair sheet of the one-inch, hnlf-inch, or quarter-inch map8 of India, 
while under publication, such additions or corrections will, be 



carried out in the head-quarters office, and the Director, Map 
Publication, will inform the Director of the topographical circle 
concerned. In  cases of doubt or if a reference to the plane-table 
sections should be necesssary, the Director, Map Publication, will 
return the fair sheet to  the Director of the topographical circle con- 
cerned to have the corrections or additione carried out  in his office. 
No additions or corrections will be made on the body of the plane- 
table sections, hut a note regarding any additions or  corrections, 
which may be decided on, will be macle in the margin of the plane- 
table section under the countersignature of the Circle Director. 

28, General Staff corrections.-When corrections and 
additions to maps of military importance are suggested by the Chief 
of the General Staff, they should, as a general rule, be accepted 
by the Survey of India. If, however, for any reason the officer 
responsible for the drawing of a sheet considers that it would not 
be advisable to accept any particular correction or addition, he 
should refer again, through his Director, to the Chief of the General 
Staff explaining his objections. Such correction or addition should 
only be omitted when the Chief of the General Staff agrees. 
are special rules for frontier sheets, for which see Appendix D. Therel 

29. Corrections by hand.-Corrections by hand will not  
be made on any already printed milps, except under the following 
circumstances :- 

(a) if an error is discovered in ;I published sheet, the 
Director, Map Publication, may have it corrected by 
hand, correction slip, or appliqu4 slip, in order t o  
avoid reprinting the sheet. 

( b )  if a correction, such as the entry of a new railway, ie  
specially asked for by an authority who ie entitled 
to receive maps free of charge, e.9, a Secretary to  the 
Government of Indin, i t  n.ill be made on the parti- 
cular copies supplied. 

(c) if R correction i~ specially asked for by an applicant not 
entitled to  receive maps free of charge, the Director 
Map Puhlicntion, is xuthorizetl to have it made on 
the pnrticuliir copiea supplied, if he considers this 
advisable, at  an extra charge depending on the 
i~monnt of work in\-olved, but in no  cnse less than 
nnnns four per copy. 

In all caeea wl~ere extra-tlepilrtnlcntd inforlulltion is added 
under the above rules the following footnote should be entered:- 

"Alterntionu nlid ~ddit ions  ~ n ~ d r  by  hnnd on this copy of the map nre bnned 
on inforlnnbion that ha8 not hccn verified by the Survcp of India." 



PREPARATION FOR FAIR MAPPING 

30. Scale of fair drawing.-As the line work of drawings 
reproduced by the heliozincographic process has a tendency to 
thicken on the zinc plate, fair sheets intended for publication by 
this process will, in order to counteract the inartistic effect of any 
coarseness in the original drawing, be drawn on a larger scale than 
that of the resultant published sheet; the scale ordinarily adopted is 
one and a half times that of publication. 

31. Drawing paper required.-Four sheets of drawing 
paper will be required for each sheet drawn on the 1)-inch scale (or 
in the Case of half-inch maps on the $-inch, or quarter-inch maps on 
the #-inch scale), one for the outline sheet, one for the contour eheet, 
one for the green tree sheet, and one spare in case of accidents; an 
extra eheet is required for the special contour sheet of each half-inch 
sheet for use in the fair drawing of a quarter-inch sheet (vide para. 
382). For sheets without hills, only three sheets of drawing paper 
will be required. 

32. Photographic enlargements or reductions.-As 
soon as the plane-table sections comprising a sheet have been com- 
pleted, they ehould be sent to the nearest reproducing office to be 

I 
reduced or enlarged to the scale of fair drawing. Care should be 
taken tbat all blue details are darkened by going over them with a 
soft black pencil to ensure their photographing properly. The 
exact dimensions to which the surveyed area should be reduced or  
enlarged should be clearly recorded on Form 0 .  143. One copy of 
this form should accompany the invoice and another should be fixed 
to  the back of the sections, by pasting i t  lightly at each of the four 
corners; if heavily pasted it is apt to distort the sections. It is 
most important that this form should he accurately trnd completely 
filled in: the dimensions are not checked in the reproducing office, 
and they should invariably be checked and initialled, with date, 

by an oficer, before the plane-table sections are des- 
patched for reduction or  enlargement. As the form is not required 
for permanent record it may, after the dimensions recorded thereon 
have been checked with the reductions or enlargements, be removed 
and destroyed. 

33. T r a n e f e r  of details from plane-table sectione to 
f a i r  8heeta.-Detaile may be transferred from the plane-table nec- 
tions to the fair ~ h e e t ~  either by (a) photogrnphy, or (1 ) )  from 
tracee by hand. 



SECTION 11.-PREPARATION FOR FAIR MAPPING 9 

34. T r a n s f e r  by photography.-Uniform expansion or 
contraction of the plane-table sections can be adjusted in the 
reproducing ofices, but only very slight distortion ( that  is, expan- 
sion or contraction which is neither uniform nor symmetrical) can 
be so adjusted. With the above proviso, light blue prints on draw- 
ing paper can be prepared from the plane-table sectione for the fair 
drawing, and, in addition, black or blue prints on rag-litho., bank- 
post, or tracing paper for accessory work, such as outliner's guides, 
typer's guides, &c., or  for supplying information to assist the draw- 
ing for the half-inch and quarter-inch sheets (vide para. 327). 

36. Distortion.-It is impossible to lay down any hard-and- 
fast rules regarding the procedure to be observed in tralisferring 
the details from either plane-table sections or their enlargements or  
reductions to the fair sheets. I t  must be recognised, however, that  
in some cases more or less adjustment is necessary to compensate 
for the expansion or contraction of the paper, though by the use 
of Bristol-hoards or of drawing popeir mounted on straw-boards for  
plane-table sections, distortion has been very largely reduced. 

36. Number of blue prints kc., to be ordered.-The 
number of each kind, required as in para. 34, should be limited 
according to the scale given below; variations as regards paper or  
colour of prints are permissible but the total number of prints 
should not be exceeded except for special reasons which should be 
given in each case:- 

(a) Sheets with contours :- 
4 blue on 210 lb. drawing paper. 
4 black or grey on rag-litho., bank-post, or  hollingworth. 
2 blue on rag-litho. 
2 black or blue on tracing paper. 

( b )  Sheets without contours :- 
3 blue on 210 lb. drawing paper. 
3 black or grey on rag-litho., bank-post, or hollingworth. 
2 blue on rag-litho. 
1 black or blue on tracing paper. 

(c) For preparation of mosaics :- 
2 hlsck prints on rag-litho. of each plane-table section 

required to be reproduced ; in cases where drawing 
on the pliane-tnble section is bnd, and touching up 
i~ necessary, nn extra blue print may be asked for. 

37. Preparation of mosaics.-When a 6heet hns been 
uurveyed on aevertrl plane-table aertionu, all the ~ections, irrespective 
of scale, arc, photo-zincographed to the ecale of fair draw in^ and 
b l ~ c k  print8 me pnuted in positiorl on to  a pro-jected sheet of thin 
drawing paper, which ia  then photo-zincogrnphed to the same scale. 
Tri~onometricsl atationa should he plotted on the projected sheet, 



11) SECTION 11,-PREPARATIOS FOR FAIR MAPPING 

and the should be pasted on to  the sheet so that the positions 
of the stations on the prints coincide with their plotted positions 
I n  this method, all the black prints should be either on rag-litho. 
or  on bank-post, or  on tracing paper, (only one kind of paper, pre- 
ferably rag-litho., being used on the same sheet), and they may be 
pasted in position in entire plane-table sections, or cut up and pasted 
on in 5-minute squares or even smaller pieces. Plane-table sections 
which are only slightly distorted, ns is usual, may be treated by this 
method, but i t  is advisable, however, in such cases that the prints 
should bo pasted in position in 5-minute squares or  in smaller pieces. 
When any portion of a sheet cannot be treated by this method, even 
by means of ad-justed traces, this method should be adopted for  the 
remainder of the sheet, and the ares  left  blank should be dealt with 
by the party concerned, by traneferring the detail by hand on to  the 
fair eheet. 

38. Lithographic combination of plane-table sec- 
ti~n~.-The reproducing office may find it possible to combil~e 
plane-table sections lithographically so as to save the preparation 
and -rephotography of paper mosaics as described in para. 3 7 ;  
therefore, when sending in plane-table sections for photography to 
the scale of fair drawing, the number of blue and other prints (vitlr 
para. 36) that  will eventually be required ~hou ld  a l w a y ~  be intimat- 
ed. 

39. Alternative method for undistorted plane-table 
sections.-If the plane-table sections are not nppreciably distortell, 
they may be treated by either of the two lollowing methods:- 

(a) When a sheet has been entirely surveyed on one plane- 
table section, the section is photo-zincographed to the 
~ c a l e  of fair drawing. 

( b )  When n sheet has been surveyed on several plane-table 
sections, the most suitable section, which will usually I)e 
the largest, is eelected ; the other sections, irrespective 
of ecale, are photo-zincographed to the scale of survey 
of the selected section, and black print8 are pasted i11 

position on to  the selected section, which is then photo- 
zincographed to the scale of fair drawing. When pasting 
the printe on to the uelected plane-table eection, care 
should be taken to use n, thin p a ~ t e  (gloy is recommend- 
ed) eparingly, nnd only along the edges of the pririta in 
order that they may bo easily removed from the section 
later on. In this method all the black prints ehoultl 
be either on rag-litho. or hank-post paper, (only o l ~ e  
kind of paper should be ueed on the eame sheet ), arltl 
they may be pasted in position in entire plane-ta hle 
sections or cut up and paated on in 5-minute squnree or 
even smaller pieces. 
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40. Care required by draf tsman.-Any of the above 
methods requires considerable cilre and intelligence on the part of 
the draftsman, as all errors on tlie plane-table sections, or differ- 
cilces of style between adjoining surveyors, are reproduced on the 
blue prints and have to be corrected or adjusted by the draftsman 
while drawing the fair sheet; careful guides as decribed in paras. 
57 to 61 are all the more necessary. 

41. Cases where considerable a d j u s t m e n t  is neces- 
sary.-Cases occur where, generally either owing t o  a coarsely 
tlrn~yii or dirty plane-table section, or to  considerable adjustment 
1,eing necessarj- between plane-table sections, or to excessive distor- 
tion which cannot be adjusted by photography, the following pro- 
cedure may be found necessary :- 

(a) The fair sheet is projected on a sheet of thin drawing 
paper on the scale of survey and the stations and 
points referred to in tlie nest  para. plotted thereon. 
The graticule lines of the 5-minute squares with the 
stations and points are then traced otf each square 
separately on tracing paper, and the work traced in 
appropriate colours from the plane-table sections. In 
doing this all necessary adjustments are made and each 
square is carefully examined, so that  after examination 
they will contain all work which is to be entered on the 
fair sheet. These traces are then pasted in position on 
the projected eheet wliich is then photo-zincographed 
to the scale of fair mapping. 

(11)  These traces themselvca form au excellent guide for the 
draftsman 

42. Transferring detail by hand.-~ransferr iug by hand 
will  only be used wlien transferring by photography or  vandyking 
is unsuitable. I t  will rarely be necessary for a whole sheet, bnt 
niay sometimes he used to complete a sheet as mentioned in para. 
3 7  Adju~ted traces will be prepared a8 in para. 41 (a) above, and 
after enlargement or reduction, where necessary, transferred square 
hy square hy means of transfer paper (prepared by rl~bbing fine 
powdered blue chalk 011 tracing paper) on to a sheet of drawing 
paper prepared :IS follows :- 

0 1 1  :L preliini~iary s h e d  the follon-illg tltita should be plotted, 
t~nd,  alter examination, pricked through on to the sheet 
~elected for the outline drawing, i . c .  ( ( 1 )  the graticule~, 
( h )  ,711 triangulation statinns, and the inkersected poiute 
of geocletic.trin.ngnlution, H hicli nre to be entered on 
the fair sheets, ( c )  important traverse statione (when 
 traverse^ Form the '.control"-'of the work) and such 
intersected pointa as fall on o i  close to graticule li~ies. 
ancl which are to be entrred ou the fair eheets. Other 
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intersected points of niinor triangulation will not be 
plotted. Stations of minor value which would be 
shown in the triangulation pamphlets as intersected 
points should be similarly treated on fair sheets. 

43. Plotting with rectangular co-ordinates.- If many 
points to be plotted are in terms of rectangular co-ordinates the 
rectangular values of the corners of the sheet should be computed, 
rectangular gr~t icule  lines draw11 in blue and the points plotted 
with respect to  them;  if, however, only a few such points are 
required to be plotted i t  may be quicker to convert their rectangular 
into spherical values, on Form 9 Trav. 

44. Note regarding origin.-In the case of a.11 fair 
sheets based on rectangular co-ordinates and on which rectangular 
paticules have been drawn, the origin of the survey must be entered 
in blue in some convenient position. When, however, rectangular 
araticulee are not shown on the fair sheet this need not be entered. 
b 

45. Scales.-Diagonal scales of latitude and longitude are 
obtainable from the Mathematical Instrument Office ; when these 
are in agreement with the projected sheet they may he used for 
plotting purposes, otherwise scales of latitude and longitude must 
be constructed on the sheet of drawing paper on which the points 
are originally plotted. 

46. Guide lines for names.-Guide lines for names may 
be drawn on the traces or black prints before the blue prints are 
prepared. 

47. Examination of prints on receipt.-When the blue 
prints on drawing paper have been received for fair drawing the 
g r e t i ~ ~ l e  should be checked and triangulation and traverse eta- 
tione and intersected points plotted on the prints. If, when 
checked, the limiting parallele of the sheet have an error appreci- 
ably dieproportionate to that of the limiting ~neridians, new blue 
printe should be called for. If the errore are proportionate or 
onl J slightly dieproportionate no correction ehould be made to the 
blue groticule, which should be uaed without correction, ae the 
slight error of ecale will be automatically corrected in the Photo.- 
Litho. Office on reproduction. The position of a station or point 
obtnined by plotting ehould be used instead of its position in blue; 
when there is en appreciable dieagreement, or even when there 
is only e elight but noticeable disagreement, as might occur if the 
etation or point falle on or close t o  a graticule line, the work in 
the neighbourhood of the etetion or point uhould be adjusted. 

48. Dietortion.--In practice i t  hae besn found that where 
the preparation of the moaaic has been defective nothing is gained 
by eupplying the new blue prints mentioned in the eecond ecntence 
of para. 47 If the original is defective, the Photo.-Litho. Office 
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endeavours to correct the top and bottom parallels and lets the 
meridians conforlu as best they may. Owing to climatic changes 
between circles and Calcutta, quite serious errors, as they appear 
in circles, may often be found amenable to photographic adjust- 
nlents. Expansion or  contraction, provided it is regular, can be 
corrected in the Photo.-Litho. Oftice by photography. Irregular 
distortiou, beyond certain limits, cannot be completely so corrected. 
Drawing paper if kept flat does not appreciably distort irregularly; 
for example, two sheets required for n falr original, selected from 
the same batch of paper, if liept together under the same conditions, 
can generally be brought to the correct diu~ensiona in the Photo.- 
Litho. Office, provided the origint~l moaaic was correctly made. 

49. Maximum distortion which can be corrected.- 
The Photo.-Litho. Office can correct distortion up to a niaximum 
limit of about 0.3 per cent. It is obvious that  by mere enlarge- 
ment or reduction one side can always be brought to correct dimen- 
sions, and, provided that the maximum distortion of any of tho other 
three sides does not exceed 0.3 per cent. the Photo.-Litho. Office 
can generally make all four sides correct. 

50. Quality of blue prints .-I t  should be noted that if 
the blue of the print is not a pure blue i t  will reproduce. If there- 
fore the blue appears at  all grey, fresh blue prints should be called 
for. Blue prints that have not been prepared by the correct process 
are liable to turn grey or green a few months after they are 
printed; when such cases occur the matter should be brought to 
the notice of tho reproducing office from which the prints were 
received. 

51. Inking up graticule8.-Alter the grnticule has been 
checked, or in the case of hand-transferring of detail, when the 
corners of the graticule have been pricked through. the lines 
connecting them will be inked up;  care should be taken to draw the 
lines finely and firmly with one sweep of a well-filled pen. The 
parallels of  latitude on maps on tho 3 miles to one inch and 
larger scales will be inked up as straight lines and on maps on the 
scale of 1/250,000 ond smaller, as pr~ject~cd.  I 

52. Graticule intervals.--On one-inch and half-inch sheets 
the graticule lines will be drawn at 5-minute, and on quarter-inch 
sheets at 15-miuute intervals. 

63. Inking up stations and points.-The stations and 
other points will then be inked up in their proper symbols. The 
graticule lines will not subsequently be broken for detail or names, 
but trigonometrical points which coincide with boundary pillars, 
temples, &c., may be removed during the preparation of the fair 
sheet to make room for the latter. 
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54. Transferring of contours.-When the liormal method, 
or either of those ruentioned in para. 30 ( ( 1 )  or (G) has been used, 
the contour eheet \till usually be drawn on a duplicate blue print 
ou drawing paper, iultl it will only he necessary to transfer contor~rfi 
by hand in small areas where the coutours on the blue prints are 
indistinct. Sometimes in case ((6) in para. 41 ilnrl in the case of 
hand-transfers i t  \\,ill he necessiiry to prepare contour traces. 
Theee will usually bc preparetl oil Llack prints on tracing paper of 
the vandyked outline. as in this case the outline on which the 
contoured trace is prepnretl is identical with the outline on the fair 
sheet, but they muy idso be prepared on traces from the original 
fair outline sheet or on enlargements or reproductions, :IS the case 
Iuay he, of the adjusted tracings. 

55. Contours drawn on vandyke prints.-If the con- 
tours are drawn on vandyked copies of the original outline sheet 
i t  is usual to  asli for two blue prints on clrii~ving paper, and for 
black prints on tracing, bmk-post, or rag-litho. paper as required. 
In  order that the cor~tour sheet rnay hc ~ ta r t e t l  as soon ns possible 
it is not llecesuary to colr~plete all the outline clrnwing hut only 
Huch as in any way atfiects thc cootours. 

58. Omission of detail.--It slloul~l rarely he necessary to 
nruit from the fair sheets tletail that has been surveyed on the 
pIane-table ~ect ions  on the scale of pu1)lication. Such olnistlionb 
should he confined to case8 where illformation is unnecessary or 
v~lueless;  as for exalnple. that of a c:lrt-track leading from n village 
acrous the fiel(lu to no particulilr destination. antl used rlierely for 
~ ~ r i c u l t u r n l  purposeu, or rrlinor carials ill lienvilj. catlalised area, (sce 
also paras. 88-93); or to caseH where information is not important 
and crowd8 out the entry of i~nportant information. 

57. Guides for d r a f t s m e n  and typera.--'l'he followiug 
follr guifles should he prepared :- 

( t o  Outliner's guide. 

( b )  Typer's gllifle for outline sheet. 

(c) Typer's griille for contour sheet 
(tl) Green tree guide. 

These guidee are prepared on blue or grey p r i u t ~  obtained 
by photo-zincography ( v i d p  paras. 34 and 36) ,  i f  necessary, panted 

I 
together. All the edges of t h e ~ e  four gnidex uhoald be ndjueted 
with adjoining ~ h e e t ~  for thickne~q of lines, widthe of rotld~,  
clensity antl class of vegetation and l,e signet1 and dated by n 
reeponeible officer. 

58. Outliner's guide.-'l'he following i t e~ns  slloultl be em- 
phasized or specially lilarlced on the outliner's guide :- 

( 1 1 )  Main drainage, r\nd those rivers which a l lo~d~l  be ~ h o ~ n  
hy double  line^. 
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( 1 , )  (L) Classification of roads should be decided on iu cases 
where the surveyore have disagreed, or the classi- 
fication on the plane-table sections requires altera- 
tion. Roads and paths in hilly country should, and 
main routes may, be n~nrketi to be emphasized (see 
1)ara. 108). 

i ; )  ])ouble-line rouls, ~xetallecl and un~netalled, mill be 
classified as roads of first, second and third import- 
~ince. Tliere will be no definition of "importance", 
I ~ u t  the Director, Map Publication, will decide for 
the whole of India what roads nre to  be classed as 
of first importance, and other Directors and Oficers 
in charge of independent parties will decide, for 
their own ;Ireas, whicli roirds are to be clas~ed as of 
second and thircl importance. The Director, Map 
Pnblication, will prepare ancl lnnintain an index O F  
roads of first importance, and other Directors and 
Officers in charge of independent parties will pre- 
pare and maintain indexes of roads of second and 
third iulportauce for their areas in consultation with 
officers responsible for adjoiiiing areas. 

( i i i )  Any oue of these three classes of roads may contain 
~netalled or uninetalletl portions. The worde 
"Motorab10~~ or "Gravelled1' should be entered along 
~inrnetalletl portions when appropriate, and may be 
clualitied by n brief remark as to period. The 
\\yidtlls of the above three classes of ro:rds will bc 
as laid down in para. 110. 

(c) ( i )  Cliff's and broken ground, when they are stream or 
river leatures, are shown in black and therefore 
drawn on the outline sheet; otherwise they should 
be drawn on the contour sheet, nnd will appear in 
brown on the published map. To apply this rule 
correctly, the c1nestion 01 emphasis must be consi- 
dertl. I n  hilly country precipitous banks nenr 
watercourses ure not rrbnormnl, and the necessary 
en~phnsia is gi\len to such features by the syn~bols 
l~eing drnmu in brown. Rut, ns the country flat- 
tens out, steep hanks guin in importance as these 
rorn~ very considerable ohstncles, nnd it is necee- 
wry to rnll attention to them. This can only be 
tlone by sl~owing the symbol in l~lncli. 

( i i )  To jntlge where the colorir should chnnge, or if it is 
better to mitke no change, will occnsiannlly be diffi- 
cult, more espcci:rlly in country where the change 
from precipitous hills to more or lees level plain ie 
eudden and abrupt. In a mnsr of high hills black 
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symbols look incongruous, but in the plains brown 
gives no emphasis. Where the broken ground ex- 
tends from the plains into low hills, nnd does not 
penetrate these very far, i t  is probably best to show 
all in black, as i t  is advisable to  give the necessary 
prominence to the obstacle in the plains, even if 
this entails giving i t  rather too much prominence 
in the hills. Arbitrary changes, pi~rticularly along 
the edges of sheets, should be avoided, and the 
broken-up area should be considered as a whole; 
in cases where there is any room for doubt as to 
what colour should be employed to show broken 
ground on u sheet, executive officers should consult 
the director of the circle. 

( t i )  Boundaries, after careful examination a.ncl comparison. 

59. Typer's guide f o r  outline sheet.-The following 
should be shown on the typer's guide for the outline sheet:- 

(a11 (i) The positions of all names and heights, which are to 
appear on the fair sheet, should be carefully selected 
with a view to ensure that, while detail is not unduly 
obliterated! the typing is not rendered obscure or 
illegible by the detail or contouring. In  hilly country 
namee or heights can often be made clearer by 
typing them on the non-shaded portions (vide para. 
468 (c) (ii).  The green trees for wooded areas, the 
grid lines (vide parae. 420(b) and 423, and the 
ribands along boundaries ehould also be considered 
in this selectio~l of positions. 

(ii) The selected position ehould be carefully marked on the 
guide, and the name or figure neatly written as close 
as possible, with the correct fount number of the type 
to be used, alongside each entry. Care must be taken 
that each name is compared with the corrected lists 
and is correctly spelt with all accents inserted. 

(iii) The spelling, including accents, of names of streams, 
villnges, &c., near the edges, ehould be compared with 
those which have already appeared on the djoining 
published sheets; if the latter be wrong, attention 
should he drawn to them in the History Sheet and for 
necesmry correction to be carried out on the office 
copies of the publiehed sheets kept in the circle office 
aa per parns. 472 to 482. 

( b )  Lettering of nnmes of snhdivisiona, hill ranges, large rivers, 
end other spaced namee in their proper positions (see 
paras. 250 to 265). 
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(c) (i) Heights w e  of great importance from a military as well 
as from an engineering point of view. All heights 
entered on a fair sheet should be those of the ground 
level. The heights of all triangulation stations and 
permanent intersected points should usually be 
entered, but if two stations occur on the same hill top 
the height of the higher only may be entered. A 
selection of trigonometrical and clinometric heights 
should be entered a t  important and easily recognisable 
places, such as road and river junctions, isolat,ed 
hillocks, ferries, fords, bridges, milestones, isolated 
trees, saddles, pasdes, and villages. At least one 
height should be entered within the area of a town or  
place of importance. 

(ii) Occasionally, where other heights are not available, 
heights from sources such as Irrigation, Railway, &c., 
may be entered, even if they are not attached to  any 
particular points. These will affbrd some indication of 
the general height of an area above sea level, and 
should be shown as clinometric heights but without 
dots. 

(iii) Relative heights ehould be entered on the banks of 
streams a t  about two-inch (on the published sheet) 
intervals, or wherever great changes occur, a t  cuttings 
and embankments on roads and railways, and in 
hroken ground a t  suitable places. The relative heights 
of sand hills, isolated rocks, and rocky scarps should 
also be entered. Kelative heights of less than 5 feet 
should not usually be entered, unless they are of dis- 
tinct value, as for instance, to show the shallowest 
part of n ?761n, and they can be conveniently inserted. 

(iv) Rela,tive heights should usually be omitted from quarter- 
inch sheets, except in cascs where no maps of the 
sheet in question have been published on s larger 
scale, or in sheeta containing very flat areas where the 
relative heights of small isolated mounds may be of 
great import,a~~ce. 

(7)) On all ~ h e e t s  showirlg spirit-levelled bench-marks to 
which the G .  T. heights have not been adjusted, the 
following foot-note shoulrl be added :- 

The triangulation heights (and cont$ours) on t h i ~  sheet 
lrave not been adjusted to the heights of the ~p i r i t -  
levelled hench-marks, and may not be strictly in 
accordance with them. 

(7.i.) The trigono~netrictrl heigl~t type (upright type) will be 
used for the heights of all trigonometrical stations of 
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observation, and for those intersected points, where, 
either the actual ground level has been observed, or 
the height above ground level of the signal observed 
has been accurately measured. The approximate 
height type (slanting type) will be used for all clino- 
metric heights, and for points where the ground level 
height has not been accurately determined. 

(d )  (i) The heights of all Survey of India primary protected 
bench-marks ehould be entered to  the nearest foot in 
accordance with the list given in each levelling 
pamphlet. 

( i i)  The heights of other Survey of India bench-marks and 
heights of P. W. D., Railway, Canal, &c., bench-marks 
may be entered when heights would otherwise be 
wanting, subject to the proviso in the case of extra- 
departmental bench-mark8 that they do not  disagree 
materially with Survey of India bench-marks. 

(iii) Survey of India bench-marks ehould be entered in the 
type appropriate to  trigonometrical heights preceded 
by the letters BM. Extra-departmental bench-marks 
ehould be entered as clinometric heights without the 
letters BM. Canal bench-marks and their heights will 
appear in blue on published sheets. 

(e) Deetirtetione (see paras. 318 to 320), border names, grati- 
cule figures, square letters end figuree. 

60. Tyger'e guide for contour sheet.-Whenever pos- 
sible i t  is advisable that this should be prepared after the outline 
sheet has been completely typed, or after the typer's guide for the 
outline sheet has been prepared, as care must be taken to avoid 
euperimposing any type on the contour sheet over type or detail 
of the outline sheet. In  practice, however, this is not often pos- 
sible in field parties. Extra care must in such cases be taken in 
the examination and in superimposing the contour sheet over the 
outline sheet, (Vide para. 447). To effect the same end it may be 
convenient to  enter contour valuee on the typer's guide for the 
outline sheet. 

(a) I t  is difficult to lay down hard-and-fast rule8 regarding 
the number of contour values which should be shown 
on aheete, but as a rule on one-inch eheets 15 to 20 
contour values in each 6-minute rectangle are sufficient 
in undulating country and iu low  hill^, while for moun- 
tainous region8 10 to 15 will o~uel ly  euffice. 

(b) Contour valuee ehould be entered in series where mppro- 
priate, RR On long continllous or high steep ulope~, uo 
ea to show the configuration of the ground in figures at a 
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glance. As far as possible contour values should not 
be shown on slopee which are likely to be ebaded. I 

(c) Contour values are not usually required on the ring 
contours of summits if the height of the summit ie 
typed. 

(d) In  flat country where contours are few, values ehould 
be given to selected fine contours as well as t o  the 
thickened ones, both in the body of the sheet and in 
the border. 

(e) The values of all thickened contour8 should, as a rule, 
be typed in the border of the fair sheet, but where the 
slopes are very steep a few of these values may be 
omitted. 

61. Green tree guide.-In jungle-clad country a green tree 
guide should be prepared. On this the limits of different c l~seee  
of forests, "Dense ", "Fairly dense" and " Open " are marked, and 
the description of tree growth inside these is also given. The edges 
should be compared with adjoining sheets and signed and dated. 



FAIR DRAWING 

62. Emphasis of certain features.-Before the fair 
drawing is commenced i t  is necessary to consider the sheet as a 
whole, and t o  select the important details to which i t  is desired to 
give special prominence. Main drainage and the principal lines of 
communication should be drawn so as to  make them stand out 
prominently in the sheet in comparison with the rest of the detail. 
Care should be taken, however, not to overdo this exaggeration, 
and i t  ehould be remembered that it is relative, and not absolute, 
thickness of line which gives prominence. 

63. Fineness of drawing.-The drawing should be ae 

I fine as is consistent with the importanoe of the detail, care being 
taken that i t  ia sufficiently firm to  reproduce properly; i t  should 
aleo be borne in mind that  details which are printed in coloure, 
especially in blue, have a tendency to thicken in printing, and 
ehould therefore be drawn more finely than if intended for printing 
in black. Special care should be taken to draw small and unimpor- 
tant irrigation channels as finely as possible. 

64. 8ymbols.-The latest table of " Conventional Signe" 
ehould be strictly adhered to ;  executive officers must see that all 
authorised additions or corrections are entered on all copies in their 
offices. No departure from the table above mentioned, nor 
employment of new symbols is allowed without the sanction of the 
Surveyor Oeneral. If any new eymbol is used, ite use must be 
noted in the "Publication Inetructione" with an explanatory foot- 
note. The Director, Map Puhlication, will adviee how best it can 
be explained. When the meaning of a eymbol, which is not entered 
in the tables a t  the bottom of the map, is doubtful, a deecription 
of the eame shoulcl be typed against the symbol, if thie can 
conveniently he done, (see also paras. 225 and 246-249). 

65. Symbol cards.-Engraved symbol cards have been 
prepared and iswed for the use of draftsmen. They may be ueed 
whole or they may be cut up uo that etsch symbol is on A eeparate 
piece of card; these uhould he kept in nn envelope when not in uee. 
In either cam they are invariably to be on, or  beside, the table on 
which the drafteman is working. They have been eo prepared that 
they can be need by new and inexperienced draftamen for marking 
off the ep~cing and size of hare and clots. Experienced draftsmen 
ehould find it quite easy to draw the symbol8 accurately by eye 
with the symbol card cloue at htsnd s u  a guide. 



66. Symbol Stamps.-Huts, wells, and other symbols, 
which occur frequently on a sheet, may be inserted by the employ- 
ment of symbol stamps; care must, however, be taken that  they are 
not worn down or irregular. (For symbols for which dies are 
obtainable from the Director, Map Publication, see foot-note to the 
Table of Conventional Signs). 

B.-RIVERS AND STREAMS 
67. Water features.-The principles on which water fea- 

tures have been depicted on the pla,ne-table sections are given in 
Chapter V. In  order that  these principles may be followed in the 
drawing of fair sheets and that differences in style of drawing of 
different surveyors may be assimilated, certain port,ions of Chapter 
V are reproduced below, with the wording slightly altered, when 
necessary, to ma.ke them a,pplicable to fair drawing. 

68. Rivers, streams, nalas, kc.-It is difficult to  lay down 
hard and fast rules as to  how streams should be shown, but aH a 
general rule all rivers! streams, channels and n d l a s ,  if not  less than 
a quarter of an inch in length on the scale of publication, should be 
shown, if one twentieth of an inch in width or over, by two lines, 
and if narrower, by a single line graduated according to the distance 
from its source. 

69. Streams emerging from hills.-A stream emerging 
from hills may spread out into numerous small channels, some of 
which are clearly visible and others not, and of which the main one 
varies with each spate. I n  such cases bars of varying lengths (to 
distinguish them from unsurvejred streams) should be drawn to  
represent the more prominent channels am actually surveyed. 

70. Streams, kc., from photo-surveys.-Streams, etc., 
incorporated from photo-surveys should be drawn in accordance 
with the rules laid down in Section XI. 

71. Single-line streams.-The course of a stream, not wide 
enough to be shown by two lines, should be shown by a single con- 
tinuons line. When a perennial water-chnnnel within a double-line 
n6ln is in continuation of a single-line blue stream, the width of the 
former may be exaggerated RO B R  not to he in marked contrast with 
the Intter. 

71. Double-line streams.-The banks of all rivers and 
streams, the courRes of which nre shown by two lines, should be 
shown by continuous lines, or if inoro suitahle 11y the broken ground 
or high bank ~ymhol.  Where the perennial wnter-channel is wide 
enougl~ tn be shown on the nlnp by a blue stipple, nnd not by a 
eingle t)lno line, the liinita of thig utipple must, be drawn on the fair 
~ h e e t  in fino continuou~ linea, except in tidnl arens (see para. 83), 
and ~ x c e p t  whore t h e ~ e   limit^ are nlready ~ufficiently indicated by 
the drawing of tho hnnks The names of water-forms ~hou ld  be 
printod in hl~rk .  
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73. Junction of dry and tinted st reams.- In  the case 
of a dry double-line stream joining a river or other tinted sheet of 
water, in which the blue-tinted water, ( a )  doe0 not reach the bank, 
(b) is ehown up to the bank, no line will be drawn across the mouth 
of the dry double-line stream, unless a definite bank or drop is 
known to  exist. 

74. Representation of perennial water.-The Survey 
of India is not required to  make elaborate or  special researches to 
ascertain whether there is perennial water in any particular portion 
of a river or stream. I t  will be sufficient if this is indicated as 
correctly as possible in the course of survey operations from local 
information. 

75. Change o f  001our.-The points in the courses of streams 
a t  which the colour of a stream is to  change ehould be denoted on 
the outline sheet by a dumb-bell mark drawn finely in vermillion 
a t  right angles to  the course of the stream. This siiould be drawn 
free-hand so as not to  waste time. These dumb-bell marks are not 
necessary when the change of colour occurs a t  any point which is 
otherwise clearly marked, such as a stream junction, road crossing, 
&c. When the greater part of a stream is to  be blue, small portions 
at the head, unless they exceed one mile in length should not be 
left black. 

76. Arrows.-Whenever the nature of the country is euch 
that the direction of flow of streams and important canals is doubt- 
ful, arrows, firmly drawn in black, should be drawn close to single- 
line or in the centre of double-line streams to  indicate the correct 
direction of flow. These arrowe should preferably be drawn near 
the name of the river or  etream concerned and may ale0 be drawn 
just inside the eheet edges, if space permits, or  they may be drawn 
in the border if there is no euitable position in the body of the sheet. 

77. W a t e r f a l l s ,  ielands, &o.-Waterfalls and their heights, 
rapids, rocks, ielands, uluices and weirs should be shown. 

78. Sand.-Sand in rivers and streams, and in all dry  beds of 
non-perennial rivers should be ehown by dots or a tint printed in 
black. The dots or tint should not, however, be ehown in very 
narrow streams or ravines. S h ~ d e d  eand will always be drawn by 
hand. Sand in dry tanks and river-beds and on the foreshore will 
be drawn on the outliue sheet except when sand in the former is to 
be tinted by the Photo.-Litbo. Office, vide para. 99; for instructions 
in style, Nee para. 192. Sand dotting ehould always be completed 
round and ineide euch lettering aa appears in river beds or dry tanke, 
except in the case of small type where there ie a danger of ite block- 
ing up in reproduction. 

78. Broken ground, &c.-The following may be taken as 
a ueeful guide in depicting  bank^ of rivers and double-line stream6 
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and broken ground generally, but where, over large tracts of 
country, this guide would be unsuitable, Directors may authorise 
departures from it. These instructions apply to rivers passing 
through flat or undulating ground and not to those river banks 
which are essentially part of n hill-side. 

A shelving bank of a double-line stream should be shown by a 
fine line. 

A steep bank of a double-line stream, which is less than 10 
feet in height, should be shown by a fine line, but if the bank is so 
steep that i t  is impossible for country carts to go up and down a t  
intervals of every half a mile a t  least, then i t  should be shown by a 
thick line, provided that this thick line can be employed for a 
continuous length of a t  least one inch on the published sheet. 

A steep bank of a double-line stream, which is 10 feet or more 
in height, should be shown by a thick line. 

A steep bank of a double-line stream, which is 20 feet or more 
in height, should be shown by hachuring applied to the inside of 
the thick line, provided the banks of the river, &c., are sufficiently 
far apart to admit of the hachuring being conveniently entered. 

Tbe broken ground symbol should only be used for broken 
ground which is a t  least an average of 2 to  3 chains in width and 
at least half an inch in length on the published sheet. 

The drawing of the broken ground symbol should vary accord- 
ing to the ground depicted. I t  should not be more conspicuous 
than its nature justifies, - that with relative height under 10 feet 
being drawn fine and that with height 10 feet or more shown by a 
thicker line (also see para. 58 ( c ) ) .  

In interpreting these orders the Table of Conventional Signs 
should be carefully consulted. 

80. High mountain features.--Glaciers, moraines, and all 
ice, snow, and rock features will be shown as surveyed. See 
Section X for the colours of the different items of high mountain 
features on published maps. See Section XV for the form of special 
foot-note to he u ~ e d  for sheets containing glaciated regions. 

C.-COAST LISE, FORESHORE, STEAMEYI ROUTES, &c. 

81. Coast line.--'l'he cor~st line, i . e .  the line corresponding 
to hiah water, and the line of low wnter, both a t  ordinary spring 
tidee, will I)o shown by a continuous line, and by a dotted line 
respectively, both printed io blue, with the words "High water 
lino" and "T,ow wnter lino ", in hlack, entered a t  convenient placea 
above and below thoir lengths respectively. The low water line 
~ymbol, with the worcla "Low water line", should he omitted below 
rocka and sand-bonks on the foreshore of the sea or tidal rivere. 
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82. Foreshore.-The foreshore is defined far India as the 
zone between the high and low water lines, both along the sea 
front and up tidal rivers; this zone will not be tinted blue as for 
perennial water; important detail on the foreshore should be 
entered. Sand and rocks on the foreshore will be printed in black, 
and trees in green. Mud may be shown by broken blue horizontal 
lines thinning out graclually towards the high water line and the 
nature of the ground typed a t  intervals. Sand on the foreshore 
should be lightly shaded along the edge next the sea. 

83. Streams passing through foreshore.-A single-line 
stream passing through the foreshore will be shown by a continuous 
line, whether perennial or not. Double-line streams will show 
limits oE water channels by fine dotted lines. In  both cases the 
lines will be printed in blue. Important permanent features on 
the foreshore will be shown in black. 

84. Tidal limits in streams.-Up a double-line river or 
stream the bnnks will be shown, as far as the high spring tides 
reach, by continuous blue lines; in the case of a single-line stream 
a single continuous blue line should be used. A tidal arrow should 
be drawn just below the highest point reached by the high spring 
tides, and a t  other ~uituble points. 

85. Junctions of dry and tidal s t reams.- In  the case 
of a dry double-line stream joining a tidal river or creek, in which 
the blue-tinted wnter (a )  does not reach the bank, (b) is shown 
up to the bank, no line will be drawn across the mouth of the dry 
double-line stream unleas a definite bank or drop is known 
t o  exist. 

86. Steamer services.-Steamer services will be shown 
by the prescribe11 aymbol in blue, with the  word^ "Steamer ser- 
vice" entererl in black at suitable intervals along the symbol. No 
eymbol will he shown along ~ingle-line streams, but the words 
"Steamer service " will be typed in black along tho stream or in 
the border if necessary. Distances and destinations of steamer 
aewicea will be entered in the I~order to the nearest important 
steamer station. Routes for ocean-going stealners in sea areas 
will not he &own. 

87. Bathymetric contours.-The five- and ten-fathom 
bathyrnet~ic contonm should he t n k ~ n  from Marine Survey charts 
and ghown hy dotter1 lines on sheet8 which iuclnde Rea areas, but 
~holllcl not he shown in too much detail as they are liahle to change. 
They nhould he lettered " 5  fathorlts" nnrl "10 fathonla" respectively, 
the lines being hroken for the lettoring. As them hathymetric 
contours and the lettering rafrrring to them will he in blue, 
they ~houl(1 be drawn on the outline sheet and not on the contour 
sheet. 



88. Canals.-All canal systems (other than field distributaries, 
which should be omitted, also see para. 56) ~hou ld  be shown by 
tlreir proper symbols which will be printed in blue or black, 
eccorditig as to  whether the canals ere perennial or  non-perennial. 
In the case of canals einanatir~g from rivers the term perennial 
i~itlicstes that the supply of water is normally available a t  all times, 
being ensured by a dam or weir and regulator, while non-perennial 
or inundation canals are those which can only deliver water when 
the ptlrent river rises above a certain flood level. Reservoir or 
tank-fed canals should be considered as perennial if the water 
supply norrr~aily lasts for the full year. The whole of any canal 
e y ~ t e m  from main branches downwards should be ehown either in 
blue or in black as ihe case may be. Locks, weirs, siphons, 
distance stones and their distances, &c., occurring in canal syeteme, 
will be printed in the same colour as the canal symbols. 

89. Double-line canals.-Canals, of which the width of 
clear water-way is one chain or over, should be show11 by fine 
double lines. The interval between the litlea, when drawn for 
reduction by one thirll, should not be less than 1/40th of an ilrch 
but may be greater, if the tictual width when drawn to  scale exceeds 
this interval. 

80. Single-line canals.-Cilnals and village dietributaries, 
of which the width of clear water-w:~y is l e s ~  than one chain, nre 
to be shown by single lines in varying widths in accordance with 
their relative importance, the entire canal system being considered 
as a whole. 

91. Embankments.-Embankmnnts along cauals should 
not, as a rule, be shown, but they should be intlicated by a liberal 
use of relative heights ( i .e.  the heights of the top of the embank- 
ments above the : t d j : ~ c e ~ ~ t  country) with a footr~ote in the form 
given ill para. 498(. j )( i i ) .  In exceptiorlnl cases, where other detail is 
licht, embankments 1~s well a8 relative heights wit11 foot-note may 
be ehown. 

92. Roads on canal banks.-Along canals, roads suitable 
for wheeled traffic, And avenue8 of trees, should be shown where 
possible, but on crowded sheet8 the 1imitut.ione of scale will neceesit- 
ate the use of foot-notes, aee pa.ra. 493(j)(i,ii). 

93. O r d e r  of omission of detail.-On crowded sheeta t.he 
order of omie3ion of c:~nn.l detail el~ollld I x -  

(0.) Elnhnnkment~, (b\ Avenues, ((1) lload on one side of the 
p m w ~ l  or the other, ~ n d  (t-l.) Road3 on both @id08 of the canal. 

On mout eheete, owing to the limitations of the ecale, these 
omiesi0ns will he necesRary either in part or ne n whole. 
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E.-LAKES, TANKS, WELLS, &c. 

94. Lakee, tanka & ponds-The  margins of all lakes, 
tanks and ponds ehould ordinarily be ehown by a continuous fine line. 
The edges of all excavated tanks should be thickened, and of other 
tanks, only the edge along which there is an embankment. For an 
excavated tank with embankment, only one line should be shown 
t o  denote the common edge of the excavation and the embankment. 
The addition of hachuring on the outeide of the thick line is necee- 
eary where the embankment or buwd is 10 feet or more in height: 
where the outside of the embankment is very steep and its outside 
top edge ie sharp, a fine line should be drawn along the top of the 
hachuring. Other bunds will be ehown by t,he embankment symbol 
in black. 

96. Level of perennial water.-The level of perennial 
water in all lakee and tanks, where it does not coincide with the 
margins of the lakee and tanks themselves, ehould be shown by a 
fine continuous black line, but where the level of the perennial 
water fluctuates or  can only be entered approximately, the change- 
able level ehould not be ehown by a line either on the fair sheet or 
on the published eheet. 

88. Very emall perennial tanks.-Very amall peren- 
nial tanks, which might be inadequately represented if printed with 
blue tint, should be blocked in and printed in solid blue. 

97. Junatione o f  atreame and lakes.-In the case of a 
dry double-line stream joining a lake or  other tinted eheet of water, 
in which the blue-tinted water (a) does not reach the bank, ( 6 )  is 
ehown up to the bank, no line will be drawn across the mouth 01 
the dry double-line stream, unless a definite bank or drop i~ known 
to exiet. 

08. LOW-lying land.-Low-lying land usually flooded for 
a considerable period every year will not be sllown as a lake, but 
will have the words "U~ua l ly  flooded from ......... ... to ... ....... . . I 1  

printed across it. 

89. Nan-perennial tanka.-All non-perennial tanks end 
the non-perennial portions of tanka, if they do not show Marah, 
grasa, cultivation kc., will have R black tint. When o sheet con- 
teina any large areas for this tint, the  neceaeary black tint will 
be applied in the Photo.-Litho. Office, and all area8 for tinting 
will be ehowu by yellow wash on the red and blue colour 
pattern. When ta sheet contains smell arens only for tinting, the 
black tint may be drawn by hand on the outline fair eheet, end it 
will not then be neceesary to ehow the areae on the colour pettern. 
The hand-drawn tinting ehould re~emble the Photo.-Litho. Oftice 
tinting ae closely 8s possible, but on no account should pnrt of 8 

eheet be tinted by hand and the remainder left for the Photo.- 
Lithe. O ~ C O .  (See pare. 78). 
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100. Salt Lakes.--When the water of a perennial lake or 
tank is found to be salt or brackish, a note to  thie effect should be 
entered against the name or site of such lake or  tank. 

101. Marshes.--All marshes should be shown by their pro- 
per symbol which will be in blue on the published ma.p. Reeds in 
perennial water will be shown by the high grass synlbol printed 
in blue. The horizontal lines u ~ e d  in the ordinary marsh symbol 
will be omitted in such cases. 

102. Kirezes . -~cvezes  should be shown by the proper eym- 
bol with: at  intervals, the depth of shaft in feet, thus-20r; 
disused khrezes and the depths of their shafts mill be printed in 
black. 

103. Pipe-lines.-Main pipe-lines should be shown by the 
symbol for ;I kdrez with the words "Pipe line" printed alongside. 
Nawe and symbol will be printed in black and blue respectively. 
Oil pipe-lines will be ehown by the same symbol in black, with 
pipe Line" printed alongside. 

Oil 1 
104. Wells and springs.-Important wells and springs 

should he shown by their appropriate symbol. In arid country 
all wells and springe are inlportant and should be shown ; when 
the synlbol for a well or spring is liable to be overlooked, owing to 
the presence of contours, hill-shading, &c., or when i t  is necessary 
to emphasize its importance, the word "\l'ellV or "Spring" ("Spr"  
if  space is cramped) nlay be entered alongside the symbol and the 
nynibol itself drawn sliglitly larger and heavier. The lettering 
will appear in black on the publiehed sheet. If the water in any 

I 
well or spring is known to be salt or brackish, thie fact should 
also be noted alongside the eymbol. 

Fa-ROADS, PATHS AND FIRE-LINES 

105. Roads.-The clnesification of roacls ae  settled, vide 
para. 58(b) ,  should be carefully followed. 

108. Metalled Roads.-Metalled road8 will have a red 
tint applied between the double lines by the Photo.-Litho. Office, 
except in the &Irene of to\rne, cnntonmcnts or large villages, and 
when paeaing between tinted e i t e ~  a t  other places, when the roads 
~hould  be left white. 

107. Main routes through townas-Main routee through 
towns will be emphasized by being ehown slightly wider than other 
streets. 

108. Roade and petha in the hills.-Roads and pstha 
in the hills or in wooded area0 should be drnwn lees finely than 
similar roods and paths in the plains, in order to  give them due 
prominence. Main trade-routes should be drawn more heavily 
than other l e s ~  important rorde of the aame deecription. 
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109. Road names.-Road names will not be entered on 
mlrps of the one-inch, hillf-inch nrld quarter-inch scales without the 
express npprovn.1 of the Director who will l i~ui t  his eanctiol~ to 
nlalues generally accepted by the public outside the area served 
by the road, (subject to  the proviso that  narnes which consist of 
names of destinations will never be shown,) and to the names of 
military roads, where desirable, on the No14h-Western and the 
Eastern Frontiers of India. 

110. Width of double-line roads.-The width of roads 
shown by double lines should be as followe, measured between the 
inner edges of the lines :- 

If drawn for reduction by one-third :- 
Roads of first importance 14/40 of an  inch 

11 ,, second ,, 14/50 do. 
,, , ,  third ,, 14/60 do. 

If drawn for reduction by half :- 
Roads of first importance 1/20 of an  inch 

, ,  , ,  second ,, 1/25 do. 
I I )  ,, third ,, 1/80 do. 

Guide cards for the drawing of certain conventional eigns con- 
taining e n - ~ v e d  symbols of the correct width, prir~ted in block 
either on s t~ff  paper or otl tracing paper, can be obta~ned from the 
Director, SIrlp Publication. Draftsmen engaged in drawing double- 
line roads should be instructed not to obtain the widthe of these 
roads by measurement between the inner edges of the lines but to 
follow the symbol card nccurately. 

111. Milestones.-As a general rule every milestone should 
be shown on the one-inch, half-inch and quarter-inch sheete, 80 

long as this does not interfere wit11 the entry of more important 
information. In town or  village sites: or  where the sheet is very 
crowded, it will frequently be idvisnble to omit a milestone. They 
should be shown in their correct positions as surveyed, and not 
entered arbitrarily on one eide of the road. 

119- N u m b e r i n g  o f  m i l e s t o n e e . - ~ t  will suffice if one 
milestone in every inch of road on the published sheet is numbered 
with its mile~ge.  In accordance with this general rule every mile- 
stone sl~ould be numhered on the one-inch eheets, every even 
number on the hnlf-inch eheets, and every fourth on the quarter- 
inch sheets. The numbering should, however, give way to other 
detail; thus, on n quarter-inch sheet, iE the 4th milestone were 
difficult to  number clearly, the 3rd or  6th milestone, or both, should 
be numbered instead of the 4th. 

113. D~uble numbering of mileatonee.-When the 
mileape is recorded on the plane-table section from two or more 
placea. the executive nfficcr decide what mileage uurnher~ 
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should be entered along the road throughout its length. Usually, 
only one set of mileage numbers will be recorded, but,  if two are  
employed, they should be entered in the form of a fraction, thus- 
. Initia.18 of places from which mileage is numbered should 
not  be entered. Mileage numbers on roads of firet importance 
should normally be entered from the nearest well-known and im- 
portant town along the route. 

114. Embankments and cutt ings.-Embankments and 
cuttings in connection with roads, railways, &c., should be drawn 
in accordance with the following general rules :- 

(a) An embankment or cutting which is less than 5 feet 
in height o r  depth, should not be shown. 

(b) An embankment o r  cutting, which is 5 feet o r  more 
in height o r  depth, should be shown by hachuring. 

(c\ An embankment o r  cutting, which is 10 feet o r  more 
in height o r  depth, which is very steep and the  top 
edge of which is sharp, should be shown with a fine 
line along the top of the hachuring. The fine line 
may, however, be omitted if i t  would give to  the 
symbol more space than is desirable, and would 
cause the diaplacement of village sites o r  other  
symbols, a s  would occnsionally happen where a 
double-line road traverses an embankment or  
cutting. 

(d) To avoid overcrowding of detail, embankments nlong 
roads and railwngs may be omitted in those areas 
where embankments would occur as  a matter of 
course. An occasional relative height may be in- 
serted to indicate an  embankment. 

115. Roads in stream beds . - -When n road, track, or  path 
is coincident with the bed of a eingle-line stream, o r  of a double-line 
stretlm which is not wide enough to  enable the road, &c., symbol 
to be entered conveniently, the symbol for the st,ream only ehonld 
be entered, that  for the road, t,rack, or  path being omit.ted. 

When the fnct that the rond. truck, or  path, iu coincident with 
the bed of the stream is not s~~fficiently ol~vious to a map reader, 
olle or more arrows, not more than half-an-inch apart,  (pointing 
down streatrr), which will I)e pril~ted iu red, 111:ly Ile inserted, nntl in 
cases where the coincidence is lengthy, the words "Road, tmcli, or  
path (as the cnsc lrlny he) follorrs bed" may also 1 ) ~  typcd nlong the 
coincidence. 

116, Bridges o f  boats, f e r r i e e  and fords.-When a rond 
croeses n river by a bridge of boats, ferry o r  fort], explanatory 
words "Bridge of boats" a11r.I " Ferry" shoultl be added wherever 
ruch exist, lslld the wort1 "Pol.11" ~ihould be typorl a t  iuportnnt  cross- 
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i n p  of double- and single-line streams and rivers. If these means 
of crossing are  .only periodical, the explanatory words should be 
further qualified by atlding the limit of that period, thus:- 
"Bridge of boats (blarch to June)'", #Fer ry  (March to June)", or 
"Ford (March to June)". The information should only be entered 
on the fair sheet if it can be dolie without obscuring more important 
information. 

117. Description of bridges.-Descriptive wording as to 
the construction of u bridge, i.e. whether it is of " Iron", "Wood", 
or "Masonry", and its name, may be entered. Bridges which are 
submerged during exceptional floods should be shown by the ordi- 
nary symbol and have the words " Low level" typed against then), 
and "Causeway" will be entered against raised or paved crossings. 

118. Roads on special maps.-On topographical maps ou 
which the roads and water features are printed in black, the follow- 
ing eymbols will be used:- 

( u )  Cart-tracks will be shown on the map, and also in 
the foot-notes, by the present sylnbol for unmetalled 
roads ( i . e ,  bars 3$,'60" long, with intervals 1/60'' 
long, on the male of publicntion). 

( b )  Unmetalled roads will be shown on the map, and also 
in the foot-notes, by the same symbol as a t  present, 
but with bars twice as along as a t  present ( i . e .  
hare 6#iGO" long, and intervals 1/60" long, on the 
scale of publication), and to be drawn distiuctly 
heavier than for cart-tracks. 

119. Fire-lines.-All important forest tire-lines will be sur- 
veyed ancl ehown on topographical maps so far as the scale yermita. 

120. Symbol to be used f o r  flre-lines.-The symbol 
to he used will he the snlne as for unmetslled roads, hut with very 
short bars and printe~l in black. except when the fire-line is in regu- 
lar uae R line of cni~~il~unication. in which case only the appro- 
priate road or track qyn~hol will he nqe~l and printed in red. In 
either cam, if Rpace permits. ancl the fact is important, the word 
"Fire line" may be typed in black s t  intervals along the sy~nhol. 
The aymhol i t~e l f  ~lrould not he explainecl in any way in the foot- 
notes to topographical nlaps. 

121. Racecourses . - -Hamcorn  tr i~cks niny he shonvn by 
the ))lack flymhnl for tire-line3 

122. Rai1waye.-As railway, tramway and mineral lines 
ore shown on plane-table sections by different eymbols to  those 
employed on fair eheets. care should be takon that the correct sym- 
bol for the gauge (and whether the line is fling-le or clonble) is need. 



123. Interpretation of " Broad gauge ".-In maps 
which extend beyond India the tern] "Broad gauge" should be inter- 
preted broadly, and not in its limited Iudian sense;  and for  all 
gauges wider than the metre gauge, the  broad gauge symbol should 
be used. I n  all such cases, however, the gauge should be typed 
along the symbol, thus :-4' 84" gauge, 5' gauge, &c. 

124. D i f f e r e n t  gauges alongside each other.--f here 
lines of different gauges run alongside each other, both will be 
shown by their respective symbols. When, however, a emaller gauge 
is laid on the same ~leepers  between the rails of a broader gauge, 
the symbol for the broacler gauge only will be shown, with the 
words "One track for both gauges" typed alongside. 

185. Double lines at Stations.--The ordinary short 
lengths of double lines at  railafay stations on single-line railways 
should not be shown, but importalit sidings will be shown as in the 
Table of Conventionnl Signs. 

126. Railway station enclosures . -The  limits of rail- 
way station enclosures will be shown as  surveyed by  fine conti- 
nuous lines in black. Where no  enclosure exists, the railway sta- 
tion will be shown by tlie conventional symbol. 

127. Milestones.-llilestones on railways should bo shown 
in their correct positions :IN surveyed, and not entered arbitrarily 
on one side of the line. 

128. Embankments, cuttings and bridges.-For rules 
regarding embankments, c u t t i n g  and bridges 011 railways, see1 
subhead F, paras. 114 and 117. 

13.-TELEGRAPH LIKES, &c. 

120. Telegraph and telephone lines.-All overhend 
telegrnph and telephone lines outside towns will be shown, except 
those along railways. 

130. Omission in towns . - In  towns, owing to  crowded 
rletail, both telegrapl~ ~knd telephone  line^ uiny be ornitted, but when 
tire ~n:lin  line^ c:llr be show11 ternlinntin,o nt the ll~ain telegraph Or 
tt>lepllone office, \vithont confusing the nl:lp. tlli3 sllol~ld be done. 

131. Telephone lines, ropeways and power lines.- 
The symbol for telegraph lines will be used for telephone lines, 
ropewRys nnd Power line@, with the addition of the appropriate 
designation typed at  interv~lf! along the symbol. \{'hen u ~ e d  for  a 
ropeway or  mnin power lino, t h i ~  ~ y m h o l  will be drawn distinctly 
Ileavief. The terminal points of ropaway will be ehown by amall 
red blocks i n ~ i d e  black e n c l o ~ u r e ~  RR for  railwny stations, with 
the wOrd~ "Ropewny terminlla" o r  "'rerminua" t,yped @gainst them 
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where there ie room ; deetinatione should be entered in the border 

I when necessary. Power linee ehould be drawn slightly heavier 
according to  importance. 

132. Submarine cablee.-Submarine cable linee in sea 
areas will not be sbown, but a t  their terminal stations, the words 
"Submarine cilble", with destination and approximate distance, 
will be typed in the general direction of the line. 

I 133. Cables under rivers.-Short lengths of cable lines 
under a river may be shown by the usual symbol for a. telegraph 
line, with n typed description. 

I.-SITES AND BUILDINGS 

134. Sites and buildings.-The limits of buildings and 
blocks t o  be tinted should be drawn with thickened lines a8 in the 
Table of Conventional Signe. 

135. Undue prominence o f  solid segments.-Undue 
prominence may be given to small villages if printed in solid seg- 
mente or  with partly solid and partly tinted segments. Small vill- 
ages ehould therefore be drawn as far as possible with open blocks. 

138. 8ize o f  blocks which can be tinted.-The Photo.- 
Litho. Office will apply n tint to  all buildings and village blocks 
not in ruins which, if oblong, are not less than 1/60" x 4/60" and, 
if equare, not lese thnn 2/60" x 2/60" (inside dimensione) on the 
scale of publication. Buildings and blocks which on reduction to 
the scale of publication will be smaller than the dimensions given 
above cannot conveniently be tinted &nd should be filled in solid at 
the time of fair mapping. In  hilly or wooded areas where such 
very small tinted sites would not show up well, sites of the minimum 
eize and slightly larger on the scale of publication should be 
filled in. 

137. B u i l d i n g s  to be shown.-The sitee of d&k or tre- 
vellers bunpelowe, poet offices, lt!laungs, &c., need orlly be shown 
when the  building^ are isolated. Hospital@, dispenenriee, markets, 
poet officea, telegrnph offices, police stations, &c., should be shown 
in villages ; in towns it may generally bo taken for granted that 
they exist, and they should only be shown if there is room, and 
with dne regard to their relative irnportttnce to other buildings and 
nameR. Schools ~hnlild not be shown. 

138. Important buildings.-import an t buildings in town8 
ehould be blocked in. 

I 139. A e r o d r o m e s  and l a n d i u g  g rounda . -~erodrome~ 
and landing grounde ehould not be sbown on a ~ h e e t  iseued to the 
public in area# protlihited to civil aircraft. 



140. Boundaries to be ahown.-The following boundariee 
are to be drawn by their appropriate symbole, and will be printad 
in black :- 

(a).-The external boundary of Britieh India : thie includee 
those between British India and foreign poeeeeaione 
in India. This eymbol is to  be reserved exclusively 
for the furthest limite of the Indian Empire and ite 
dependenciee; for boundariee such ae those between 
India proper, and Kaehmir, Bhuttin, &c., the provincial 
boundary symbol will be used. 

(b).-Boundaries of Indian statee, tributary ntatee, and of 
tribal areae. 

(c).-Boundaries of provincee, civil districts, and major 
partitions of dietricte. The eubdivieion, tahez'l, Gluk, 
or township will generally be the major partition of 
the di~trict ,  but with the approval of the Local 
Government and the Surveyor General, boundariee 
of minor partitions may be substituted ae provided 
for in para. 251. 

(d).-Boundariee of cantonments and civil at,atione, or  areae 
leased or assigned to the Government of India, which, 
being British territory, form enclaves in Indian states. 
Theae boundaries should be shown by the etate 
boundary symbol. 

(e).-If of sufficieut importance, boundaries of estates, such 
as jdgirs and zaminddries in British India, may, with 
the permission of the Local Government, be shown 
by the eymbol for a tahsil, boundary. A descriptive 
remark should be typed along the symbol a t  intervals. 

(f).-Boundaries of reserved, &c., foreete in British India. 
(g).-The limite of military camping grour~de will, when 

demarcated, be shown by dotted lines as for cultivation 
limita. 

;'h).-When two boundarien coincide, as for instance those of 
a reserved forest and a tahsil, the more important 
(in this case the tahsil) boundary only will be 
entered. 

141. Boundaries not to be ahown.-The following 
boundariee should not be entered, except as stated below :- 

(a).-Boundaries of subdivision~ of Indian statee, except 
when cleared, and clearly defined. 

(bl-Boundaries of reeerved forente in Indian states, unless 
cleared and demarcated; and then only a t  the request 
of the etate officials, and with the permiesion of the 
Circle Director. 
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(c).-Boundaries of municipalities or  cantonments, except ae 
laid down in para. 140 (d) above. 

(d).-Boundaries of private estates and plantations, except 
ae laid down in para. 140 (e) above. 

,-Village, kwin, and other similar boundaries, except 
when required for special village boundary editions, 
or when, as in parts of the country such as Malabar, 
where villagee consist of huts or houses scattered over 
the area, they may be required to  be ehown on ordi- 
nary editions. 

(f ).-A separate symbol will not be used for boundaries of 
divisions. 

141. Boundaries to be shown by province boundary 
eyplb01.-The following special boundaries will be ehown by the 
province boundary symbol :- 

(a) between Burma and Karenni, 
(b) between Karenni and the Southern Shan States. 

143. Boundaries to be shown by district boundary 
symbol.-The following special boundaries will be ehown by the 
district boundary symbol :- 

(a) between the different dietricts of Travancore State, 
(b) between Kaahmir and Jarnmu as well as between other 

so-called provinces and districts of the state, 
( c )  between the Central Provincee and Berar, 
(d) between Agra and Oudh, 
( e) in Burma between- 

(i) Burma and the Shan States, and Burma and the  
Chin Hills, 

(ii)  the Northern and Southern Shan States, 
(iii) the different Shon States, 
( iv)  the different Karen States. 

(f) the Madras Agency Tracts boundary. 
( g )  the "Inner Line" in the Sadiya Frontier Tract, where it  

doee not coincide with any other boundary, 
(h) between the primary sub-divieione of large Indian states, 

even if their names appear in the District Heading, 
when euch aub-divieione are known ae, or have the 
etatue of, districte. 

Colour ribands will not be printed along (f)  and (g). 

144. Inter-tribal boundariee.-Inter-tribal boundariea. 
and the boundariee between tribal and Britieh areae in the same die- 
trict, will be ehown by the diatrict boundary symbol, with the word9 
"Tribal boundary" typed in one or more placee along the symbol. 



145. Boundaries to be shown by the tahsa boundary 
symbol.-The following apecial boundaries will be shown by the 
taheil boundary symbol:- 

( a )  between Lakhimpur district and the Lakhimpur Frontier 
Tract. 

( b )  between sub-statea of the Shan States, 

(c) between the secondary sub-divisions of large Indian states, 
when shown, and between the primary sub-divisions of 
petty Indian states when such sub-divisions have the 
status of a tahs61 or td luk  or equivalent sub-division 
of a British district. 

146. Special rules for Coorg.-In Coorg, the boundaries 
of td luks  will be shown by the district boundary symbol, and the 
boundaries of n ~ d s  will be shown by the td luk  boundary symbol, 
the name of the ?zdd being printed across the area in type No. 23, 
and in the borders, when required, in type No. 7, (the type quoted 
is for 14-inch drawing). The symbol tables for the Coorg sheets 
will, therefore, require alterations, which should be described fully 
in the Publication Instructions. 

147. Boundaries in Dir, Swat and Chitral Agency.- 
Special orders have. been issued for the trea,tment of those boundaries 
and these orders should be consulted. 

148. Boundaries along streams, kc.-The symbol for a 
boundary will be entered :- 

(a) In its proper position, when the boundary runs along 
the bed of a river or stream shown by double lines wide 
enough apart to admit the symbol conveniently. 

( b )  Alternately on each side of a road, river, stream, &c., 
when the boundary runs along the middle of the road, 
&c., or along the bed of the river, stream, &c., and can- 
not be shown conveniently as in (a). In  this caee when 
the boundary symbol coneists of crosses or dots in com- 
bination with bare, one cross or dot with one bar should 
be placed alternately on each side of the road, river, 
stream, &c. 

(c) Close outside and parallel to the symbol of a road, river, 
stream, &c., when the boundary rune along the edge of 
tho road, &c., or bank of the river, streaul, &c. The 
~ymbol  will be entered on the correct side, i .c ,  if the 
boundary is along the north edge or bank then tho 
boundary symbol will be entered on the Forth side of 
the syrnbol for the road, river, stream, &c. 
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148. Undemarcated external boundary of India.- 
The undemarcated symbol for the external boundary of British India 

not be entered on sheets issued to  the public; if, therefore, the 
demarcated symbol cannot be used, the boundary symbol should be 
omitted on eheete for public issue. There is no objection to the un- 
demarcated symbol being shown for the external boundary of India 
on such maps as are "For official use only ". 

160. Undemarcated province or state boundaries.-- 
The undemarcated boundary symbol should only be used for such 
province o r  state boundaries as are known to  be undetermined, or 
in dispute. For province or state boundariee that, though not 
demarcated, are unlikely to change, the ordinary province or state 
boundary symbol should be used. 

161. Undemaroated district, tribal, or tahsll bound- 
aries.-District, tribal, and taheil boundaries that  are undemarcated 
ehould be shown by the ordinary symbols for these boundaries, with 
the word Approximate" typed along the boundary when suitable. 

162. Doubtful cases to be referred.-In all doubtful 
cages reference ehould be made to the Surveyor General for orders. 

163. Boundaw pillars.-The following rules govern the 
ineertion of boundary pillare :- 

(a).-(i) A11 boundary pillare with their numbers (vide 
para. 269) marking the external boundary of India 
(including those between British India and foreign 
poeeeesione in India), and international boundariee 
in transfrontier areae, will be entered on fair sheets 
t o  be publiehed on the one-inch, half-inch or 
quarter-inch scale, whichever is the largest scale 
map of the area. Exceptional cases, where there 
may not be room, will be referred to the Surveyor 
General for orders. 

(ii) Publications on ecalea smaller than the largest will 
show a11 the boundary pillars, but all the numbere 
need not necessarily be entered. This ie left to the 
diecretion of Directors. 

(iii) The source of information from which international 
boundariee, other than the external boundary of 
India, has been obtained, should be fully stated in 
a epecial foot-note. 

(b).-No boundary pillars other than thoee in (a) will be en- 
tered on quarter-inch eheete. 

(0)-Wben clearly demarcated all boundary pillars, with 
their numbera, marking boundaries between pro- 
vince~, or between B=itieh India and Indian states, 



or between important Indian states, will be entered 
on the one-inch and half-inch sheets. If, however, 
carrying out this order would result in overcrowding 
a sheet, Directors may authorize the omission of 
some of the pillars or their numbers, care being 
taken not to omit those pillare which mark an im- 
portant change of direction in the boundary. 

(d).-Boundary pillars on district, tahuil, and minor bound- 
aries, will not be entered on one-inch and half-inch 
sheets, unless they are conspicuous pakkn. marks or 
have been ueed for the control of the survey. 

(e).-Forest boundary pillars will not be entered on the one- 
inch and smaller scale sheets unless they are pakka 
and conspicuous. 

( f).-(i) Only those village trijunctions which are conspicu- 
ous pakka marks or which have been fixed by the 
triangulator or theodolite traverse and found a t  the 
time of survey should be shown on one-inch and 
half-inch sheets, the symbol used being a solid 
black square with sides of 14160-inch on scale of 
publication. 

(ii) When survey is based on village traverses of the 
cadastral survey all trijunctione found a t  time of 
survey will be shown as in (i) above. Trijunctione 
not found will not be shown. 

164. Reduction of boundaries from larger scales.-- 
When boundariee reduced from larger scale surveys have to  be in- 
serted on previously published sheete, it may be found that they will 
not exactly follow, if rigidly applied, the same topographical featuree 
on both sheets. In  thie case either the sheet must be corrected, or 
the boundary be placed correctly with reference to the natural 
features shown on the sheet, or as per boundary notification, if avail- 
able, as it is more important that the boundary should be correct 
with regard to the topography than that it ehould be strictly in posi- 
tion with regard to the graticule. 

166. Ground beyond boundary to be shown.-It 
must be remembered that it is very difficult to check n boundary un- 
leee eome details beyond it are shown, and it is therefore laid down 
that whenever a watershed forms a boundary the reverse elope should 
be shown on the fair sheet ns far ae poeaible, and the boundary line 
should never form the actual limit of any sheet, unless that line is 
inacceseible and nothing beyond it is visible. Both the high banks 
of a11 rivers forming boundaries should invariably be aurveyed, un- 
less there is any valid reason for not doing so, and everything that 
it may be poesible to fix accurately beyond boundaries ehould be re- 
corded in order to assist identification in future. 
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K.-CULTIVATION AND OTHER LIMITS 

160. Cultivation limits.-The limits of cultivation, inclu- 
ding areas liable to be cultivated but lying fallow for the time being. 
will be shown by dotted lines, which will be omitted where a road, 
field-bund, path, boundary, stream, canal, or building forms the 
limit; if considered necessary, the limits of cultivation may be 
drawn along the edges of ravines or broken ground, when these 
latter are printed in brown. When patches of fallow land and 
field-bunds less than 5 feet in height occur in areas of permanent 
cultivation, but are not worth showlng, a special foot-note on the 
following lines should be entcred :- 

<' Periodical cultivation dependent on rainfall occurs in the 
southern half of the sheet, with numerous field-bunds of lees than 
5 feet in height." 

157. Field-bund8.-Field-bunds not less than 5 feet in 
height should be shown by the usual embankment symbol. 

158. Other limits.--The linlits of village e~~closures,  
orchards, gardens, camping grounds, and burial grounds will be 
shown by a dotted line if open, and by a fine continuous line if 
enclosed by a well or permanent fence. 

159. Wooded areas . - -When wooded areas are enclosed by 
a wall or artificial fencing, it will be ehown by a fine continuous 
black line ; when wooded areas are not enclosed, the limite will not 
he specifically denoted on the fair shcet, but see para. 167. 

L.-TRIGIONOMETRICAL STATIONS AND 
INTERSECTED POINTS 

160. Symbols f o r  trigonometrical stations, LC.- 
Trigonometrical stations and intersected points of geodetic triangu- 
lation and, normally, those of topographical triangulation, should 
be ahown by the appropriate eymbole on one-inch, half-inch and 
quarter-inch sheete. (See para. 59 (c)(vi)). 

181. Stations and points of  aubsidiary triangula- 
tion -Station8 and intersected point8 of eubaidiary triangulation 
should not normally be entered on one-inch, half-inch, or quarter-inch 
~heets ,  bnt if their height8 are required to be entered, they should 
be shown by the ~gmbol  and type laid down for approximate 
heights. 

>!.--TREE SHEET 

1 .  Ornamenta t ion . -As  the general appearance of a 
nheet depend8 greatly on good ornamentation, care must bo taken 
to  depict the vegetation on a sheet in an artistic manner. 
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163. Density of symbols.-The number of tree symbols 
should vary with the number of the trees. I n  an  avenue of trees 
the distance between the tree sylnbols should vary with the 
prominence of the avenue. I n  a dense wood or jungle the tree 
eymbole should be drawn distinctly more close together than in an 
open wood; this applies both to  hills and plains. Care should be 
taken, however, not to overdo the density of the trees. I n  country 
where scattered trees are numerous, the number shown should be 
sufficient to convey a correct impression. This applies to areas 
under cultivation as well as to waste areas and areas of forest 
growth. Specimens showing density of vegetation should be 
adhered to. 

184. Use of circles and dots.-In t,hickly wooded areas 
to save time in drawing, small rough circles ma'y be substituted for 
tree symbols which should be slightly na.rrow and tall rather than 
round, and scrub and undergrowt,h may be indica,ted by dots of 
varying size a t  the discretion of the Circle Director. Small groves 
and gardens will have these symbols massed closely together to give 
t,hem prominence. 

165. Obscuring detail to be avoided.-Care should be 
taken thttt trees do not fall on small typing and detail such as 
milestones, relative heights, contour values, &c., and that they do 
not fall on surveyed trees, nor cut streams in densely wooded areas. 
The size OE the tree symbols should be varied but sl~ould not be 
larger than ae shown in the Table of Conventional Signs, except 
for conspicuous isolnted trees which should be drawn decidedly larger 
on the outline sheet. Time should not be wasted over individual 
symbols, 1)ut the general efl'ect stlould be an artistic and true repre- 
sentation of the character of the vegetation, and the symbols should 
be drawn with firm and uniform lines. 

166. Tea bushes and planted trees.-Dots should be 
used for tea bushes and straight lines of planted trees or  tea bushes 
should be shown as eurveyed. 

167. Edges of wooded areas.-If it is specially desirable 
to show an edge to a wooded area, t'he symbols ~hou ld  be definitely 
lined up along that edge and drawn slightly Ireavier. 

168. Colours in which trees are to be printed.- 
Trees and other vegetation will be printed in green but prominent 
surveyed treee will be in black. 

160. Green tree original.-As a rule a separate green tree 
original will be necessary. If the sylnhols are few, however, the 
Circle Director may order them to be drawn on the outline sheet, 
in which caso a green colour pnttern will be necessary, hut where 
scrub or trees fall on wnd or mcree a separate green tree original 
mud be prepared. I 
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170. How tree symbols should be drawn.-Tree 
symbols should be drawn with absolutely uniform lines of medium 
thickness, i.e., without shading on one side (though they may have 
horizontal shadows). Full tree symbols and rough circles should be 
kept small but varied in size. The lines of bamboo and paas  
symbols should be spaced eu5ciently to prevent a tendency to 
blocking up as this immediately renders the symbol conspicuoue. 
I n  forest areas it is unnecessary to emphasize individual species 
of treee. 

The tendency in cultivated areas is for green trees to be over- 
powered l y  detail in other coloure, especially in sheete which 
contain forest and which on t'hat account have to be printed some- 
what lighter. I n  cultivated areas trees, which are eit,her isolated or  in 
small groups, should therefore be drawn stronger and with more 
careful draftsmanship than is required for jungle treee. 

171. Examination of green tree original.-Except 
when drawn on the outline sheet the tree symbols should be printed 
over all detail and lettering other than that mentioned in para. 165. 
The green tree original should, however, be examined over both the 
outline sheet and the contour sheet separately and any symbol which 
particularly interferes with lettering or figures should be erased. 
I n  clearing trees and vegetation from contour values, care should 
be taken that the minimum of clearing necessary to ensure the 
legibility of the contour values is done. Attention should be paid 
to the question of legibility when proofs are examined and to the 
fact that there shorlld be no bare patches around figures and 
lettering. 

172. A d j u s t m e n t  of edges.-The edgee of outline and 
green tree sheets ~hould be adjusted with those of all adjoining 
sheets of the name seriee by a responsible officer, and a note in light 
blue, that this haa been done, should be entered against each edge 
and initialled and dated by the officer. The tracee of edges of 
adjoining eheete which have already been published or  sont for pub- 
lication ehould be obtained from the Circle Director. 

173. A d j u e t m e n t  of railways, roads, kc.-In adjusting 
railways, rivere, roads, kc., great care should be taken thnt the ad- 
justment doe8 not alter the main featured, such na the etraightnees 
of 6 road or railway or the bends of a river. IE the difference8 are 
so p e a t  that this is impoaeible, the edgee at these points must not 
be ~djuated ; the reaaone for non-adjustment must, however, be en- 
tered on the plane-tahle by a marginal note and on the History 

I 
Sheet. In caaee where the coureee of large rivere have changed eo 
greatly aince the previous eurvey am to make edge ad-juetment impoe- 
eible, a epecial foot-note will be entered on the eheet concerned as 
provided for in Section XV. 
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174. Adjustment with sheets of d i f f e r e n t  series.- 
If the adjoining sheets belong to a different series and have already 
been sent for publication, they should be carefully examined to  en- 
sure that the common edges are, as far as possible, in agreement. 

175. Completing sheets to edge.-In completing sheets to  
edge from inferior material the outline of the areas concerned should 
be drawn in accordance with the rules laid down in Section XI. 

176. Blank areas.-Areas which have to be left blank as 
regards outline, because even approximate inforn~ation regarding 
them i s  not available, should be marked "Unsurveyed". This 
should be done whether hill shading  ha^ been applied to such area8 
or not. 

177. Explanatory foot-note.-An explanatory foot-note 
or diagram, describing the sources of the inferior material used to 
complete the sheet, will be a,dded, vide also para. 427. 

0.-CONTOUR S H E E T  

178. Methods of showing hill features.-The three 
methods of showing vertical relicf on paper are by contours, shading, 
and by differently coloured layers. In  India, topographical maps 
will be contoured and shaded but not layered.  I 

179. Definitions.--The terms hill sheet and hill  original 
have been departmentally used in the past to  define the original 
drawing from which the contours of a sheet are to be printed. As 
the hills of most sheets are depicted by a combination of systems, 
e.g. a cornhination of contours and hill-shading, the Use of the term 
hill sheet may cause conf~lsion and should he abandoned. The more 
definite terms contour sheet and I~ill-slrnding sheet should always be 
ueed when applicable. 

180. Contour sheets.-A contour sheet uhould be prepared 
for every sheet in which cont,ours or sand-hills appear; but in flat 
country, where gometimes occasional sand-hills, &c., occur, these may 
be shown on the outlirle sheet, but in this case ~~pecial mention of the 
fact should be made in the Publication In~tructionfl, RO that the 
Photo.-Litho. Office may prepare a, brown plat,e. 

181. Preparation f o r  drawing contour sheets.-It i~ 
u~ually the practice, in order to Recure good registration, to draw 
the contol~r sheet,, in casw of direct mapping, on a duplicnte copy of 
the blue print on drawing paper which wnR wed for the drawing of 
the ontline; or, in othrr caflcls, on A bluo print on drrtwing paper 
from x vanclyked reproduction of the outline sheet. In the former 
case, care m w t  he t,aken to see that all (letail on the blue ~ r i n t ,  
which ~ffects  the rontollrinp, agreeR with the hlnck outline eheet 
when inked up. Refore the drawing of thc contour sheet is com- 
menced, the corners of the grsticule should be drawn in fine black 
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lines extending about a quarter of an inch in either direction, so as 
t o  coincide with the corners of the outline sheet. Nothing will be 
drawn or typed outside the graticule limits of the contour sheet ex- 
cept the contour values in the border. 

182. Contour intervals.-The normal contour intervals 
for one-inch, half-inch and quarter-inch sheets will be 50 feet, 100 
feet and 250 feet respectively. I n  the Himdayas and certain 
mountainous regions the Surveyor General has sanctioned a depar- 
ture from the normal interval in the case of one-inch and half-inch 
sheets, and indices showing these sheets have been prepared and 
supplied to circles and independent units concerned for giiidance, 
No departure from the normal interval is permissible in the case of 
quarter-inch sheets. 

183. Drawing of contours.-Contours must be drawn 
firmly enough to show clearly through both trees and shade ; the 
hill features are more important than the trees. 

184. Thiokened contours.-On sheets with contours at 
50, 100, and 200 feet intervals every fifth, and on those with 250 
interval every fourth contour will be thickened. They should be 
drawn of just sufficient thickness to allow of their being distinguish- 
ed at a glance from the other contours ; in the plains or in undula- 
ting country these thickened contours should be drawn slightly 
thicker than in hilly country. 

185. Contours in steep ground.-Even in steep ground 
all contours should be shown by continuous lines whenever poeei- 
hle. Vertical lines in connection with contours should only be ueed 
to indicate rocky precipices or ground which is precipitous or im- 
passable. In ground of thi8 nature short broken lengths of thick- 
ened contours look incongruous and should not be drawn. 

186. Form-lines.-Where the contours a t  the prescribed 
vertical intervals do not adequately represent the features of the 
ground, these should be indicated, where necessary, by form-lines, 
i . e .  intermediate contours (fine broken lines printed in brown); 
they are particularly useful a t  marked changee of slope or to define 
the eummite of peaks and ridgee, and ehould not be a t  any fixed 
interval or height Even when the correct height of a form-line 
is known, no height should be entered along it on the map. Con- 
bonrs at fimaller intervals thnn those prescribed in para. 182 are not 
to be employed. 

- 
ing contouring of areae compiled from photo.-surveys me Sec- 
tion XI. 

188. Breaking of oontour8.-Contour linee ~hould be 
broken at  sitee which are not blocked in, cliffe, precipitoue ground, 
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cuttings and embankments, double-line streams, canals, lakes and 
tanks and also at  places selected for typing cont,our values. 

189. Bathymetric contours.-The five- and ten-fathom 
bathymetric contours should be taken from Admiralty and Marine 
Survey charts and shown by dotted lines on sheet,s which include 
eea areas, but should not be shown in too much detail as they are 
liablo to change. They should be lettered "5 fathoms" and " 10 
fathoms" respectively, the lines being broken for the lettering. As 
these bathymetric contours and the lettering referring to them 
will be printed in blue, they should be drawn on the outline sheet 
and not on the contour sheet. 

180. Contour values in borders.-In order to  ensure 
that cont.our values in the border are equidistant from the edge, a 
fine blue line should be drawn in light cobalt, parallel to and a t  the 
correct distance from each edge of the contour sheet, according to 
the Border Specimen. 

191. Sand and sand-hills.-All sand, sand-hills, and 
boulders, except in river-beds, tanks, &c., or on the foreshore, will 
be drawn on the contour sheet. 

102. Shading of  sand.-Provided i t  is well executed, eand 
that is shaded greatly improves the appearance of a sheet. 
In the shading of sand-hills and sand-banks, which have been 
surveyed in detail, if the draftsmen are conipetent, the flanks 
may be made darker than the summits, the dots being larger 
and closer together where the slopes are steep, and becoming smaller 
and wider apart as the slopee get less. Flat sand may be shown 
by small dots of a uniform yize, uniformly spaced; but the dots 
along the margin of water can, with advantage, be made slightly 
larger and placed closer together than the others. Sand on the 
foreshore should be lightly shaded along the edge next the sea. 

193. Completion to edge.-In completing sheets t o  edge 
from material of an inferior nature the hill features of the areas 
concerned should be shown in accordance with the rules given in 
para. 436 of Section XI. 

104. Comparison of edges.--Edges of contour and of 
hill-shading sheets should be compared in the same manner as des- 
cribed in para. 1 7 2  for the edges of outline sheets. 

195. High mountain features.-Glaciers, moraines, and 
all ice, snow, and rock features will be shown as surveyed. See 
Section X for the colour~ of the different item8 of high niountain 
features on published maps. In sheets containing nreae where 
enow a11d ice fen tu re~  have not been accurately surveyed, the special 
foot-note in para. 493 (1) regarding the height of the NUOW line 
~hould be inserted. 



SECTION IV-TYPING 

A.-GENERAL 

186. In t roduc to ry . -The  appearance of a map depends 
t o  a very grent extent on the quality of the typing, which, in order 
t o  get the best results from photozincography, should be black, 
clear, and sharp. Full instructions on the subject are included 
in Appendix I, and if these are carefully followed there should be 
no  difficulty in getting good impressions. 

197. Type table.-A table showing the type to be used on 
one-inch, half-inch, and quarter-inch sheets has been issued for 
general guidance, but i t  is hardly possible to lay down hard-and- 
fast rules which will meet every case, and officers in charge of 
parties must use their own judgment when they consider the type 
prescribed is not suitable for particular cases. 

198. Type, how obtained and kept.-Type of the vari- 
ous descriptions now used for topographical maps is obtained from 
the Director, Map Publication. Indents for type should be sub- 
mitted one year ahead of requirements on the 1st May of each year 
to the Circle Director, who will, after including his own require- 
ments, and providing a margin for emergencies, forward a combined 
indent to the Director, Map Publication, on the 1st June. On 
receipt of type, a proof should be taken of each fount as it lies in 
block; it is well to remember that type when wetted holds together 
better than when dry. The number of letters, spaces, and quad- 
rates should be counted and noted alongside the print of the 
fount. The knowledge that a proper list is kept will go far to 
prevent petty theft by menials. Strong trays of equal dimensions 
end of sufficient size to hold the largest fount in stock, and space 
for not less than seventy divisions, should be constructed. The 
type should be sorted into them carefully, each fount in a separate 
tray, and a print of the letter or whatever is contained in the 
division, impressed distinctly on the upper side of the space. The 
capital alphabet, or upper case, should be kept separate from the 
lower case. There is an established proportion with respect to the 
number of each letter in any fount; it follows, therefore, that the 
space required for each letter in the tray icl in the same proportion. 
Special type cabinets are prepared in the M~thematical Instrument 
Office, and can be obtnined on indent. 

199. spelling of names.-Vernacular lists of all village 
name8 muet be obtained from the district officials (the Englbh li8t.d 
in the dietrict oficee are not to be t~ueted), ancl the transliteration 
ehould be made in party and drawing offices from these lists accord- 
ing to rules given in Appen~lix B. 



200. The Imperial Gazetteer.-The primary authority 
for the spelling of Indian names is the Imperial Gazetteer, which 
must be followed unless a change is authorized by the Surveyor 
General, vide para. 201. The spelling of all names in the Survey 
of India is based on the Hunterian system. I t  frequently happens 
however that the Imperial Gazetteer spelling is a t  variance with the 
Hunterinn. 

201. Departure f r o m  spelling given in the Impe- 
rial Gazetteer.-When an executive officer, after consulting the 
local oficials, consiclers that the spelling in the Imperial Gazetteer 
is wrong, he should inform his Circle Director a t  once. The latter 
will consult the Local Governmelit concerned, and, if the correction 
is not accepted, the spelliug, if used on any maps that  are in the 
course of being drawn, can be corrected back to that  of the Gazet- 
teer when the sheet arrives at the Circle drawing office. I n  all cases 
in which Local Govern~ilents agree that  the correct spelling of a 
name is different fro111 that given in the Imperial Gazetteer, Directors 
of Circles should, as early as possible, forward copies of the corres- 
pondence on the subject to the Director, Map Publication, who will 
subn~it the amended spelling to the Surveyor General for approval. 
A reference to such correspondence should also be made in the 
History Sheets of the sheets concerned, if the n~ntter  is still sub 
judice. The Director, Map Publication, will maintain a list of all 
changes of spelling approved by the Surveyor General in order that  
these may be available for future editions of the Imperial Gazetteer. 

202. Minor spelling lists.-For names which are not to 
be found in the Imperial Gazetteer, the District Gazetteers and 
minor spelling lists may be consulted as u. guide; such lists as are 
available can be obtained from the Director, Map Pnb1ic:ltion. 

203. Special lists of names . - -An  alphabetical list of vill- 
ages in the t d luks  and districts of the Madras Presidency has been 
published by the Superintendent, Government Press, Madras. 
A ~ c e n t ~  on I1e" and "0" given in that  list should, however, not be 
used, vide foot-note to Appendix R, para. 3. Varioue other 
provinces have somewhat similar lists which should be consulted. 
For spelling of names outside India, see Appendix B. 

204. Burmese and Shan names.-The authority for the 
tran~literation of Burmese nnd Shan ~ ~ a m e s  iu contained in "Tables 
for the trnnsliteration of Burnlese into English" and "Tables for 
the transliteration of Shnn names into English" published by the 
Superintendent, aovernment Press, Rangoon. 

205. D o u b t f u l  cases.-In doubtful cases a reference should 
be made to the local authorities, but ns these ofkcinls are not neces- 
sarily bound by the same spelling rules a8 are in force in the 
department, it may not always be possible to accept their 
fdUg~estions. 



208. Ac0ents.-Accents must be used in the spelling of 
names on maps. Accents will not, however, be entered on a final 
t i a l l ,  l i i ~ l l  or d t u l l  even though used in the Imperial Gazetteer or 

other authorized lists. Accents will be drawn a t  a distance above 
each letter approximately one-fourth the height of a capital letter 
of the type concerned. 

207. Horizontal accent to be used.-In many cases the 
minor lists agree, except in the accents used, with the Imperial 
Qazetteer: in the latter the horizontal accent ( - )  has replaced the 
acute ( # )  and grave (t) accents, and this practice is to be followed 
in the spelling of all Indian names on maps. 

208. Accents in Burmese, Tibetan, and Andamanese 
names.-In the Case of Burmese, Tibetan, (see para. 5 of Appen- 
dix B), and Andamanese names the circumflex ( * )  and the modi- 
fication ( ) may be employed where their use is supported by 
good authority, or  appears requisite in order to indicate the correct 
pronunciation. 

209. Names ending in " purV.-In the case of village 
names ending in "pur", no accent should be used on the "u" of 
that  termination, except in areas outside India where its use is 
authorized by Gazetteers and other authorities mentioned in 
Appendix B. 

210. Full stop.-Full stops after abbreviations, initials, &c., 
are never to be ueed on the body of a sheet, but should be used 
when appropriate in the borclers or margins. 

a l l .  spaces between initials.-When initials are used 
in combination with a uame, the space between the name and the 
initial next to i t  and the space between the initials should be equal, 
but care should be taken that the initials are not so entered as to 
appear part of the name. (See para. 225). 

212. Hyphens.-Hyphens will not be ueed in compound 
namee either in India or in transfrontier countries, except in the 
following caeee :- 

(a) Where neceeeary to ensure correct pronunciation, e.g.,  
Mnz-ham, Pa-nyam. 

(b)  In the case of single letters, a8 the Persian "i" or "o" 
e.g., Ab- i-Punja, Jfandah-o- Manda~al, .  

(c) When a compound name is typed in two lines, a hyphen 
may at  diecretion be inflerted at the end of the first line. 

( d )  In Burmese, Shan, Chinese, Indo-Chine~e and s iame~e 
names, for which there are ~pecial ruloe. 

313. Compound namee.-The component worde of coma 
pound namee should etand apart except in rare caees euch 88 



Nizamuddin. The initial letters of these component words will 
be in upper case and of the connecting particles in lower case. 

214. Commonplace terminat ions . -As regards common- 
place terminations, such as 'gaon,,' 'n61a11 'dnrrah, '  'talao,' &c., which 
differ in form in different places, i t  will be found that, in most 
cades, the Imperial or District Gazetteers, or accepted spelling lists 
contain instances of the spelling required, or clues thereto; where, 
however, no examples occur, the commonly accepted local render- 
ing must be transliterated according to  the rules. 

215. Descriptive vernacular names.-When a descrip- 
tive vernacular name (generally the name of a natural feature), e.g. 
Khwar, Dawa, &c., (for stream beds), Ghuvdi, Ghar, &c., (for hills), 
ie a component part of a name and the local inhabitants generally 
couple the descriptive word with the name, the latter, when entered 
on a sheet, ehould include the descriptive word. The usual practice 
is to separate the two words when the name is applied to the 
natural feature for which the descriptive word is given, and to 
combine them in one word when the name applies to a village or  
other feature; e.g. (chaung is the Burmese word for a stream), 

Pedda Chaung ... . .. (Name of stream). I 
Peddachaung . . . . . . (Kame of village). I 

216. Translations of descriptive names.-Translations 
of descriptive vernacular names should not be entered when their 
meaning is sufficie~~tly clear, either from the use of a symbol or by 
a study of the neighbouring topography, or when the descriptive 
vernacular name is well known, ~s for instance, in Tibetan, euch 
names as La, Tso, Dxoug, Gompa, &c. I t  is, however, permiasible 
to enter euch descriptive terms as " Rope-bridge ", the vernacular 
namee for which might not be well known. When, however, the 
local words for pass, river, fort, kc . ,  might not be readily underetood, 
their meaning should be given in a foot-note on topographical maps 
on the 1-inch and larger scalea. 

217. Fiscal names.-It frequently happens that the fiscal 
name of a village, an given in the l i ~ t ,  differs from the name by 
which the village is best known and conilnonly calletl hy the people 
of the country; the I:rtter appellation is obviously that which is 
required on rr topo,vrnphical map; t l ~ e  diacrepauciee, therefore, 
should be carefully elicited l)y field ~urveyore ancl noted by the 
entry of both name6 on the plirne-table ~oction,  and the well- 
known name on the fair ~ h e e t  (the lea6 important nnme being 
entered in bracket8 after or Ijelow tho more important name). 

ale. Fiscal names liable to ohange.-Fiscal names of 
village areas of which the ~ i t e  names are liable to frequent change, or  
which contain no perlnenent eite, euch He the "dehs" in Sind, may be 



entered on one-inch and half-inch sheets in the type prescribed for 
unimportant localities. 

219. Positions of names.-Site names should be typed, as 
a rule, horizontally, close to, and to the east of the site; but if, 
t o  do this, i t  would be necessary to break important detail, the 
name may be placed further away or in another position. (See 
para. 59 (a) ji). Names of railways, roads, canals, streams, hill 
ranges, and (in special cases) administrative units, long slanting 
ferries over wide rivers, long viaducts or bridges, steamer service 
routes, submarine cables, high- and low-water linee, and fathom- 
lines may be typed out of the horizontal (see also para. 253) ; but 
these names should be typed close to  and parallel with the symbol 
in a position as nearly horizontal as possible. The typing of 
small names and heights in positions where they are likely to be 
obscured by hill shade should be avoided, regard being paid to  the 
fact that  shading north of latitude 16" now has a southerly incidence 
of light. 

220. Breaking detail for names.-- 
(a) Boundaries must sometimes be broken for lettering, but 

only when absolutely necessary. 
(b) Lettering should be typed clear of detail as far as  possible, 

but, when i t  cannot be avoided, detail, whether i t  is to 
appear in black or coloure, should be broken on the fair 
sheet where there is any likelihood of its obscuring the 
lettering. Thc clearance in the case of detail to be 
printed in black sllould be very small as no dufing is 
involved, both the name and the detail being on the 
same plate. Breaks in detail to be printed in black will 
not be joined up by the Photo.-Litho. Office. The 
clearance in the case of detail to appear in colour may 
be somewhat greater but should not be excessive. 
Break8 in detail which is to be printed in colour must 
he joined up on the colour patterns and by the Photo.- 
Litho. Office, and must he completed in hlue on the 
fair sheet during drawing. 

2 1  Emphasizing names by spacing letters.-Certain 
classes of type an used for names of railways, administrative towne, 
heights, contour values, kc. .  atand out with ndditional emphasis and 
character if fine Rpaces of tin. or paper, are inserted. Such type 
in the nnlaller fo r ln t~  ifl often dificult to read without spacing. 
Thia sho~ild not he overrlonc. 

222 Examination of namee.--Kames on the sheet must 
be in agreement with those in the reference list on the plane-tsble 
eection. (See Chapter V, pnra. 82 ( h ) ) .  The only nameR which will 
po~nibly not appeer on th18 l i ~ t  will he apnced names, and they will 
a p p e r  on the typer'e guide (para. 59). 



223. Symbols not in foot-note tables.-When a symbol 
is used in the body of the sheet which does not appear in the table 
of syrubols printed in the standnrdised foot-notes, provided space 
admits, an explanation of the symbol may be typed alongside it, 
or a special foot-note explaining the sy~nbol may be added. 
Similarly when the nature of tho ground cannot be suitably express- 
ed by any existing symbol, a brief description may be typed across 
the area. 

224. Use o f  capitals and hyphens in descriptive 
remarks.--When descriptive remarks are entered on a map, 
hyphens should not be used between component words. The type 
employed (upper and lower case) should be that prescribed in the 
t'ype table. Descriptive remarks should not be spread out a t  the 
expense of legibility, merely to  cover an area, but should be repeat- 
ed, if necessary. These orders do not apply to the words "Reserv- 
ed (Protected, or State) Forest", whether used in conjunction with 
a name or not, as such are not considered as descriptive remarks. 

225. Abbreviations.-When i t  is considered necessnry to 
use abbreviations which are not explained in the ordinary foot- 
notes, e.g. J M  for jute mill, IF for indigo factory, &c., the abbrevia- 
tions should be explained either by typing the unabbreviated words 
in a few prominent places on the map, or else by adding a special 
explanatory foot-note. 

226. Rules for maps in black.-On topographical maps, 
on which roads and water features are printed in black, mines and 
passes should have the words 'Mine ' and 'Pa,ss ' typed against their 
respective symbol on the body of the map and in the foot-notes; 
and whenever there is any possibility of wells being confused with 
Unnumbered boundary pillare, such wells should have the word 
'Well' typed against them on the map but the word 'Well' need 
not be typed in the foot-notes. The type to be used in these cases 
should be the same as that used on the maps for place names 
(mis~ellaneoue). Vide Chapter IX para. 58(h). 

227. Hand-printing.-Several draftsmen in each party 
and drawing office should be taught. hand-printing. Reinhardt'e 
"Lettering for Draftsmen, Engineers and Students", published by 
Archibald-constable & Co., London, also the departmental "Copy- 
book of Letteringv and "Hand-printing Copy-book", are recom- 
mended as practical guides to the art. The lettering known as 
'one-stroke lettering' is the easiest to carry out and reproduces 
best. All such lettering should be sharp with clean corners and 
the lines should be of uniform strength. 

228. Separate typing sheet not to be used.-As diffi- 
culties have sometimes arisen in the Photo.-Litho. Office in giving 
mitable exposure for heavy typing and for the fine lines, o trial 



has been made of typing on a separate sheet; i t  has, however 
proved a failure and is not to be carried out in future. 

229. Typing in borders and margins.-For typing in 
the borders and margins see Section V. 

B.-LAKES, TANKS, RIVERS, AND STREAMS 

230. Initial R for River.-The initial letter R for River 
should be entered after the name, not before. 

231. Names of lakes, tanks, rivers, kc.-Names of 
lakes, tanks, rivers, &c., should preferably be typed within the 
water area. Names of small lakes and tanks may, however, be 
typed horizontally outside their limits. 

232. Names of rivers and streams.-Names of rivers 
and streams should be typed parallel to their courses in such posi- 
tions that they may read from west to east. The size of type 
selected for river names should vary with the importance and length 
of the river, and be gradually increased from the source towards 
the mouth. 

233. Positions for stream and river names.-The 
positions for stream and river namee must be carefully selected so 
as to  stand out clearly and interfere ns little as possible with the 
detail and contourn. 

a34. Railway station names.-The spelling of names of 
r ~ i l w a y  etations ehould not be taken from railway lists; they n~uet, 
as for other names, be correctly r pelt. The initials R S without the 
name ehould only be entered against a railway station when there 
can be no doubt whatevor as to what the namo ie. 

235. Flag, Pick-up, and Halt stations.--The namee of 
'Flag', ' Pick-up', and ' Halt' etations ~hould be entered as '--R S 
(flag)'; the names of 'Reversing'  tati ions should be entered as 
I-- R S (reversing)'; the namee of other ~ubsidisry ~tations,  such 
ae Siding, Crossing, Passing, Block-house, and Cabin, being of 
doubtful utility, should usually not be ~ h o w n .  

236. N a m e e  of railways.-Tho name of a railway with, if 
necewary, the branch namc ~hould be typed along the line and, 
un le~u  the railway i~ broad gnugo, the size of the gauge; the size 
of tlre gauge should also be ontered along the line or, if more con- 
venient, under the centre of the railway and hranch names. Ab- 
breviation~ may be nserl. There should be a BpilCO between tho rail- 
way ant1 hranch nameR, and the ~ i z e  of the gauge should 1,e in hrack- 
eta, e.g., SOUTH INDILY RAILWAY Arkonam Branch (Wetre 
gauge). When tho name of n railway is different from that of the 



railway system which operates the railway, the system name will be 
entered in brackets in abbreviated form after the name of the rail- 
way, e .g . ,  SHORANUR COCHIN RAILWAY (S I R). 

237. Type for branch names and gauge.-Branch 
uames and size of gauge should be typed in the lower case of that 
type which is used for tho name of the railway. When two differ- 
ent gauges of railway run together, tho smaller being laid on the 
Name sleepers between the rails of the broader gauge, the words 
"One track for both gauges" will be typed alongside, vide pare. 124. 

238. Authority for names of railways.-The names 
of railways, with the words "Main Line" (in the lower case of the 
type) when necessary, a,nd the names of branches and sections of 
railways should be taken from the current 'History of Indian Rail- 
ways' published biennially by the Railway Board, in which this 
information (previously given in the annual 'Administration Report 
on the Railways in India') is now incorporated. They should, as  in 
the case of station names, be correctly spelt. I n  taking names from 
the History of Indian Bailways technical namesl such as "N. E. Line, 
commercial section", or  superfluous information when a railway hae 
no other section, such as the names of terminal stations entered with 
the name 01 the railway, may be ignored. 

D.-TOWNS AND VILLAGES 

239. Village names.-The size of type used for  village 
names must depend on the importance of the village. I n  densely 
populated country in the plains, where village names are numerous, 
the smallest type prescribed in the type table for village names 
should be used for all except large and important villages. Where, 
however, the villnges are not numerous the intermediate size type 
prescribed should generally be used, the smallest being kept for 
small hamlets. In  the hills, where the smallest type does not s l~ow 
up well, names of villages should, nlmost invariably, be printed in 
the intermediate size type. In  the case of very largo villages the 
largest type laid down in the table should be need. 

240. Use of upright type.-Names ol a few important 
villages, lnarket towns, and railway jmlctions on n sheet may be 
typed in the upright typo laid down in the type table; this, if the 
flelection iu carefully done, will greatly ilnprove the appearance of 
the map. 

4 Tribal vil1agos.-In 1oc:~lities where villages often con- 
of several distinct partn, inhi~llitod by ta different tribe, or 

where it i~ important for paliticnl or military reasons that the 
"am9 of the trill0 illhabiting \?illage ehould he given, the tribal 
"am0 nhould be ndde,l either helow or to the right of the village 
name or name8 (uee ale0 para, 217). The name should be printed 



in the upper case of italic type, but one size smaller than that 
used for the village name. Where the eame tribal names are re- 
peatedly used on a map, the initial letter may be occasionally used 
in place of the full name, if no ambiguity is caused and the use of 
the full name would injure important detail. 

343. Sites falling in two sheets.-When a town or village 
site or  other feature falls across the common edge of two sheets 
and is not completed in the border in accordance with the orders 
in paras. 314 and 315, the name should be typed in the body of 
the eheet in which the larger portion falls and in the border of the 
eheet containing the smaller portion. The style of type used in 
the border should be the eame as that  in the body of the adjoining 
sheet but may be in a smaller fount if desirable. I n  the north and 
eouth borders the name should be typed parallel and close to  the 
edge of the map opposite the town or  village. I n  the east and 
west borders the name sl~ould be typed horizontally, but when the 
name cannot be fitted into the border i t  may be typed parallel and 
close to the edge of the map. Names in the border should not be 
spaced. 

am. N u m b e r s  for names.-In the case of large towns, 
cantonments, &c., where numeroue names would obscure detail, the 
Director of the Circle may authorize the use of number8 on the 
body of the sheet in place of the lees important names, with a 
reference table outside the border. See para. 299. The names 
or abbreviatione for the more important sites, such as CH, IB, 
Hoepital, PTO, should be typed in the body of the map. 

244. Names within city and cantonment areas.- 
Specimens of type for names of the details within a city or can- 
tonment area are shown in the latest type table. The emall type8 
mentioned therein are to  be ueed in exceptional circumstsncee only. 

246. Description o f  special buildings, kc., to be 
typed.-In the case of buildings, &c., for which no symbol is pres- 
cribed, i t  ie better to type e, deecription than to introduce a new 
symbol, e.g. "zi8ratV, " eariii" &c. 

248. Abbrevistion8.-Certain abbreviations are shown in 
the foot-notee but their use ie not compnlsory, and, where promi- 
nence i~ desired and there i~ room, the full name may often be 
neefully added to the abbreviations of names of bungalows, e.g. 
"RH (Canal)" or "Canal Reet House"; "RH (Forest)" or "Foreet 
Rest Houee ". I 

247. Markets.-The day of the week on which a market in 
held ehould be entered in brackets after the word market, using 
the following ahbrevietione :- 

Yon, Tuee, Wed, Thure, Fri, Sat, and Sun. 



D.-TOWNS AND VILLACIES 53 

248. Ruins.-The words "In  ruins ", in brackete, should be 
entered against the sites of ruined towns and forts. 

249. Fairs.-Important fairs, with period in brackete, should 
be entered on fair sheets. 

E.-SPACED LETTERING 

250. Major partitions of districts and states.-The 
names of the major partitions of districts and states which appear 
in the district heading will be typed across the area of the parti- 
tion. Where such state or district has no partitions, its name 
will be spaced across the map as well as entered in the district 
heading: no administrative compartment shown on the map shall 
be left without a name spaced across it or  in the border. Each 
name will be typed horizontally across the centre of its area, 
which may cover more than one sheet. Except in the case8 re- 
ferred to in para. 253 below, one or  two letter spaces should be left 
between the boundary and the initial or final letter. Also see 
section XVII. 

251. Substitution of  minor partitions.-Subject to the 
Surveyor General's approval, the names of the minor partitions of 
districts, &c., may be substituted for those of the major partitions 
in any administrative areas for which directors, after consultation 
with the Local Governments, consider the minor partitions to be of 
comparatively greater local importance than ma,jor partitions. 

252. Spaced names extending over more than one 
sheet.-when a spaced name extends over more than one sheet, 
care should be taken to get the same alignment, spacing, and size 
of letters in each sheet. To ensure this, adjoining published bheets 
should be consulted, and where adjoining sheets have not been 
publiehed the order8 in para. 452 should be carefully complied with. 

253. Names o f  small or isolated areas.-The names of 
small or isolated areas should be typed in the most suitable posi- 
tions and may extend slightly beyond the limits of the areas to 
which they refer, and in exceptional cases, to  avoid the use of 
references, may be typed on a slant or in a curve. If, however, 
it is impossible to type the name, the initial letter or a pair of 
letters should be typed in the body of the map and expleined in a 
foot-note. In  explaining the reference, the foot-note should not 
mention the locality or the map square in which the aree fells, 
but should give full information as to its administrative connection, 
0 0  that it will be unnecessary to show such an area in the adminis- 
trative index. (See para. 289(b ) ) .  Initial letters should be uaed 

references rather than 6 g u r e ~  which might be confused with the 
reference figures of the cldministrative index. (See pare. 298). 



254. Position of spaced names.-The position of each 
spaced name should be carefully chosen so as t o  fall once only 
across the centre of the area to  which i t  refers, and each letter 
should be equally spaced. Reference should be made t o  smell scale 
maps, o r  the local administration, if adjoining sheets of the same 
scales are not avnilablo to cover the whole area. If, however, it is 
known that  tho whole of such an area will not be covered by 
adjoining sheets on the same scale, then its name should be typed 
in the most suitable position across the sheets that  are to be 
published. 

255. Names in the border.-When only a portion of a 
tahsil, &c., or of a large Indian state containing no internal sub- 
divisions, falls within n sheet, the name will be typed in the 
border or  borders adjoining the area, except when the name: or 
one or  more letters of the name, has already been entered in the 
body of the sheet in accordance with paras. 250 and 254. The name 
may, however, be inserted in the border when by its omission there 
=odd  be any doubt as to the particular taltsil, &c., to  which a small 
area on an edge helongs. Even when they refer to large areas, 
such border n a ~ n ~ s  must not be unduly spaced out ;  the letters form- 
ing the names should not be more thau three quarters of an inch 
apart when reduced. 

256. Size of t y p e . - - T h e  size oE type to be used will 
depend on the spaces between the letters. Vide Type Table. 

257. Letters in border.-Such letters as do not appear 
in the body of a sheet will be adtled in a smaller type of similar 
description in the border so as to have the complete name on each 
sheet, the bottom of all the letters being in the same horizontal 
line. 

268. Indian 6tates.-The above rules also apply generally 
to Indian statee. I n d i ~ n  states whose names appear in the central 
title of a sheet will be treated, as regarde typing of districts and 
smeller eubdivisiona, in the same way as British tom'tory. (See 
ale0 Section XVIT and Border Specimen). 

a50. Tribal name6.- 

(a )  The rules laid down for the typing of tahsil names 
apply generally to tribal names, but when the tribal 
area consists of R long narrow strip running north and 
south or  nearly 80, the name may be typed horizon- 
tally several times in the body of the sheet. To avoid 
l~nnece~sary repetition, however, the name may be 
typed out of the horizontal, care heing taken that the 
lettera do not c r o s ~  or intermingle with letters of other 
r paced names. 
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(b) The letters of tribal names which nre not typed in the 
body of the sheet may be typed in the border in the 
same way as tahsit names, as long as they do not 
interfere with the latter. Tribal names, however, 
should not be spaced along the border, and should 
always be in the singular. 

( c )  As a rule one tribal name only should be typed over an 
area; the oficer in charge of the party or drawing 
office responsible for drawing the map, under the orders 
of the Director, should use his discretion as to whether 
the section, subdivision, clan, or tribal name should be 
shown. If necessary a second name can be given be- 
low within brackets. 

(d) If considered desirable such names may be typed out 
of the horizontal, but the horizontal position should 
not be departed from without good reasons. 

(e) The tendency to  spread out spaced names to cover large 
areas should be checked ; the principle of repeating the 
names should be followed. 

(f) Officers in charge of units should consult the military 
and political officials as to what tribal names should 
be shown on our maps. 

260. Names of localities and other areas.-Apart from 
administrative and tribal names which have been dealt with in the 
foregoing paras., names that apply to  areas as distinguished from 
points or sites, such as localities, reserved forests, large areas of 
water, kc., should always be ~pnced provided that this can be 
done without extending then1 beyond the area to wllicl~ they 
apply. I t  is better to usc smaller type, ~paced,  if there is not 
room to space the larger typc. Names consisting of more than 
one word should be typed in two lines if there is not room to 
type them, ~paced, in onc line. Such names ~hould  not be typed 
with witle spaceR between the letters; they ~hould  an a rule be 
typed entirely within the body of the sheet, and may be repeated 
in the Rnme and &?joining flheets if  n e c e ~ ~ n r y .  

261. Reserved, &c., Forests.-In orcler that there may be 
no doubt a~ to which i~ the fore& Ride of n forest bountlary, care 
must bo tnken to put the wortls "Reservetl Forest", "Protected 
Forest", or 'IState Forest", as t,hu cnRe l~loy be, on each forest 
area. Whero there is not ~uficient  room to enter these words 
tho initinla R F, F F, or S F may be l~secl instead, or the nalnn 
may bc entered in the horcler if the :Iron to which it refers ex- 
t end~  beyond i t .  (See also pnrn. 210). 

202. Spelling of Reserved F o r e a t  names.-The names 
of reserved, &c , foreet8 nrust I,e upelt correctly according to the 



authorized rules; should a forest name be derived from some ad- 
joining feature, the spelling of both names must naturally agree. 

263. Use of the word "Rangen.-The word "Range", 
as applied t o  foreet ranges, ehould not be used, since its applica- 
tion in this way is a purely technical one. Instead of designating 
forests as " Ranges" they should be entered as Reserved, Protect- 
ed or State Forests. On forest maps on the two-inch and four- 
inch scales, t,he word "Range" may be entered to  denote a foreet 
range, if the forest officers use i t  as such; but whenever used, it 
must invariably be preceded by the word "Forest ". 

264. Names in blank areas.- 
(a) If the blank portion of a sheet falls in a different pro- 

vince (or corresponding administrative area) to the 
remainder of the sheet, then the name of the province, 
&c., should be typed across the blank space; but if 
the blank portion does not fall in rt different province, 
&c., and  fall^ in a different district, state, &c., then 
the name of the district, state, &c., should be typed 
across the blank space. 

( b )  The name typed across the blank Rpace on a sheet 
ehould not be entered in the title or heading, or in 
the Administrative Index of the sheet. (See Section 
XVIII, para. 515(c)). 

(c) The following note when applicable will be typed in 
the blank space in a sheet :- 

"The area left blank on this sheet will be pub- 
lished on the -inch scale as part of sheet 
No. . . . . . . . . . I , .  

If this publication will not be undertaken in the near 
future then the words "a t  some future date" 
should be entered in the note after the word 
" published ". 

F.-HILL NAMES AND CONTOUR SHEET 

265. Names of hill ranges.-Names of hill ranges should 
be epaced and typed along the range in such positions as to read 
from weet to  east, presuming the bottom of the map to be south; 
the letters forming euch name8 should not be more than three 
quartem of an inch apert when reduced. Sharp curves should be 
avoided ae much as possible. When hill rangee extend to  two or 
more sheets their names should be typed on each ~ h e e t .  The 
lettere of the name should lie near but need not necessarily be 
on the crest line of the range. The word "Range" ehould be 
reserved for euch ranges as appear on the 32-mile map of India; 
the local namee, e.g. " Dhi.irWl "ahar  ", " Koh 11, ehoulcl be used 
for the shorter etretchee of euch hill featuree, 
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200. Personal names for mounta ins . -The numerous 
personal names by which the mountains of Northern Tibet are 
designated in maps, such as Richthofen, King Oscar, Humboldt, 
Nain Singh, &c., should be omitted from all maps prepared in 
future by the Survey of India, whether new publications or new 
editions of published sheets. Until suitable native names for 
such ranges have been ascertained, the mountains should be 
shown on Survey of India maps a8 nameless. Provisional designa- 
tions euch as K 2 anti N 53 should, however, be preserved. I 

287. C o n t o u r  values.--The selected contour values will 
be typed, if possible, in the gaps left in the contour drawing, but 
if it has not been feasible to leave these gaps, spaces must be 
carefully erased. Care should be taken that  no contours (either 
thick or fine) are dralvn within or touching the lettering of the 
contour values; there should be a clearance all round of about 
&th of an inch. Contour values should not be typed upside 
down, but so that they can be read from the bottom edge of the 
aheet. As far as possible contour values should not be typed on 
elopee of hille likely to  be shaded. 

208. Aerodromes and landing grounds.-Aerodrome8 
and landing grounds in areas prohibited to civil air-craft will not 
be shown on a sheet issued to  the public. 

208. Boundary pillars o f  external boundary of 
India.- he numbers of the boundary pillars of the external 
boundery of India and international boundaries in transfrontier 
areas will be typed on the sheets of the one-inch, half-inch, and 
quarter-inch maps of India in Roman or Arabic numerals, in 
accordance with the nulnerals llsed for t l ~ e  numbering of the pillars 
in the ~uthori tat ive de8cripti011 of the boundary. Directors of 
Circles should ascertaiil from the Director, Map Publication, the 
description of numerals to  be used for  tbe numbers of boundary 
pillare on each of their ~ h e e t s  which include portions of such 
boundaries. Where Rpace doe8 not permit owing to the pillar8 
being too close together, the nunlbers of ~olected pillars may be 
omitted at  the discretion of the Circle Director. 

270. Names of geodetic, kc., statione.-Names of geo- 
detic and other trigonoruetrical stfitions should only be entered 
on the map if they have heen verified by the euweyor a8 10~8lly 
mogniaed; they ehould be correctly spelt. 



SECTION V. 

BORDERS, HEADINGS, AND MARGINAL WORK 

271. Border Specimen to be followed.-The title, 
bordere, headings, foot-notee, ecalee, &c., will be in accordance with 
the latest Border Specimen. 

272. Sharp typing essential.-The typing of marginal 
iteme should be very carefully done, because sharpness of definition 
tends to decrease appreciably towards the edges of the field covered 
by the lenses in the reproducing offices. For example district head- 
ings and sheet numbers, being in large bold type, reproduce eatie- 
factorily, unleee erasures have been made; on the other hand euch 

'items as seasons of survey, magnetic declination note, sheet numbera 
in the index to sheete, and district namee in the administrative index, 
owing to indifferent typing or erasures, often necessitate coneider- 
able cutting and touching up on the negative. The greateet care 
should therefore be taken to insure in these matters the minimum 

I of erasures and the highest quality of typing. Particular care 
ahould be taken to see that euch items as district headinge, sheet 
numbere, magnetic declinations &c., are truly horizontal. 

278. Sheet numbering.-For the method of numbering 
one-inch, half-inch, end quarter-inch sheets see Chapter I (1932), 
parae. 31 and 32. 

B.-CENTRAL AND DISTRICT HEADINaS 

274. Central and district headings.-The namee to ep- 
pear in the central heading are given in para. 514. These and the 
district heading ehould be arranged in accordance with the follow- 
ing rulee:- 

(a) If more namee than one occur in the central heading 
they will be entered in alphabetical order. The central 
heading will be hand-printed in blue on the fair sheet. 

(b) The o d e r  in which all nameu are entered in the dietrid 
heading ehould follow that of the provinces to which they 
belong, as entered in the central heading; the names of 
dietricts, tracts, states, &c., within each province ehould 
also be arranged alphabetically in ~eparate  groups by 
provincee, the names of diatricte preceding the namee of 
t m t e  and stetem. In the caee of ~om~oundnamee  euch a6 
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West Khandeeh District, Upper Chindwin District, &c., 
the name proper, and not the qualifying word or words, 
should decide the alphabetical grouping in the dietrict 
heading. 

(c) Where two groups are to be connected the word 'AND' 
should be used, the 'short and' or ampersand, '&', be- 
ing left for connecting the different names of each 
group, e.g. 

GURGAON & ROHTAK DISTRICTS AND 
DUJANA & PATAUDI STATES. 

The ampersand, '&', is not to be used s t  the beginning 
or end of a line. 

(d) If, in a district heading, alternative names have to be in- 
cluded, the less important name should be entered, pre- 
ceded by the word 'OR' in the type laid down for such 
heading, in brackets after the more important name, 
thus :- 

JODHPUR (OR MARWAR), SIROHI 
AND UDAIPUR (OR MEWAR) STATES. 

(c) The names entered in the district heading should be ar- 
ranged in as many lines as may be necessary and no line 
should exceed five inches; a clear space of at  least half 
an inch (on the scale of drawing) must be left between 

I 
the words of the district heading and those of the 
seasons of survey. 

(f) In order to save time such headings and border or mar- 
ginal information as are colnrnon to several sheets may 
often be typed on these sheets at  the same time, to 
avoid more than one setting up of type. 

C.-SEASONS OF SURVEY 

276. Wording of uSeaaonsw heading.-The seasons of 
umey shown in the headings of departmental maps ehould refer to 

the operations of the Survey of India only. If the survey occupied 
more than one season consec~~tively, the information should be ex- 
preesed thus-'Surveyed 1905-07'; if the seasons were not con- 
secutive, thus-' Sumeyed 1905-06, 1910-1 2 '. Other operationr, 
the re~ults of which have been rltilized in the preparation of the 
map1 ~ ~ o u l d  be mentioned in a foot-note, thus:- 

"With addition8 from 8urVeyB executed by the Land Reoorde 
nepart,ment in 1904-05 ". 

276. Procedure when varied material ia used.-In 
caeee where preliminary editions or other topographical eheets have 
been compiled from ~ u c h  varied material that a mere statemeet of 
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eeeeone of eurvey will not meet the case, the following statement 
ehould be typed in the upper margin in place of the etatement 
ehowing seaeone of survey :- 

Compiled from various sourcee. 
(See foot-note). 

277. Correction eurveys.- 
(a) When a sheet is "generally" corrected in the field, 

i . e .  when surveyors have been sent out with instmc- 
tione to go over the whole sheet and correct it where- 
necessary, the original date of survey will not be 
altered but the following will be added below it in 
smaller type :- 

(Corrected 19 - ) I  
I n  the case of compiled mapping, when only eome 
of the primary sheets have been "generally" cor- 
rected in the field, no reference to the correction 
surveys will he made; the dates of the correction 
surveys will be given only when all the primary sheet0 
have been corrected. 

( b )  When only particular items are corrected on, or odded 
40, a eheet in the field no entry ae in pera. 277 (a) 
above will be made and the eheet will merely be claseed 
a8 a revised edition on reissue. 

( c )  When the whole of a sheet is resurveyed or revieed 
in the field (vide Chapter I, para. 19) the date of 
surveys will be altered to that of the date of resurvey 
or revieion. 

( d )  When only part of a sheet is resurveyed or revieed 
the date of resurvey or revieion will be edded to the 
date oE eurvey. 

I"). -MAGNETIC DECLINATIONS 
278. Wording of  note.-The note in the top margin of 

one-inch, half-inch, and quarter-inch sheeta referring to the mag- 
netic declination will be worded thus :- 

Magnetic Declination about 2 O  10' Fz in 1926. 
Tnrrras~ng (xcrm.sins by about 4' annually). 

'(NO snnuel change).' when there im no annual variation in 
declination. 

278. W o r d i n g  when declination ie sera.-When the 
declination ie zero, and there ie an annual change, the heeding 
ohodd be worded aR  follow^:- 

Magnetic Declination about 0" 0' in 1925. 

(Incre~eing by about 4' ennue~b) ,  
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280. N o t i f l c a t i o n  of declinations for half-inoh and 
quarter-inch sheets.-The values to the nearest 10 minutes for 
all half-inch and quarter-inch sheets will be recalculated and noti- 
fied by the Director, Geodetic Branch, from time to time; and these 
values shall continue to be printed on all sheets and new editione 
published, until new magnetic obeervations enable the Director, 
Geodetic Branch, to notify fresh values. No attempt ehould be 
made to adjust these authorized values for intermediate years. 
Where there is insufficient modern data to justify more accurate 
figures, the Director, Geodetic Branch will supply values to the 
nearest 30 minutes only. I 

281. Value shown to nearest 10 minutes.-The meg- 
netic declination is shown to the nearest 10 minutes on one-inch, 
half-inch, and quarter-inch sheets, except where there is insufficient 
magnetic data, when it will be shown to the nearest 30 minutes 
only. I 

282. Values f o r  one-inch sheets.-For one-inch sheets 
the valuee will not be tabulated, but will be calculated for parti- 
cular sheets whenever units submit their requests. 

283. Procedure when no values are available.-If 
the Director, Geodetic Branch, can supply no value for a certain 
area, then the value may be calculated from the mean of the com- 
pass declinations on the field sections, and the word "Approximate" 
entered before "Magnetic" in the heading. 

284. The Administrative Index should be drawn on 
the fair sheet by the office in which the sheet is drawn. 

886. What the index is intended to show.-The 
Administrative Index is intended to explain a t  a glance the con- 
nection between the names given in the district and central headings 
and the eubdivisional names spaced on the body of the map, or ap- 
pearing within the border; but, if this connection is already explain- 
ed on the body of the map, or in the border, it is not essential to 
repeat the information in the index. 

286. Underlying principle.-The underlying principle 
is, when there is insufficient @pace to show the connection on the 
index, it should be ,given on t,he ~ n e p ;  if, furthermore, i t  cannot 
be explained on the map, then i t  must be indicated by means of a 
reference letter on t,he map with a foot-note in the lower margin. 

287. Simple cases.---The llamea of tcthsih, ~ubdivisione 
of states, and of minor ~ t a t e s ,  are spaced on the map or appear 
!n the borders, and, in the eilnplest cseee, all that  is neceseery 
18 to reproduce on the index the district boundaries shown on 
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the map, and to  type within them the district names which per- 
tain to  them ; when such names, however, appertain to more than one 
province, then the names (or initials) of the respective provinces, 
ae given in the central heading, should also be typed on the 
index below the district names. 

288. Maps with many small states.-When a map 
contains many small states, or  isolated portions of states and tahaih, 
i t  is quite impossible t o  show their connection within the limits of a 
small index; in such cases the index must be utilized to illustrate 
only the larger administrative areas of the map, and the information 
regarding the smaller areas must be given on the map itself. 

289. Treatment of  very small areas.- 
(a) Very smaU arens may be slightly exaggerated on the 

administrative index, and if they are still too small to 
contain the names, reference numbers should be employed, 
the same number being used for all areas of one and 
the same administrative unit. When the name of the 
administrative unit to  which such isolated areas belong 
is typed elsewhere on the index, the reference number 
given to  the isolated areas should be repeated above 
the typed name on the index, and no explanatory foot- 
notes about the number need be given. A reference 
number on the index relating to  some adminietrative 
unit, the name of which does not appear on the index, 
must, however, be explained in a foot-note to the 
index, and these will be the only cases when foot-notes 
to  the administrative index are required. When there 
is no room to  type the reference number within the 
area to  which i t  refers, i t  may be typed alongside, 
provided no doubt is created. 

(b) If, however, the area is too small to be clearly marked 
by n numeral of the type prescribed in the Type Table 
for reference numbers in the index, the area should be 
omitted altogether from the index. In  such cases, each 
area must show, either in the body of the map, or in 
the border, or by means of a reference letter on the map 
with o foot-note below (vide para. 253), the name of 
the di~tr ic t  or state and the province of which i t  forms 
part. I t  will seldom be necessary to type both these 
iteme of infonnntion across the   mall areaR on the map, 
a8 the connection between the district or state name 
nnd the province name will generally be explained in 
connection with aome larger area of the same district 
or state, either on the map, or in the horder, or 06 
the adminietrative index ; but eho~~ld  it be essential to 
type the province name as well a8 the di~tr ic t  or state 
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name across a small area, an initial or abbreviation 
may be substituted for the full province name. When 
two or more portions of the same boundary enter a 
sheet along an edge, the use or repetition of reference 
numbers in the index can be avoided by joining up the 
detached portions by lines outside the index. Such 
junctions can be quite diagrammatic, but should be 
drawn with broken lines and should not extend more 
than one-eighth of an inch beyond the index. 

280. C e n t r a l  heading boundaries to be thickened.- 
The boundaries of the administrative areas named in the central 
heading of the map should be drawn on the! indexfwith a thicker 
line than is used for the boundaries of their internal subdivisions. 

291. Boundaries not shown in the body of the 
map.-The approximate positions of boundaries not shown in the 
body of a map are ordinarily indicated in the administrative index 
by broken lines, except in the case of the external boundary of 
India when the information is omitted altogether. 

292. Names to be typed horizontally.--Arrows are not 
to be used in the index, and names should, whenever possible, be 
typed horizontally, but the same latitude as is allowed for spaced 
names of administrative areas (vide para. 253) is pernlitted for 
eimilar names in the index. Such names, however, should not 
extend beyond the limits of the index, nor should their extension 
beyond the areas to which they refer be so great as to introduce 
any ambiguity in the index. 

283. Use o f  upper case.-Both the district and province 
names, when used either within the diagram of the index or in the 
explanatory foot-note, will be in upper case. In the foot-note a 
full etop will be shown after the name of the district if there be 
only one province in the sheet; in all other cases a comma will be 
used after the district nanle and u full stop after its province 
name. 

284. Use of initial&-In the case of B. & O., C. I., C. P., 
N. W. F. P., S. W. I., a.nd U .  P., the initid or a,bbreviation should 
always be used instead of the name in full ; in other cases initials 
or abbreviations may be need, but nnmes in full n,re preferable. 

286. Brackets.-In the index and its foot-notes, neither 
the names in the central and district headinge, nor the initials of 
the former, should be enclosed within brackets, except in the 
canes provided for in Section XVII, para. 511. 

a@@. Tinting of sea areas.-The namee of sea areas will 
be omitted fronl the illdex, but such areas will be tinted blue on 
it. The line representing land limits will be in black. 
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287. Outriggers, how ahown.-When an outrigger ie 
added to  a fair sheet, it ehould ordinarily be shown as such on the 
index, but where the outrigger embraces the whole length or 
breadth of the map neither the form nor the size of the index 
ehould be altered. 

F.-FOOT-NOTES AND REFERENCE LISTS 

298. Arrangement of foot-notes and reference 1ista.- 
Foot-notee ehould not be serially numbered. Explanatory notee 
which contain abbreviations or reference letters appearing in the 
body of the map under the rules in para. 225 or 253 muet be 
mparated from the foot-notes and bear a heading 
" REFERENCES ". The arrangement of these references ie shown 
in the Border Specimen for Topographical Maps. 

2 .  R e f e r e n o e s  to towns.-References to towns in the 
eide margins ehould include the name of the town in the heading, 
e.g. "REFERENCES TO DELHI", so that when sheete are 
combined and the references are cut out and pasted on to an outer 
margin, there will be no doubt to what they refer. See para. 
243. 

(3.-AREA STATEMENT 

3W. HOW taken out.-The area of each dietrict and state 
comprised in a sheet will be entered in red in the tabular 
form below in the lower margin of the outline eheet. These area8 
should include the foreshore and all areae of water up to the sea face 
and all islands, hut not the actual sea, The sea face ehould 
roughly follow the low water line, but should follow the moat 
oonvenient line acroee the mouths of estuaries and other channela. 
The areas thus recorded will not be published on the map, but 
will be written up in area registere maintained by No. 1 Drawing 
O5ce. 

Dietrict or State. Area in squere milee. I 
- -  --- -- 

/ Lend including 
foreehore. 

i 
I 

4 

GRAND TOTAL . . . 

a01. Britieh enclevee in Indian @t&es.--If 8 ~ r i t i s h  
anchve in an Indian state is a unit, or forme part of 8 onit, O! 
which the name appear8 in the dirtrict heding,  such ae fAnj@ngo 
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in Travancore, its area should be extracted and entered separately in 
the area statement under its proper heading; but if its name does 
not appear in the district heading the area should be extracted and 
entered under the state name, thus :-- 

Indore (including Residency, x sq. miles) ... y sq. miles. 

302. Adjustment of areas.-The area should be recorded 
to two places of decimals, and the :weas of the various districts, &c., 
in any sheet should be ad<justed so that their sum sliall agree with 
the areas given in the Auxiliary Tables (5th Edition, Part I11 
Tables 13 and 14 Sur.).  The area will be taken out on form 0. 
9 R. (a). 

303. Required for areas not already available.- 
An area statement is required for each sheet for which the whole 
area is not already available. It is therefore not necessary for 
sheets drawn from component larger scale sheets, the areas of 
which have already been taken out; but if the area of a portion 
of a sheet is required, the aren of the whole sheet should be taken 
out in order to make use of the check value of the area of the 
whole quadrilateral of the sheet. 

304. Areas of  outriggers.-In the case of a sheet with 
an outrigger the areas in the outrigger should be excluded from 
the main area statement, and a separate and special small area 
statenlent for the outrigger should be entered below the main 
area statement. 

305. Compilation of areas of districts and states.- 
The Director, Map Publication, will be responsible for taking out 
the areas of all districts and states, as soon as their modern 
survey has been completed, and will have them published in the 
Gazette of India, and conlmunicated t o  :- 

Circle Directors and Officers in charge Nos. 6 and 10 Partiee, 
Local Governlnents ant1 
Departments of the Central Government of India. 
The area statement of each sheet should, however, be corrected 

up to date a t  each reissue, and changes noted iu the register, 
though the published area should not be corrected except for 
important changes. 

3 Copy to be pinned to each outline sheet.- 
A copy of ' the aren statement should bo pinned to  each outline 
fair sheet for use in No. 1 Drawing Ofice. 

Ha-INDEX TO SHEETS 

307. Index to sheets.-The index to sheets ehould be 
on the fair ~ h e e t  in accordance with the Border Specimen. 
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308. Adjoining Bheet numbers to be shown.-All ad- 
joining sheet numbers will be shown in the index whether the sheets 
are surveyed or not. The only exceptions to this are that, in 
sheets falling in areas entirely covered by sea, the number will be 
omitted and the word "Sea" typed in lieu; and in sheets the 
northern limit of which is the 40th parallel of latitude, no northern 
adjoining eheet numbers will be shown in the index to sheets. 

309. Outriggers.-When an outrigger is added to a fair 
sheet the limits of the outrigger should be marked on this index 
and i ts  area shaded. 

I.-OUTRIGGERS 
310. Numbering of sheets.-When i t  ie necessary to add 

part of an adjoining eheet as an outrigger, the eheet numbere 
should include the number of the eheet in which the outrigger 
falls, if no further publication of the latter sheet on the same 

D D D scale will take place, thus :-58, and iir (not 5 8 m 4 ~  which is the 
usual way of describing the old etyle one-inch sheet of that area), 

B N or 58-$ and 4g3 would eignify that  the one-inch publication of the 
areas covered by those aheets is complete (the full sheet number 
should appear first). Instances of half-inch and quarter-inch sheets 
are as follows :-48TfLE and & , and 85 E & A. On the other 
hand an outrigger of a portion of a sheet which will later on be 
published separately on the aame scale does not require the entry 
of its eheet number. Also see Chapter I (1932), pare. 21 (e). 

911. Borders to be completed.-All outriggers will have 
the border extended round them, excepting only in the case of 
thoee which do not go beyond the normal border of the parent sheet. 
I n  ceees where the North border has been extended eastwards 
or  westwarde to include an outrigger the central and other 
headings ehould be placed in their correct positions with reference 
to  the whole border and not to that of the parent sheet alone. 

ala .  Arrangement of headinge and foot-notee.-The 
approval of the circle director ehould be obtained to nny departure 
from the normal arrangement of headings and foot-notes that may 
be required to give a balanced appearance to  the map. All printing 
including grid Foot-notes and co-ordinate gauge, F. 0. U. 0. and 
edition legends, should fall within limits 204" x 264" in order to fit 
into M. R. I. 0. ~helves;  outriggers that will not permit this ehould 
not be allowed. 

a18. Border letter8 and numbere.- 
(a )  All grnticule squares or p r t a  of gquarea, including 8nY 

o~triggers,  will be lettered and numbered in the border# 
in the manner explained below. In  the case of 



incomplete squares, the border letter or number will be 
placed midway between the extension of the line mark- 
ing the edge of the sheet and the nearest graticule 
line, i.e., exactly as if the square were a complete one. 

(b) On the part containing the parent sheet the border 
letters and numbers will be those normally used. (Vide 
Border Specimen). 

(c) On the part containing an  outrigger, if the outrigger 
is on the west ~ i d e ,  the border letters on one-mch 
sheets will be AA for the first square to  the west. 
Should the outrigger extend beyond this square the 
lettering for the next one westwards will be BB and 
so on. If the outrigger is on the east, the border 
letters will be CC and DD for the first and second 
squares respectively, and so on. 

(d) Similarly, the border figures for outriggers to  the 
north would be 11, 22, &c., and for those on the 
south 33, 44, kc. 

( e )  In the case of outriggers to  half-inch sheets the border 
letters would be AA, BB, &c., on the west, and FF, 
GG, &c., on the east, and the figures 11, 22, &c. on 
the north, and 66, 77, &c., on the south. 

(f) Similarly, in the case of quarter-inch sheete they would 
be AA, BB, &c., DD, EE, &c., 11, 22, &c., and 44, 
55, &c., respectively. 

(9) Such double lettering and numbering will serve to  show 
at  a glance which portions of a map have heen drawn 
as  outrigger^ to the parent sheet, and as every square 
or part of a square will be lettered and numbered, no 
special foot-note concerning the outrigger is required. 

314. Completion of details and names in borders.- 
F l y  such detail should be drawn as will fulfil the purpose, and 
l f ,  in the opinion of the officer respon~ible for the fair drawing of 
8 map,  it^ value would he enhanced hy completing witllin the 
hflr(jer some important detail, c.9. t,he site of a town or important 
"lllage, a boundary, a coastal feature, an irnportttnt river, r o d ,  
Or railway leaving tllo ~ l l ee t  re-entering it n short distance 

be., &c., the Director of the Circle should be consulted, 
and, if he ngreee, such detail may be entered, provided it does 
not seriously interfere with other information, such aR tnhsil 
n 8 m e ~ ,  kc. If such d ~ t ~ i ]  caSnnot be drawn correctly to goale 
within the linlits of horder, it, may hc shown therein diagram- 
ln~t icnl l~  hy dotted lings, hut the dotted lines should he confined 
to short lenatho of very simple detail Boundary ribande should 
not he carried over portions of 13oundaries entered in the border. I 
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315. Military stations and civil towns.-Similarly, in 
the case of a military station or important civil town, lying on 
the common edge of two sheets, the whole of such station or 
town may be completed in an oulrigger on both sheets, the border 
being broken where necessary and completed round the external 
portion of the station or town. I n  such cases care must be 
taken t o  see that  the arrangement of typing on both sheets is 
identical, so that if the two sheets are joined the names will read 
correctly. The rules for sheet numbers, indexes, area state- 
ments, &c., for sheets with outriggers will not apply to these 
special cases. 

J.-INSETS 
316. Insets.- 
(a) Insets may be shown on guide rnaps or other special 

maps under the orders of the Circle Director, but should 
not be drawn on other departmental maps without the 
formal approval of the Director, Map Publication, and 
then only on a coastal sheet to show an area of depart- 
mental survey that could not well be shown in auy 
other way, or  to give clear information about a con- 
gested area. 

( b )  The inaet ehould contain sufficient information as to 
latitude and longitude to locate the men, and should, 
if possible, overlap the main map, with some prominent 
feature or nitme common to both. If the inset forms 
an extension to the main map, e suitable reference 
should he entered in the border of the latter. 

(c) All insets with their titles, scales, and notes should be 
enclosed within a rlar-row border or firm line, separating 
then] entirely from the main map ant1 its graticule or 
grid. 

( d )  It i~ not eusential that inuet~,  other than extensions of 
the main map. uholilrl he drawn in strict accordance 
with the niles in this Chapter. 

K.-LOSOITUDE 
1 7  Longitude.-On ~ r ~ a p s  of all ecelefi on which the merid- 

inn8 are drawn according to the Iateut cleterminat,ion of the longitntle, 
there will he no foot-note on the ~nb,ject, but the worda ' E .  of 
GHEE?r;iiTICFI', (see Border Specimen) will ho t.yped in the lower 
horrler, i~nu~ar l i~~le lp  to the right o f  the n ~ ~ m h ~ r  defining t h r  Ion,ai- 
tilrle nf ihc waqtern o(l,vtl of thc sheet 

L.-DISTASCIES AS]) IIESTISATIOSS 
318. Dietsnces and destinations on roads.-I)iatance@ 

i~nll deutinatiol~tr of rnerl~ are only requir~d for t h ~  more important 
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roads, and are given generally to the nearest town or important 
*illage. The more important the route the more advantageous i t  
is to give destinations to  large and important centres; in such cases 
double destinations are sometimes useful, one to the nearest import- 
ant town and the other to  the terminus of the route, Sut such double 
destinations should be sparingly used. Destinations should not be 
repeated unnecessarily in the case of convergent roads which lead 
to the same place. 

In the case of single destinations, the names and distances 
should, wherever possible, be in one line in the direction of the road 
where it leaves the sheet, except in the case of winding roads when 
it is sometimes more suitable to type the destination in the direction 
of the locality. When the mileage along a road is shown on a sheet, 
the name of, and the distance to, the place from which the lnileage 
is measured, if i t  does not fall within the area of the sheet, should 
be entered in the border as the destination of the road; exceptions 
to this rule will occasionally be necessary as in the case where the 
mileage of a road is measured from the boundary of a district, or 
from some particular cross-roads, and not from a town or village. 
When the destination of the road is situated less than a quarter of a 
mile from the point where the road reaches the edge of the sheet, 
only the name of the destination will be shown without the distance. 
When the distance is l e s ~  than a mile it will be shown t o  the nearest 
quarter of a mile, and when over one mile it will be shown to the 
marest mile. In the case of double destinations, that of the nearest 
should be given first. I 

310. Distances and destinations on railways.-Dietan- 
ces and destinations of a railway should be entered in both borders to 
the nearest important town or railway junction, and not necessarily 
to the place from which the mileage is measured. 

330. Distances and destinations on canals.--Distances 
and destinations in the borders are not usually required for canals. 
If entered, however, they should conforrn to the rules for road dis- 
tances and destinations, except that distances along canals are often 
measured in lnultiples of 1,000 feet and not in miles, and commence 
not from a town or village but from some point on the canal. In  
these cases, alld in the c;lse where R road with clistances and desti- 
nations follows n cltnttl, neither the distances nor destinations along 
the canul should be entered in tho border. 

M.--BORDER CONTOUlt VALUES 

321. Border contour values.---The hordc!r colit,our values 
 ill he typed on the contollr slleet (me parna (iO, 190 447(fj)). 
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SPECIAL RULES FOE HALF-INCH SHEETS 

NOTE :--All mat ters  not dealt wi th  in the  special rules for 
half-inch sheete ehould be treated i n  the  same way ae laid down 
for one-inch sheets. 

322. Two classes of half-inch sheets.-Half-inch sheets 
fall under two distinct classes :- 

(a) Those drawn from original surveys on the same scale. 
(b) Those compiled from reductions of one-inch and larger 

scale maps. 

323. Scale of drawing.-Originals for both classes are 
drawn on the three-quarter-inch scale, for reduction by one-third, 
on blue prints on 210 lb. drawing paper of either (a) the combined 
original plane-table sections or  ( 1 ) )  the combined component larger 
scale mape. 

384. Original half-inch surveys.-In the case of sheets 
drawn front OTiginal surveys o n  the half-inch ecale, the rules given 
in Sections I1 to V apply generally, and as much information as is 
possible within the limits of the scale should be given, p~ovided 
dulags that what is shown, is clear and legible. 

825. Compiled half-inch sheets.--In the case of sheets 
compile(/ from !ar,qer ~ c a l e  maps, very considerable elimination of 
dotail and typing ehown on the larger scale i~ not only desirable 
but essential. If minor detail ie needed reference can always be 
made to the larger ecale map. 

386. Elimination of detail and typing.-It must be 
rernernhered that the same area of paper has to show four times as 
large an area of ground ; consequently, in normaI CRRBR, only about 
one-fourth of the information given on nny one-inch sheet should 
appear in the corresponding area of the hirlf-inch one. This applies 
to detail well as to names, hrlt aH name9 occupy much space on a 
map, it appl ie~ more forcibly to then1 ; the Inore crowded the larger 
scalc map iu ,  the more cloeely should thiu rule he followed Where 
the whole country iu very open : ~ n d  not much detail appears on the 
larger scale map, little information need he eliminated from the 
half-inch mheet. Huch CRRefl will, however, be rare, for, where them 
conrlitionn prevail, it iu  llnlikely that nurvey on the larger scale 
will have been made 
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327. Information required &om parties.-In order 
to give effect to the principles enunciated in the preceding para- 
graph, it is necessary for the officers concerned in the drawing of 
the larger scale sheets to supply information as to what uhould or 
ehould not be omitted from the half-inch sheets. The sooner this 
ie done the better, as i t  will enable the work t o  be undertaken when 
moet of the officers responsible for the plane-table sections concern- 
ed are present. This information n ~ a y  be entered on black prints 
of the component sheets, using red and blue pencils,-blue being an 
indication that detail is to  be omitted and red that  it is to  be retain- 
ed,-supplemented by notes where necessary. 

338. Information of military importance.-Although 
the half-inch series is no longer the general military tactical map, 
it will be much used for many military purposes and careful atten- 
tion should be given to the inclusion of information of military im- 
portance. 

329. Ol3ce copy corrections of component sheets.- 
Before the drawing of a half-inch sheet is put in hand the office 
copies of the component larger scale sheets, both those kept by the 
Director of the Circle, as well as those maintained by the Director, 
Map Publication, must be exanlined for any corrections or  additions 
that have been noted on them. 

330. Unvgrified informat ion. -Under  the provisions of 
para. 481, all additions and correctior~s made on the modern topo- 
graphical sheets should, if possible, be verified in the field by the 
Survey of India. If the Director of the Circle is unable to have 
the new information verified in the field, but if i t  can be entered 
from extra-departmentd source8 with the probability of a fair de- 
gree of accuracy, the new i~lfornlntion should be entered on the 
half-inch fair sheets, and the fact that  i t  hns been obtained from 
extra-departmental sources should be explairied in a 8pecie.l foot- 
note on the lines of the following examples:- 

"Thc ........................... rnilwny brnnch hns been entored fro111 informa- 
tion supplied by tho R a i l w ~ y  Ronrd." 

.......... "Tho roed from. ......... . . to. .  h n ~  been entered from information 
supplicd by tho Public Worbs Depnrtmont." 

............ ............ "The boundnry betwccn and has becn entered from 
............ inforrn~tion providcd in notifintion." 

33 1. Preliminary procedure.-The prints required for 
drawing ir cornpiletl 8)leot shoultl be tlelnl~nded by the circle or unit 
concerned at  the time that the last component larger scale sheet ifl 
euhmitterl for publicstion. Tho noceuRary mosaics will ordinarily 
he Prepared by No. 1 h n w i n g  Office. 

332. Blue printe, LC., for fair drawing.-In addition 
to the blue printe required ou 210 lb. drawing paper, blue, or black 
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and brown prints, or both, on rag-litho., hollingworth or tracing 
paper can be supplied, but the total number of prints called for 
must be kept as low as is consistent with the requirements of effici- 
ency; vide para. 36. When applying for blue prints care must be 
taken to  specify exactly what is required, and to state whether the 
prints are to  show outline and contours combined or separately. 
Usually combined blue prints should be used for fair drawing of 
both outline and contours, but where hills are very heavy or broken, 
separate blue prints may be called for. 

333. Drafteman's and typer's guides.-A draftsman's 
guide and a typer's guide must be prepared on suitable prints (vide 
para. 332), use being made of the information furnished by the 
officer responsible for the original survey (vide para. 327). This is 
a moat important step and must on no account be omitted. These 
guides should be prepared by an ofbcer an11 pawed by the officer in 
charge of the party or office before fair drawing is started. As 
mentioned earlier, great care must be taken not to overcrowxl a 
sheet with detail and typing, and no attempt must be made to 
include everything shown on the larger scale sheet. 

334. General principle.-In deciding what to retain and 
what to  omit, the generirl principle should be that, though important 
detaile should not be obscured by unimportant ones, the main fea- 
tures of the country must he distinctly shown. 

335. Names to be clear and legible.-Every name 
typed should be clear and legible, and detail may be sacrificed to 
that end if necessary. 

336. Detail to be omitted.-The following should nor- 
mally be omitted :- 

Namee of unimportant villages, tanks, and hills ; markets, 
dispensaries, footbridges, kynungs ; bench-marks as 
such, but their heights may be shown if neceseary; 
relative heights under 10 f t . ;  unimportant embank- 
ments under 10 ft. in height; shallow depressions, 
especially when generally d r y ;  minor streatms and 
canal distributarie~; unimportant springs, ~ 0 1 1 8 ,  

temples, mosquee, pagodas, idgahs, chhntris ; unim- 
portant footpathe and tracks, especially those of 
tempore ry natnre ; unimportant camping grounds or 
deserted sites ; unimportant reserved, &c., forests, one 
square mile or lesa in area. 

337. Detail to be shown.-The following should, as a 
rule, be shown : - 

Names and eitee of important ruins, ~hrines,  faire, hills, kc., 
of rnore than local interest ; names of ferries, bridges, 
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rest houses, &c., along important roads; pukka wells 
of particular importance, and other wells and springe 
in arid regions; embankment8 10 feet and over in 
height, especially those of a permanent nature and those 
constructed to  prevent the flooding of the country; 
descriptive names, such as police stations, post and 
telegraph offices, &c. 

The following will invariably be shown :- 
Features specially important on small scale maps, such as :- 

aerodromes, landing grounds, and wireless stations 
when near them. See para. 446(1) as regards omission 
of aerodromes and landing grounds in prohibited 
areas. 

338. Main f e a t u r e s  to be emphasized.-Muin features, 
e.g. drainage and through paths and tracks, should be selected for 
emphasis and drawn slightly heavier than the other information in 
order to make them stand out. I n  this connection the principle en- 
unciated in para. 62 should be adhered to. 

330. Generaliaation o f  detail.-A very fair amount of 
generalization in drawing the drainage, sites, &c., is necessary and 
8 few hints are given in tho following paras. by way of illustration 
and exposition of the principles involved. I t  should, however, be 
carefully understood that no hard-and-fast rules can be laid down 
on the subject, as much depends on local conditions and the experi- 
ence and intelligence of the officers and drnftamen concerned in 
the preparation of the half-inch fair originale. 

340. (3eneralieation o f  rivers and streams.- 
(a) Small bends should, as a rule, be flattened out especially 

in the hills and in areas compiled from two-inch or  
larger acale surveys. 

( b )  Streams shown double-linod on n larger scale l n ~ p  should 
not necessarily be drawn double-lined on the half-inch 
~ h e e t ;  aH a general guide, no stroam should be shown 
double-lined unleae its aurveyed width meaeures at  
least 1120th of nn inch 011 ~ c a l e  of publication. 

(c) Where u narrow river bed is R ~ ~ W L I  on the larger scale 
map with a stre;~m of wnter flowing through n sandy bed 
it is not nece8ullry to indicnte t h i ~  temporary condition 
ou the s~nall scale sheets. The river bed may he shown 
as entirely suncl, or entirely wnter, as appears moat 
suitable. 

(d)  In  lnrge rivere with wide cl~nnnels, the mnin channels 
ehould be nlinor oneg should be omitted or 
generalieed. 
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(e) The rules given in para. 79 about steep banks may be 
applied for lengths of one inch and over on the publish- 
ed map. 

341. Marginal destinations.-Marginal destination8 
should be given to  important towns, even if remote, rather than to 
neighbouring villages. 

342. Sites.- 
(a) Even t,hough many village and most hamlet names are 

omitted, their sites should be shown on the half-inch 
sheets. Isolated huts, if unnamed on the larger scale 
map, should be omitted. Groups of scattered huts 
should be indicated, but individual hut symbols as given 
in the larger scale map should be thinned out ;  con- 
gested huts and small sites should be joined up as a 
tinted site, but the character of the area should be indi- 
cated as well as the scale will permit. 

(b) I n  reducing village and town sites from larger scale maps, 
they should be generalized to show clearly the main 
thoroughfares and general lay-out. Small blocks should 
be merged together, and minor roads and lanes omitted. 

(c) It  should be remembered that typing shows up more 
clearly over s tinted area than over solid blocks and huts. 

343. Cultivation limits.-Limits of cultivation should 
also be generalized and very small or narrow patches omitted alto- 
gether. 

844. Corrections to forest names and boundaries.- 
Corrections and additions to Reserved, &c., Forest boundaries and 
names ~hould  be obtained from the Officer in Charge, Forest Map 
Office, Dehra Dun, and incorporated in the half-inch sheet. 

345. Omission of small isolated areas.-Small isolat- 
ed portion8 of any of the aream mentioned in paras. 140 and 142- 
146 may be omitted if they cannot be shown clearly on the half- 
inch scale. 

346. Omamenta t ion . -The  drawing of trees, sand, broken 
ground, &c., should be in the same style a8 on the one-inch sheets. 
The tendency to draw such ornamentation more crowded, and very 
much smaller and finer, hecaufle of the smaller scale, must be avoided. 

847. Contour sheets.-For general in~tructions regarding 
contour sheets soe paras. 182, 183 to 190. In drawing contours 
on the compiled sheets it is not sufficient to reproduce accurately 
the course of the contours au reduced from the larger scale maps. 
These contours must be generalized witb intelligence, with the par- 
ticular object of showing clearly on the smaller scale map all the 
main hill features and spurs of the larger scale one. Unlese the 
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contours are smoothed out, the hills on the smaller scale maps will 
probably appear a meaningless mass of wriggling lines that do not 
harmonize together to form definite ridges and spurs. Small hill 
tops, where close together, may with advantage be joined up. 

348. Isolated hills and rock-outcrops . - In  undulating 
or flat country there are often small isolated hills or  rock-outcrops 
that are prominent land marks. It is probable that  the contour 
interval of the compiled sheet will fail to show these as prominently 
as they should appear. Ca,re should be taken to pick out the more 
important of these with hachures. 

340. Special contour sheets.-In order to obtain the 
250-, 750-, &c., foot contours (required for the quarter-inch sheets) 
none oE which are shonrn on the half-inch sheets, a special contour 
sheet should be prepared for every half-inch sheet. These should 
be prepared on blue print8 on 210 Ib. drawing paper and should 
ahow the following:- 

(a) The corners of the graticules and 15-minute lines. 
( b )  Every 250-foot contour line generalized in the manner 

described in para. 347, every fourth or  1,000-foot con- 
tour line being thickened. 

(c) All form-lines, rock-outcrops, &c., which will be required 
on the quarter-inch sheet. 

( ~ 1 )  A few contour values in the body of the sheet, but only 
as many as will be necessary to prevent mistakes in en- 
tering contour vnlues on the quarter-inch sheet. 

(e) A11 ~ymhols  and detail which will be printed in brown on 
the qunrter-inch uheet. 

( f )  All item,rl of high mountain featuren on the half-inch 
contour sheets which will be required for the quarter- 
inch ~ h e e t .  

350. Fine drawing not necessary.-Inferior draftsmen 
Or pupils may be employecl on the preparation of special contour 
sheets; fine drnwillg in unnece~sary and the contour values mny be 
written in, or typed, or hnnd-printed hy men practising this work. 

351. Sand on special contour sheets.- Where there are 
coneiderable nrens of sand to nppenr in brown, they should not be 
drawn on the special contour sheet, but rag-litho. black prints of the 
contour sheet uhould be asked for together with other fair drawing 
material, ~ I I I ~  the ~ n n d y  [ireas uhollld 110 C U ~  01lt and pasted in 
correct po~itionn on tile special contollr s l i ~ e t .  This will facilitate 
generalization and true of ~ u c h  tireas in the drawing 

the Compiled clnnrter-inc]l sheets. In the case of ~nls l l  arean of 
where the procedure detniletl al,ove woultl not be justified, 

Band features ~hon l ( l  he drawl1 in full on the specirsl contour sheet, 
leaving generalization to he done on t l ~ o  quarter-inch sheet 
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352. When special contour eheets are unnecee- 
gary.-With the permission of the Circle Director special contour 
sbeete need not be prepared for  half-inch sheets of the following 
nature :- 

(a) Sheets which contain large areas of rigorously surveyed 
rock in high mountains. 

(b) Sheets which are entirely covered by high hills, in which 
250- and 500-feet contours can well be interpolated 
when preparing the #-inch sheet. 

363. S t o r a g e  o f  special contour eheet8.-Special con- 
tour sheets should be stored by the circle offices until the corree- 
ponding quarter-inch sheet is being put in hand when they should 
be sent, to the Director, Map Publication, for necessary action. 

354. Above orders also applicable to sheets drawn 
from half-inch surveys.-The orders regarding special contour 
sheets apply also to half-inch sheets drawn from original surveys on 
the eame scale. 

855. C01ours.-The half-inch sheets of both classes will be 
printed in the eame colours as are prescribed for one-inch sheets. 
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SPECIAL RULES FOE QUARTER-INCH SHEETS 

NOTE :-A11 m a t t e r s  no t  dea l t  w i th  in th i s  section a r e  t o  be 
treated in the  same w a y  as prescribed, in t h e  first instance, in 
Section VI, for half-inch sheets, and secondly, in t h e  instructions 
for the one-inch series. 

356. General.-Ordinarily, quarter-inch sheets will be com- 
piled from already published ha,lf-inch sheets. I n  rare Cases 
quarter-inch sheets will be drawn fro111 surveys on the same scale. 

357. Compilation of  f r o n t i e r  sheets.-When quarter- 
inch sheets in frontier and trans-frontier maps a re  compiled from 
varioue sources, t he  selection of material should be made with the 
same precautione as a re  laid down in Chapter X I  for Geographical 
Maps. 

358. Compilation from one-inch sheets.-Occaeionally, 
when the component half-inch sheets are not  available and the 
preparation of the quarter-inch sheet is urgently required, i t  may 
be compiled from the published one-inch sheets. 

358. Completion to edge.-In all caees a quarter-inch 
eheet should be completed to  graticule limits using material of 
inferior value if necessary. 

360. Scale, symbols, and type.-All quarter-inch sheets 
are fnir drawn on the scllle of 1 inch to  29 miles, for  rcduc- 
tion by one-third, symbols anc] type being the same as laid down for  
the half-inch slleets i n  Section VI, except that  cultivation limits a re  
omitted. 

381. Rules in Section V I  apply.-As quarter-inch sheets 
will seldom he prepared except from reductions of the half-inch o r  
larger scale mikpR, all tllnt  ha^ been said ill Section V I  about Corn- 
piled half-inch sheets will lipply with even greater force to the 
conipiled cluarter-inch 8hoets. Ko at te~ript  should be made to 
include everything \\yhich Il:1~ b e ~ r l  entered on the component half- 
inch sheets. The orders in the last sub-para. of par% 337 apply 
with ven te r  force to qunrtor-inch ~ h e e t s .  

382. Preliminary procedure . -The  print8 required for  
drawing a compilrtl ~ h e e t  should ~ , o  den~nndecl by the  circle or  unit 
concerned a t  tile time thnt  the last component half-inch sheet is 
submitted for  pnhlicrttion: the indant should give clearly the details 

prints required (flee par;,. 332). Mosaics of the nbove will 
ordinarily be prepared by No. 1 Drawing Office. 
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383. Blue print reductions from large soale maps.- 
I n  rare cases, when i t  is decided to  prepare quarter-inch sheets from 
larger scale maps before the component half-inch sheets have been 
drawn, the Director, Map Publication, will supply blue print 
reductions on the 23-mile scale of the larger scale maps, for the 
preparation of mosaics by the drawing office or party concerned. 
Only such details and contours as are necessary for the scale will be 
inked up and the mosaics returned to  the Director, Map Publication, 
who will supply drawing blue prints, &c. 

364. Procedure for congested areas.-In exceptional 
cases if the larger scale maps are so congested that reductions to 
the 24-mile scale would be unreadable, blue prints on the same 
ecale as the component sheets will be supplied instead. Details 
and contours required will be inked up on these in the same way, 
and they will be returned to the Director, Map Publication, who 
will supply drawing blue prints, &c., by photographic reduction, on 
the 29-mile scale. 

385, Alternative method.-As an alternative to this latter 
method, published copies of the component one-inch sheets may be 
used. On these all detail and contours required for the quarter- 
inch map should be heavily, but nccurately, inked up in black. By 
suitable manipulation in photography the green and yellow tints 
and the detail not required can be eubclned. This method is, 
however, unsuitable if the component sheets contain hill-shading. 

366. Village cites.-For instructions regarding generaliza- 
tion of aitea, see p a n .  842, The procesR should be applied even 
more stringently on the quarter-inch scale than on the half-inch. 

367. Selection of namee.-The eelection of names for 
quarter-inch sheete requires very careful coneicleration. I t  is esaen- 
tial that the sheets shoultl not he overcrowded with names and at 
the same time nothing of real importance should be omitted. 

368. Large locality, kc., names.-The nameR of irnpor- 
tant localities, rnountni~l ranges, &c., which cover so Inrge an area 
that  they are unsuitable for the one-inch or half-inch ~ca les  may be 
introtlucerl on tllc rjnrtrter-inch acnle at  the tliscretion of the compil- 
ing officer. Exarnpls~ : Kumaun, Tirhnt, Si~ntlnrbans. 

369. Gazetteer names.-The general guiding principles 
in eelecting nnmee should bo, firstly, all narnee mentioned in the 
Imperial, and (listrict gazetteers ~hou ld ,  if poseible, be entered, 
and secondly, II selection of other n n r r ~ e ~  appearing in the compo- 
nent ~ h e e t s  ~houlil bo made. 

370. Total number o f  names.--f here accurate and detail- 
ed cenuue figures are available a fair guide for the total number of 
namee in a 15-minnte square is the number laid down in 
Chapter XI for the one-(legree sqnnrea of the 1 / M  sheet. But 
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as census figures for small areas are seldom obtainable, the general 
rule of selection of about one-fourth the number of names appearing 
in the same area on the half-inch scale, or one-sixteenth of that on 
the one-inch scale, should be followed. In  trans-frontier areas, names 
appearing in the military route books should be shown, as well as 
the details of military importance, such as camping grounds, wells, 
springs, &c. 

371. Procedure for selection of names.-The selection 
of names will be made either in the circle drawing ofice or in the 
office of the party concerned in the preparation of the component 
sheets. In the latter case the Director will give the necessary 
orders to the oficer in charge of the party, providing him with 
black outline prints on the 23-mile scale for the purpose. The 
names for inclusioi~ should be marked on one of these prints and 
returned to the Director. 

372. Fiscal names of village areas.-Fiscal names of 
village areas, such as "dehs" in Sind, which may be important 
enough for maps on the one-inch and half-inch scales should not be 
shown on quarter-inch sheets. 

373. Wooded areas.-Wooded areas will be indicated on 
quarter-inch sheets by green symbols as on one-inch and half-inch 
sheets. 

374. Reserved, &c., forests.-Tlie order contained in parrr. 
473 should be carried out as regards the component sheets. In  
this connection i t  should be borne in mind that the conlmon 
boundary between two adjoining Reserved Forests is not sl~own on 
the quarter-inch sheets and, consecjuently, no steps need be taken 
with reference to these. Small Reserved, &c., Forests of 4 square 
miles or less in area sl~ould be omitted. Names of small Rose1-ved, 
kc., Forests may be omitted. 

375. Well~.-Wells should be showu only when very 
important. They are, as a rule, important only if they are of a 
permanent nature, that is if niasonry lined or sunk in rock, but 
in arid or semi-arid regions, even an unlined temporary well may 
be 01 importance, as indicating that water has 1)een obtainable. 

376. Heights.-A very careful selection of heights should 
be made. These ~hou ld  only be given for such hill tops as will 
be reatlily identified on the gronild and rccognis;~l)le point8 along 
river8 and stream8 H I I C ~ I  road :~ncl railway crossings, junctions, 
&c., &c. Large  town^ should have a hcight couspicuously typed, 
clear of detail, which shoultl br sncrificeci rather than that a 
height should be dimcult to read. Bench-mark heights should 
be entered without the letters BM, ~ n d  to the nearest foot, if these 
are the beat available. Rolative hoighte should usually be omitted 
from quarter-inch sheets, except in cases where no mops of the 
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abeet in question have been published on a larger scale, or in 
eheete containing very flat areas, such as parts of 'Iriiq, where 
the relative heights of small isolated mounds may be of great 
importance. 

377. Lettering.-The lettering will be in accordance with 
the latest edition of the Type Table. I t  may sometimes happen 
that  the type prescribed in the Type Table is not suitable in a 
particular case; officers must use their discretion and may use a 
larger size of type when special emphasis is required to be given 
t o  a name, and recourse may be had to smaller type in order to 
give as much information as possible without overcrowding the 
eheet, provided the names are clearly legible. 

378. Accessory work.-The title, headings, borders, foot- 
notes, &c., will conform to the latest edition of the Border 
Specimen. A name should be inserted under its eheet number 
for every quarter-inch sheet; these names are given in Chapter I, 
Appendix IV. 

379. Boundaries.-All  boundaries except the common 
boundary between Reserved, &c., Forests shown on the component 
sheete will, ae a general rule, be ehown on the quarter-inch 
sheetel-a common boundary, however, between forests under 
entirely direrent ownership (e .  g. between a British Reeerved 
Foreet and a State Forest) ehould be considered as an external 
one and be ehown on the quarter-inch sheets with the usual 
green riband applied to it. Boundaries in Indian States which 
correspond to those of partitions of British districtfl may, however, 
be omitted, with the sanction of the Director, even when they 
are shown on the component sheet, if their entry would affect 
its clearness. A contir~noue green line will be printed along the 
exterior boundaries of Reserved, Protected, and State Forests. 

380. Boundary pillare.-No boundary pillars except those 
of the external boundary of India and other international boundaries 
will be shown on quarter-inch sheets. 

881. O m i e s i o n  of a m a l l  isolated areas.-Small isolated 
areae may he oniitted, 118 permitted in para. 345 for the half-inch 
scale. 

882. C o n t o u r  sheet.-The contour ~ h o e t  of the compiled 
quarter-inch eheet will be prep;~retl on 2;-mile reductione of the 
apeciul contour ~heetq  dencrihed in para. 349. 'rho 1)irector of the 
Circle will f l e d  the special contolir ~ h o e t ~  to the .Director, M ~ P  
Publication, along with his rerl~lisition for the 9"pply of m a t e d  
for fair drawing These will he pinned up together in the 
Photo -Litho. Office to produce the plate for the neceesary combined 
blue, &c., priutr on the ocalo of 1 inch = 2 ;  uliles. 
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383. Preliminary proofs.-The Director, Map Publice- 
tion, ehould be asked to supply the following proofe and 
impressions :- 

(a) 3 preliminary proofs in black, brown, and green on 
rag-litho. paper. One of these will be scrutinized and 
corrected as the press order proof and another will be 
coloured as the pattern for boundary ribands. The 
respective widths and colours of these ribands ehould 
be clearly noted in red on the la,tter proof. 

(b) 2 outline grey prints on Hollingworth paper for the pre- 
paration of colour patterns with an extra print for e 
green colour pattern if necessary. 

(c) 1 contour grey print on Hollingworth paper for sheets 
in which glacier features, that are to appear in blue 
on published maps, have been drawn on the contour 
fair sheet (see note at end of Section X). This print 
will be used for preparing a special blue colour 
pattern for glacier features. 

(d) 2 blue prints, on 130 lb. drawing paper, of the complete 
outline plate, to prepare a grid original, if required. 
(Vide Section IX). 

(e) 1 combined black, brown, and green proof for recording 
edges of colour patterns. 

(f) 1 black proof on tracing paper, of outlino slleet only, for 
grid original. 

(g)  1 black proof on tracing paper, of contour sheet only, for 
grid original. 

384. Hill-shading originals.-Hill-shading originals will 
be prepared, where necessary, in No. 1 Drawing Office. 
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385. General.-The orders regarding the preparation of 
guide mape as laid down in  this section should be generally followed, 
but a certain amount of elasticity is permissible in special cases. 
The drawing office or unit concerned should carefully fill in the 
schedule of information as given in para. 407 below and submit it to 
the Surveyor General (through the Director, Map Publication) for 
orders, before the preparation of the guide rnap is taken in hand. 
Any proposed departures from these orders ~ h o u l d  be clearly stated 
in the schedule. Special styles, such as the layered Simla guide map 
will be permitted in exceptional cases. 

388. Reissues.-It is not intended that  these orders ehould 
be embodied ae a matter of course when existing guide mape are 
reissued, but when revised editions are taken up, circles or unite 
should submit proposals, with schedule as laid down in the preceding 
para., for  bringing them into accordance with these orders. 

1 887. Classes.-Guide mapa may be divided into two classem:- 
(a) Those whose main purpose is to  show the roads and 

buildings of large towns! hill stations and other place8 
visited by touriste. These map8 will usually ehow little 
ground outside the town limits. 

(b) Those whose main purpose is to give better facilities for 
military training than the one-inch scale provides. These 
maps will usually be of the largest size that can conveni- 
ently be printed in one sheet. 

888. Scale.-The scale of the formor category of guide maps 
must depend on the fiize of the area to be dealt with and on the 
amount of detail i t  is desired to ehow. For hill stations, where it is 
necessary to ehow individual houses, ecales as large ae 6 inchee Or 
even 8 inches to  a mile will be desirable, but for ordinary towns, 
ecalee of 3 inches or 4 inches to a mile will ueually be suitable. As 
these maps are intended for popular use, ecnles of inchee to a mile 
are preferable to those of a decimal nature. For maps of the latter 
category, the Army require a scale of 1/25,000, and this will there- 
fore be used, 

889. Guide mape to have grid edgee.-Guide maF 
,ehoul? conform to grid edges, and references should be in terms of 
the v i d .  See Section IX (The Lambert Rectangular arid) for 
further inetructionn. At least two spherical cutting linee should be 
drawn in each border. 
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880. Contour intervals.-The normal contour interva 
should be 20 feet, but in the case of a particularly large scale ma] 
an interval of 10 feet may be adopted. In  the case of hill station 
an interval of 25 feet or  more may be adopted with the snnctio~ 
of the Surveyor General. 

381. Symbols.-Topographical symbols and conventiontl 
eips should be adopted for guide maps, but they may be slightlj 
modified or drawn heavier and bolder to  suit the larger scale. A 
few variations from topo, conventions are laid down in the followink 
paras. 

392. Trees and other vegetation.-The principle o: 
green trees should be adopted, using the symbols laid down f o ~  
topographical maps, but drawing the sylnbole firmly and carefully 
Conspicuous surveyed trees should be drawn on the outline fail 
sheet to appear in bla.ck. 

393. Buildings,-Limits should be in fine black lines with a 
medium pink tint inside. Important buildings will have a furthei 
grey or neutral t int  ~urpr in ted.  Important buildings should includf 
all public buildings (Government and other) e.g. Government offices, 
hoepitals, schools, principal hotels, important clubs, cinemas, 
churches, mosques, templee, post offices, police stations, markets, &c. 
A feature such as a temple, church, mosque, &c., when shown by  it^ 
topographical conventional sign, and not in plan as surveyed, should 
be printed in black. 

384. Small buildings.-Important buildings which are too 
mall to receive a tint may be exaggerated to the required size. 
Unimportant building may also be elightly exaggerated, or several 
buildings may he combine$ into one aite, or may he omitted altoge- 
ther, whichever is m o ~ t  suitable. Such I~uildings are not to be 
blocked in in red or black, nor left white. The minimum sizes for 
tinting on the scale of reproduction are 2/60'' x 2/60" if square or 
nearly so, and 1/60" x 4/60" if oblong. 

395, Roads.--Roade and paths are to be printed in black, 
all double-line roads being It?ft white inside, except the cwt-track 
which will be shown by the unmetalled road ~ymbol  drawn very 
much narrower and carrying the adjoining tint over it. These r~iles 
will not neceasnrily apply to hill stations which usu~l ly  have double- 
line synlbols for nll except footpaths. 

398. Width of roads.-The width of double-line roads may 
be exaggerated according to their importance; suitable width8 on the 
Male of publication are 7/60", S / G O W ,  3/60" and 14/60". Such 
roads lnliy be drawn fill0 in conie@tkd areas of towns, but in open O r  
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areis tlley ,,lay be drawll &mewhat hettvior to give theri suffi- 
cwnt prominence. Camel paths, mule pathe and footpaths ahould be 
drawn about 50:; heavier than on topographical maps. 
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397. Names of roads.-It is better to enter road names 
neide the symbol for double-line roads wherever possible, and always 
n congested areas. 

398. Destinations.-Destinations of railways, roads and 
gteamer routes should be entered as on topographical maps. 

399. Type.-It is not advisable to lay down hard and fast 
xles as to the type that should be used. The following fount 
aumbera are given, indicating style, not necessarily size, on the scale 
)f publication in order to assist officers in making a suitable selec- 
;ion of type. For items not mentioned in the list, founts prescribed 
tor topographical maps should be used. 

Title ... ... 
Heights . . . . . . 
Barracks, lines, &c. . . . 
Buildings . . . ... 
Descriptive remarks . . . 
Mohallas and localities . . . 
Villages ... ... 
Railways and railway stations 
Road names . .. . . . 
Hills, rivers, canals ... 

Rsnge and peak namee . . . 

References . . . ... 
Boundary pillars . . . 

Nos. 1, 2, 22 &c., (U.C.) 
Nos. 24 & 27. 
Nos. 65 & 66 (U.C. or L.C.) 
Noe. 8, 24 & 35 (U.C. or 

L.C.) 
Nos. 12 & 27 (L.C.) 
Nos. 14, 15, 16 & 44 (U.0.) 
Nos. 7, 8 & 24 (L.C.) 
Nos. 8 & 24 (U.C. & L.C.) 
Nos. 44, 28 &c., (U.C.) 
Nos. 15, 16, 44, &c., (U.C. 

or L.C.) 
Nos. 15, 16, 44, &c., (U.C. 

or L.C.) 
Nos. 44 & 28 (L.C.) 
No. 27. 

Parks, gardens, cemeteries, Nos. 85 & 87 (U.C. & L.C.) 
&c. 

Forts ... ... Nos. 8.5 & 69 (U.C. & L.C.) 

(a) Cantonment and municipal boundarie~ should be shown 
by the following symbols :- 

Cantonment - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
Municipal - . _ . _ . _ . _ . _ . _ . _ . _ , - l _  

The bars in each case should be the same length 
and thickness as the district boundary on t o p -  
graphical maps. 

(b) District, state and province boundaries seldom occur On 
wide maps, but when they do they should bo R ~ O W D  
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by the same symbols as on topographical maps, but 
drawn 50 per cent. bigger both in length and thickness 
of bar. 

(c) Colour ribands will not be printed along bounda,ries. 

401. Buff and yellow tints.-A tint original for each of 
these colours should be carefully prepared a t  proof stage on zinc- 
mounted blue outline prints; the limits must be clean and sharp. 
The buff tint shoula be of a pale cold shade. The yellow tint 
should be printed strong. 

(a) The buff tint will be printed over all areas inside the 
edges of the sheet except the following:- 

Marshes, swamps, and areas carrying other tints. 
Double-line roads except cart-tracks. 
Sand-dotting or grey stipple. 
Title, references, foot-notes and insets, which should 

have a black line drawn round them. 
( b )  The yellow tint will be printed over all cultivated areas. 
(c) Lawns, gardens, or grass-covered land will have buff or 

yellow tint at the discretion of the Director. 
402. Colour Patterns -To enable the map to  be printed 

in the required colours, the following colour patterns should be 
prepared at proof stage on grey hollingworth prints of the outline 
sheet :- 

(a )  A pattern 
coloure all 
which are 

should be prepared showing in appropriate 
buildings (including important buildings) &c., 
to  receive a red stipple, and all areas which 

are to  receive a blue stipple, as well a8 all blue line detail. 
( b )  A pattern should also be prepared showing in neutral 

tint all a r e ~ s  which are to receive n grey or neutral 
tint, e.g. important buildings and dry beds of rivers and 
tanks. 

408. Hill 0hading.-If a ahade original is required, i t  will be 
Prepared in No. 1 Drawing Ofice as ueual. I 

404. Reference list.-A reference list should appear on the 
map and ehould include a]] neceeaa.ry names whether falling in urban 
or rural areae. 

(a)  A grid reference ehould not exceed six digite for scales of 
1/20,000 and less, except when greet precision is 
required when eight digits may be used; for scale8 
larger than 1/20,000 eight digit references are necessary. 

( b )  The first colnmn of the l i d  should give the grid co-ordi- 
n a t e ~  and the necond colnmn should show the names 
arranged in alphabetical order, followed by a reference 
number when one is entered in the body of the map. 
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(c) A grid reference permits of accurate location of a feature 
on a map, so that i t  is not essential to  insert a reference 
number. Such numbers are, however, desirable for 
buildings, &c., where there is no  room to  type the name 
and these should be allotted in serial order down the list, 
the numbers being printed in the list a t  the end of each 
name, and in the body of the map against the feature. 

408. Explanatory tables.-Particular care should be taken 
to see that clear and complete symbol tables are inserted as foot- 
notee, explaining, as far as possible, .the meaning of the symbols, 
lettering, co lour~  and tints appearing on the map. 

I 406. Doubtful cases.-All doubtful cases should be referred 
to  the Director, Map Publication, for orders, preferably when aub- 
mitting the schedule described in para. 407. 

407. S0hedule.-Whenever possible, before taking up the 
survey for a guide map, the schedule of information referred to in 
pare. 385 should he submitted, but i t  should in any case be submitted 
before taking up the drawing. A list of some of the principal heads 
under which information should be supplied is given below. Any 
other doubtful points not shown in the list should be included in the 
schedule for orders :- 

I (a) Scale of Rurvey and contour interval. Whether it is 8 

new map or a revised edition. 
(b) Number and date of Surveyor Oeneral '~ sanction. 
(c) Scale of publication. 
( d )  Title of map. 
(P) Area covered by map, illustrated by a diagram if neces- 

sary, showing positions of title, accesRory work and insets. 
( f )  Scale of drawing, and whether fair drawing will be in 

more than one eheet. 
( g )  Size of originale, includiug borders, heading;, foot-note@ 

and reference list. 
( h )  Number of originals (outline, contour, green tree, tint, 

hill shade). 
( i )  Size of map on publication, inclusive of borders, heading, 

foot-notes nncl reference list, and whether the map will be 
publishecl in more thnn one sheet. The over-all dimen- 
~ ions ,  including all printed matter, that can he printed 
by the Photo.-Titho. Office in one ~ h e e t  in colours is 
43 inches by 31 inches; this size can at preaent be 
printed on one machine only, the maximum convenient 
~ i a e  being 40 inches by 30 inches. 

( j )  Style of map (refer to any existing map). 
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(k) Colours in which the map will be published (epecifg 
briefly the features to be shown in the different coloure). 

(1) Materid from which map is to be prepared, i.e., new 01 

existing surveys ; scale; date. 
(m) If published in more than one sheet, whether sheets 

should be sold separately. 
(n) Method of references i t  is proposed to employ. 
( 0 )  Special features. 
(p) Full description of any special symbols, especially roads, 

tracks and paths or railways. Method of showing im- 
portant buildings. 

(q) Description of any special size and style of type. 
(T )  Whether the map is to be layered. 
(8) Description of size and scale of insets," also materials 

from which the insets will be prepared. 
(t) If any boundaries are to be shown, describe the symbols 

to be used. 
(u) Number of copies to be printed. 
(v) Date by which it is required that publication should be 

completed. 

408. Submission f o r  publication.-In submitting guide 
maps for publication the positions for headings, foot-notes, reference 
liats, etc., which are submitted separately should be clearly marked 
in blue on the outline original. The only work left to be done in 
the reproducing office should be the setting up of the reference list. 

@These mey inolude mmell ecalo mnps shomiug routen to places of interest, panommaa of 
snowy ranges, (kc. 
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LABLBERT RECTANGULAR GRID 

409. Introduct ion.-The Lambert rectangular grid was 
adopted by the Survey of India in 1929 and is described in Indian 
Army Order 105 Maps. The grid system employed is the modified 
British system, a description of which is given in Chapter VII, 
Section 45 of the Manual of Map Reading, Photo. Reading end 
Field Sketching, 1929. 

410. Computations.-Instructions regarding computatione 
necessary for the rectangular grid have been issued by the Director, 
Geodetic Branch. 

411. Drawing.-Instructions for the drawing of the grid 
are contained in the "Guide for the preparation of Grid Originale". 

412. Sheets to be gridded.-Inetructione as to the sheets 
which are to be gridded are given on a special "Index to sheete to 
be gridded ". 

413. O v e r l a p p i n g  grids.-Owing to the large area cover- 
ed by the maps of the Department, it has been necessary to lay out 
a series of overlapping grids, an index to which is included in the 
inatructions referred to in paras. 410 and 411. 

414. Limits of g r i d d e d  maps.- 
(a) Maps of the 1/&1 India and Ad.jacent Countries Seriee, 

and of the I", i", and f "  Topographical Series will retain 
their spherical limits even when gridded: and all letter- 
ing will be parallel to thoee limits, except the figure8 end 
letters appertaining to the grid. 

(6) On the other hand special maps on scale larger than one 
inch to a mile, ench as maps prepared on rnilitafl 
service, manczuvre ancl radius maps, and guide mapl 
will be drawn with edges conforming to the rectangul8r 
f i d ,  and should have lettering parnIIe1 to those edgee. 
Such epecial maps should not, ae a rule, have 
~pecial angridded edition. 

415. Spherical position to be a h o w n  on gridded 
mapa.-Maps constructed on a rectangular lay-out should ahow 
their spherical position by two marks on each border. These ehould 
be given am close to sheet corners a8 convenient, end should either 
be line8 drawn right across the border or ticks, f inch long, dram 
immediately outside the edge; 8phericel values should be entered 
ageinet these marks. 
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416. Grid to be in black.-Until-1030 the grid wae drawn 
on the scale of publication and surprinted in purple. In future the 
grid is to be printed in black. 

417. When grid is drawn on f a i r  sheet.-In areas 
where the whole edition is gridded (1007e area), the grid should be 
drawn on t l ~ e  original fair outline sheet instead of the usual spheri- 
cal graticules, retaining only the spherical limits of the sheet, vide 
para. 414 ( a )  and 420 (a) (4). 

418. When eeparate grid original is drawn.- In  areas 
where an ungridded edition is required, as well ae the gridded 
edition, the usual spherical graticule will be drawn on the fair out- 
line sheet, and a separate grid original will be drawn on the scale of 
publication. In this case the Photo.-Litho. OfEce will prepare 
special black and red plates for the gridded edition, on which the 
spllerical graticule and itw neceRsary numbers and letters will be 
onlittod aud replaced by the grid. 

419. By whom to be drawn.- 
(a) f hen drawn on the original fair outline sheet, the grid 

will be drawn by the party or office which draws that 
outline sheet. 

(b)  When drawn on the scale of publication the grid original 
will, aA a rule, be d r a m  on blue prints of the sheet in 
the Circle Drawing Office. 

( c )  No. 1 Drawing Office will draw grids for reissues other 
then revised editions. 

420. Rules for sheete in 100°i, gridded area.-The 
following detailed i~lstructione apply to sheets in the loo;! area 
mferred to in para. 417 above. 

(a )  The only spl~erical linee and values to be drawn are :- 
t i )  The eheet edges with spherical values a t  corners. 
(ii) Black ticke, 4 inch long, marking the position of 

intermediate 6 or 15 minute linee, should be drawn 
in the margin, prqjecting from the outer edge of 
the border. Spherical values should be entered 
in black. These ticke will not appear on the 
published map, but will be retained on the complete 
outline plate for the purposes of compiled mapping. 

( b )  Grid lines will be ruled up in black before typing is 
commenced, and care should be taken that typing is not 
obscured by them. The fine linee should be drawn as 
fine as possible consistent with being absolutely con- 
tinuous and black. The thick lines ehould be just 
s r~ f ic ien t l~  thick to give clear contrast with the fine 
lines ; on no account should they be broken for typing 
other thnn grid valuee. 
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(c) Before typing i t  will be necessary to rule lines of latitude 
across the sheet in blue, to  ensure that typing is kept 
parallel to  those and not to  the grid lines. 

42 1. Plotting of grids.-The following procedure will be 
adopted for the plotting of grids for 1-inch sheets both inside and 
outeide the 100% area. 

(a) If a mosaic is prepared, 
(i) Project the spherical graticule, subdivide and rule up 

the 5' linee. 
(ii) From table 9 Grid plot (by arcs) the distances in 

yards of the nearest 1,000 yard grid lines in both 
directions from the four corners of the sheet. 

(iii) By interpolation in table 9 Grid plot the distances 
of the 1,000 yard grid lines neareet to the four 
internal 5' lines. 

(iv) Rule up the eight grid lines (four east and weet, 
and four north and south;, two arcs fixing each of 
which have been obtained in (ii) and (iii) above. 

(v) Subdivide between the lines already drawn, for the 
remaining grid lines. 

(vi) Check subdivision for equality along the full length 
of each side, and for position from other appro- 
priate grid tables, and rule up the remaining lines. 

(b )  If there ie no mosaic, the procedure detailed in sub-pare. 
(a) above should be carried out on the fair sheet before 
drawing ie commenced. 

(c) I n  exceptional cases owing to  inequalities in the internal 
graticule lines proceed as in (a) (ii) above; rule up 
the four grid lines and subdivide for the remaining grid 
lines instead of plotting them ae in (a) (iai). 

422. Plotting gride on small ecale maps.-In cases 
where table 9 Grid is not available, and for all sheets on scales 
smaller than 1 inch to 1 mile, the cutting pointe of the nearest 
10,000 yard grid lines (100,000 yard ]in& in 1/M sheets) will be 
p10tM from the eheet corners from appropriate grid tables. 

423. S h e e t a  outside 100°/, area.-In the case of 
outeide the 100"iO area, the thick grid line8 will be ruled across the 
fair eheet in blue, end the grid equare Ie t t e r~  typed in blue in 
correct positions before typing is commenced, so that typing may 
be kept clear of them. The portions of all the grid lines, both 
thick and thin, that fall in the border will he drawn in black 
and the thick grid lines will have their values entered in black 
00 8 0  to reproduce on the blue print that is used for the drawing 
of the grid original. Care ehould be taken that the thin lines 
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do not foul any typing in the borders. They may be partially 
drawn or, in extreme cases, drawn outside the border and quite 
close to it. All that is needed is a small tick-even &" long. In  
caees where no thick grid line appears on a sheet, full figure valuea 
should be entered for a t  least one fine line near the corners. 

424. Sharp drawing and typing essentiaL-Typing 
and line work on grid originals drawn on scale of publication 
should be particularly clean and sharp as there will be no reduction 
of scale to eliminate imperfections. 

425. Reissues.- 
(a) Within the 100°/'0 area, when possible, the in ternd 

spherical lineal and accessory letters and figures, should 
be erased from the outline sheet, which ehould then 
be completed with grid drawn in black. But if the 
state of this outline sheet does not admit of such 
extensive erasures and redrawing, the procedure dee- 
cribed in (b) below should be followed. 

(b) Outside the 100°/0 area the spherical graticule should be 
left on the outline sheet. Before correcting the outline 
and contour sheets for reissue, action as regards entry 
of the grid line6 should be taken as in para. 423. Any 
typing that is fouled by the thick grid lines and 
thoir border figures should be shifted. The duffing 
out of the grid line ticks and of the internal spherical 
lines, and accessory letters and figures will be done 
by the reproducing office. A separate grid original 
on the scale of publication should be prepared on a 
drawing blue print of the outline eheet after it has 
been corrected for reissue. 

(c) Reprints from standing plates prepared previous to these 
orders will have the grid surprinted in purple, but 
when photography is necessary the grid will be printed 
in black. 

( d )  Special maps, in areas of military importance, should 
have tho grid changed from purple to black a t  the 
first opportunity, but it will not be necessary to change 
eheet edges from spherical to rectangular. The un- 
gridded edition of such maps may be abandoned if the 
Surveyor Uonoral approves. 



REPRESENTATION OF GLACIATED REGIONS 

428. For definition of the verioue high mountain feeturea 
see Topo. Handbook, Chapter V, Appendix V. 

TABLE SHOWING COLOURB OF DIFFERENT ITEM8 OF HIGH 
MOUNTAIN FEATURES ON PUBLIBHED MAPS. 

I Coloure I 
I Features. 

i 

I i Limita of all area8 of per- : Blur 
I manent snow or glecie- / 
! tion, and all ioe festuree. 1 
I I 

I 
I 

ii Water featuree whether on / 
i or off ice. 

I 

Limite of all areas of ice'and per- 
manent snow will be ehown 
by a, dotted line, which is 
omitted below rocks having 0, 

definite edge. The rock cliff 
eymbol will never be drawn in 
blue to repreeent ice-falls or ice 
walls. These features have 
special eymbols. The dotted 
line will not be shown except 
round the lower parte of 
gleoiere where these extend 
below the snow line in 
areas where enow and ice 
feetures have not been accura. 
tely surveyed. 

iii ; Live, or barren d e d  more- Rlnck 
inee, (lateral, medisl, or ; 1 terminall: scree. rock ! 

j falls and fnns. i 

Care should be taken to avoid 
the ~bppearanc'e of send. The 
rocks comprieing moraine ere 
of all nizee; so eleo should be 

ir 

I I 
I 

t8he dote. Screen, on the other I hand, are .mally uniform and 

I i regular end should be repreeen- 

I 
ted by uniform dots generally 

I in fanwine linee. 
I 

Dead moraines if under j R r o s n  
vegetation Igrane, scrub, I 
or treed. I 

v 
I 

Conburr  acrors ice and 1 Blue 
psrmarmnt raow inalud- 
h g  t h e  soroes lire 
moralas, 
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I - - -  - - - 

I 
I 

I I ; Colours , 

I Features. 

\ 

on 
published REMARKS. 

maps. ' 

ri I Contour values pertaining 
to the above, acroes ice, 
permanent snow, and 

I live moraine. 

n i  ! Contours aaros. hill-slope. ' Brown 
below the snow-line, 

I across dead morainee, 
/ scree, fans, etc. 

1 

I 
I 

viii Cliff above or below the i 9 ,  

snow-line. 
I 

Red ix 

The contour values should break 
the contours as ia brown 
contours. 

T r ~ c k e  & routee, over gla- 
ciers & permanent snow ; 
club huts. 

Brozun contours sh,orild seldom 
be shotulr above th snoz~s- line. 
Bare ground above this line is 
ueua,lly cliff, which ahould bc 
shown in the appropriateetgle. 
Brown contoure will always 
have brown contour values. 

I 
s I Paeaee and ntlnles ... / Rlack I ...... 

NOTE.-ln fair drawin items 1, 16 V. VI, VII ~ n d  V l l l  will nor11la11 he drawn ou the 
contour aheet, item* 11, Ilf: IX, and X dn the ontline eheet. In orceptiouarcases ell nlsy be 
h l ~ n  on one skeet. 

The difierent wlour plebs Rill be prepared in P. L. 0. frolu patterns to lm nupplied by 
the Circle concerned. 



SECTION XI. 

COMPLETION OF SHEETS TO EDGE FROM 
OTHER THAN NORMAL MODERN SURVEYS 

487. C o m p i l a t i o n  foot-note or diagram.-In every 
case in which any topographical map has been completed to edge 
from material other than normal modern surveys, a special compilation 
foot-note or diagram must be added to  indicate the material which 
has been used to complete the sheet. For example, if the style of 
drawing of that part of the map is in sufficient contrast to the 
rest of the map, a special foot-note like the one given below would 
be aufficient :- 

The tribal area in N.  W. part of the sheet has been enlarged from 
half-inch reconnsissmces, 1884-97. 

428. Compilation Index.--Ib'hen the material from which 
the sheet has been completed has heen derived from more than 
one source and is diacnlt to describe in u simple foot-note, then 
a diagram entitled ''Cornpililtion Index" (see  Border Specimen) 
should be drawn trhowing the limits of the dil-Ferent ~rlaterial used 
with brief descriptive notes. 

439. Desoriptive notes.-The descriptive notes referred 
to  in paras. 427 and 428 above, ~hould  give the origin, nature, 
scale, and date of survey when these are known, but should not, 
ae a rule, mention the nall~es of individual oficers of the Survey 
of India. References to published maps should only be given 
when no better information is available, ant1 should give the full 
title of the map, with scale and date. References to map squares 
should be avoided. 

430. Preparation of index and referenoe8.-The 
index ~hould be draw11 and the reference0 typed on a separate 
piece of drawing paper for ~nbmission with the original fair sbeet, 
and will he pinned up in position by the Photo.-Litho. Office. 
For mze, kc., of the index see Border Specimen. See also pares. 
176 to 177. 

431. Perennial water in o l d  aurveye.-In the caae 
of sheete which are completed to edge from old surveys which do 
not dietingnish between dry river beds and those which generally 
contain water, application for the necesearg information should 
he made to the Chief of the General Staff's Branch, end the 
following foot-note should be entered on the sheet:- 

The eocurroy of the iniormebion regarding prrennid water ia not 
guumteed and murt not be accepted without further investigation, 
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432. Longitude foot-notes on old sheets.-The Eoot- 
note regarding longitude on old sheets should always be carefully 
noted, an B correction of longitude may often be necessary in 
adjusting old and new work. 

433. Differentiation of reliability.-The material avail- 
able for the completion of sheets t o  edge will generally be of 
different degreee of reliability and should be differentiated on the 
fair sheets by different styles of drawing. 

434. Degrees of reliability.- 
(a) ivIodern contoured sketch surveys on larger scales t,han 

the scale of publication or on the same scale, when 
these are known to approach the accuracy of rigorous 
survey. 

(b)  Photo surveys, air or otherwise, in accordallce with 
reliability. 

(c) Modern contoured surveys on smaller scalea down to 
quarter-inch. 

( d )  Old style regular surveys between 1890 and 1905 on 
the same or larger scales. 

( e )  Old style regular surveys prior to  1890 on the snlne 
or larger scales. 

(f)  Work inferior to the above, in which broad facts are 
certainly known. The old half-inch and quarter-inch 
surveys will come under this category for purposes of 
inclusion in larger scale maps. 

(9 )  Areas depending on inference or guess work. 

435. Method of drawing-Outline (sub-paras. cor- 
respond to those in pars. 434).- 

(a) All detail on outline sheet should be drawn by firm 
lines using the prescribed symbols for the different 
kinde of detsil, but streailis which areshown by broken 
lines on the original s i~rrey should be similarly shown 
on the fair sheet. 

( h )  If based on adequate control and compiled with the 
aid of a stereo-plotter or other such accurate method, 
should he treated in exactly the same way as modern 
surveys on the ,wale of publication. Otherwise, will 
he shown like itetn ( r )  or ( , f )  according to degree of 
reliability. 

(c) As in (a) above. 
( d )  Ditto. 
(e)  Ditto. 
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(f) Drainage should be shown by broken lines, queries 
being placed against village sites, roads, and other 
detail, when the position of such is doubtful. 

(11) Sllould be drawn like iten1 (f), but with streams drawn 
111ore or less tinely nnd liberally generalized in accordance 
with the reliability of the information available. 

436. Method of drawing-Contours (sub-paras. cor- 
respond to those in para. 434).- 

'a) Hill features should be shown by broken thick and thin 
contours with contour values. 

( b )  If based on adequate control and compiled with the aid 
of a stereo-plotter or other such accurate method, 
should be treated in exactly the same way as modern 
surveys on the scale of publication. I n  other cases 
hill features ehould be shown either by fine continuous 
linen with no thickened contours ( i . e . ,  when contours 
correspond with available heights)-contour values where 
desirable being inserted a t  the discretion of the officer 
compiling the sheet-or otherwise like item (a) or 
(e) in accordance with the reliability of the photo- 
survey. 

(c) The same as (a). Where possible, contours should be 
interpolated so as to c o ~ ~ f o r m  to  the i n t 0 ~ 0 1  of the 
remainder of the eheet. 

(d) Fine continuous form-lines. 
(e ) Fine broken form-lines. 
(f) Ditto. 
( CJ) Like item (e) hut hills ehould be liberally 

in accordance with the reliability of the information 
available. 

437. Form-1inee.-When form-lines are ueed the vertical 
intervela ahoultl, MI far 8s the available data permits, approximate 
to that of the rernaincler of the eheet. In  areae where little Or 
no information regarding hill features ie available, the form-line0 
ebould be deliberately epaced more widely, so ae to  give an 
additional impreeeion of vnpeneee. 

488. Photo-~urveye.-Ordere regarding photo-eurveye de- 
tailed in perae. 435 ( 6 )  and 436 (b) will apply to all caees in which 
auch material ie incorporated in any eheet, either for original compile- 
bion or  for correction of exi~t ing ground eurveye. 

439. Departure from theee ru1ee.-In exceptional cam38 
the a l e e  contained in thie eection may be departed from under the 
8urveyor Oener~l'a orders. 
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EXAMINATION OF FAIR SHEETS 

440. General remarks.-The examina.tion of fair sheets is 
one of the most importa,nt duties of officers responsible for fair 
drawing, and nothing reflects more discredit on the department than 
errors and omissions which a careful examination would have 
brought to light. Although all fair sheets are scrutinized in the 
circle office before being submitted for publication, it must be borne 
in mind that the officer in charge of the pa,rty or office in which any 
fair sheet is prepared is responsible for its examination. This 
examination may be divided into two parts :- 

(a) aeneral examination. 
( b )  Examiua,tion in deta.il. 

441. General examinat ion. -The general examination 
should deal with the following points :- 

(a) Details outside border~  or marginal details. 
( b )  Border details. 
(c) General scrutiny. 

442. Details outside borders or marginal details.- 
(a )  Headings, and tit,le, whether in accordance with the most 

recent Border Specimen. That the batch number of the 
fair sheet is entered and the sheet, iE preliminary or 
provisional, is correctly classified. (Vide paras. 43 t o  
46, Chapter I ,  1932). 

( b )  Index to  Sheets, correctness of numbering and thickness 
of lines. 

( c )  Administrative Index, whether in agreement with the 
hendings and with the boundaries as shown on the 
sheet 

(4 Senaons of survey. 
(f) M:~gnetic doclin~tion and annual change to  be compared 

with vulues received from the Director, aeodetic Branch. 
See pnrns. 278 to 283. In c ~ s e e  of gridded sheete the 
grid convergence legend to  'be checked. 

(1 ' )  Area Statement to 1,e checkod and total comp~red with 
Arenu of clnndrilateral~ in Arlxiliary Tables. 

( ! I )  Thnt all neceHsilry ~ p e c i ~ l  foot-notoa havo been entered 
in thc t'uhlicntion In~tructions and that the Hietory 
Sbeet i ~ 1  complete and clenr. 
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443. Border details.- 
(a) Outline sheet. 

(i) Graticule values and degree, minute, and second 
symbols. 

(ii) Destinations, see paras. 318 to 320. 
(iii) Tahsil, &c., names. 
(iv) Lettering and figures of squares. 
(v) Border. 

(b) Contour sheet. 
Corners of graticule. 

(c) Edges. 
(d) Edges of grid lines, whether drawn on the sheet or on a 

separate original, should always be compared against 
adjoining sheets, when these are also gridded, to ensure 
that  the grid lines join up correctly. 
The comparison of edges of the outline, contour, and 
green tree sheets with those of adjoining sheets 
should be examined a t  this point, care being taken 
to  see that the section officer or draftsman responsible 
for the examination has signed his name in blue in 
each case and also that traces have been prepared 
where necessary. 

444. General scrutiny.-A general scrutiny should then 
be made as regards the following points :- 

(a) Typing, whether sharp and black; whether the names 
and figures are well placed and in correct alignment; 
whether the   paced names of subdivisions are properly 
arranged and in agreement with adjoining sheets. 

(b) Drnwing, whether black, unbroken, and sharp. 
(c) Drainage, whether due prominence has been given to 

main streams. 
(d) Roads, whether due prominence has been given to main 

lines of communication and to important roads and 
paths in the hills. 

(e) The outline, contonr, and green tree sheets should be 
alternately ~uperirnposed over a tracing glass with direct 
or reflected light from helios, and the following note 
be entered in blue in the left hand bottom corner of 
the outline sheet :- 

"The outline, contour and tree ~hee t s  have been 
superimposed and examined ovor n tracing gleee 
and the contours and tree8 agree correctly with 
the detail." 
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This should be signed and dated by the examining 
officer. 

( f )  The green tree origina.1 should be examined over both 
the outline and contour sheets separately to see that the 
lettering and figures are legible. 

445. Examination of outline and green tree sheets 
in detail.- 

(a) Examination in detail should be carried out in the first 
place by the officer in charge of the drawing section who 
may depute an assistant to examine certain items. 

(b) I t  i s  a great help to make rigorous examination of 
certain specified items at  various stage8 of drawing, 
and a register should be kept up on form 0. 141, or on 
some more detailed form, on which is recorded against 
separate items the signature both of the draftsman and 
the examiner. 

(c) The officers in charge of the drawing section and of the 
party will each make their own independent examinations, 
and the a,mount of time they will be required to  spend 
will largely depend on the thoroughness of the stage- 
by-stage examination. 

(d) When examining detail it is best to take one square s t  
a time and to take the detail in each square in regular 
sequence. 

(e . )  The examiner should look first to the exact agreement 
of the fair sheet with the field section; he will be 
greatly helped in this by the blue detail of the drawing 
blue print which should normally be entirely inked 
UP. 

446. Tabular guide for examiners.-The following is 
a ueeful guide to examiners detailing what points they should 
look to :- 

Head. 1 Nature of detail. I Points needing attention. 

( a )  1 (i) Streams 

i 
Whether dumb-boll marks have been inserted nt 

all neoomary point8 of change from non- 
perennial to perennial. 

Whether rt snitablo gradation of thickness of line 
hrsa bcon made in the case of single-line 
streams. 

methor  the sinuoeitios of the streams on the fair 
sheet exactly correspond to thoso on the P.-T. 
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(11) Sand ... 

Head. 

Whether, in the case of double-line streams, the 
width at all points exactly corresponde to that 
on the P.-T. 

Nature of detail. 
I 
I Points needing attention. 

I 

Whether streams have been broken at bridgee, 
except " Irish bridges ". 

Whether arrows indicating direction of flow and 
alignment of tracks in single-Line stream bede 
are correctly shown. 

That where no bridges exist the eteep banks of dry 
beds ere broken a t  crossings of roads ~ n d  
traoke. 

That the gradation in the size of the dote ie 
correct, and that the dote are all round 8nd 
black. 

(iii) Shingle and rocks 
in stream beds. 

(iv) Broken and pre- 
ci itour banks and 
C I ~  in streams. 

That the finer dots are not too fine to reproduce 
clearly. 

That the larger dots are not too cloee together, 
and consequently liable to blook up on re. 
production. 

Thet in dry streams the dote representing sand do 
not touch any dotails that will appeer in C O ~ O W ~  
and that no blank spaces are left between 
lettering of namos. 

That they do not cover larger areae than on the 
P.-T., that the drawing is fine, and thet none 
is omitted. 

Thet none is omitted. 

That the drawing is fine and does not extend 
further back from the edge of the etream then 
iu shown on the P.-T. 

That the lines are su5ciently far apart to avoid 
blocking up on reduction. 

That eteep banks of 10 feet or more in heightl 
and very uteep ones of  lee^ height but of muoh 
e length thet they will bc at leeat one inoh In 
length on the scale of are ehown 
by a thickened line. 

That all river banlc foatures are d ram in 

I 
nccordance with the approved sylnbols a8 ehown 
in bhe lnteet Table of Conventional Bigne. 

(v) Inlands ... That none is omitted and that all oonform e l ~ t l y  
to the shepe ~ h o w n  on the P.-T. 

I 
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Bad.1 Nature of detail. I Points needing attention. 

(vi) Fords, ferries, 
waterfalls, and 
rapids. 

(vii) Arrows denoting 
flows. 

:viii) Bathymetric con- 
tours. 

That none is omitted, that the drawing is fine 
and the dots and lines sutliciently far apart to 
avoid blocking up on reduction. 

That they are firmly drawn and that they appem 
wherever there is a chance of doubt as to the 
direction of flow, preferably near the name of 
the river or canal. 

That they correspond with the Admiralty and 

1 Marine s w e y  ohuts  and are finely drawn. 

Canals ... 

(ix)a!acierfeatures, e.g. 
live or  barren dead 
moraines, 
rock falls, fans, con- 
tour values across 
moraines, &c. 

That none is omitted and that all bridges, I o c ~ ~ ,  
sluices, dams, weus, aqueducts, and distance- 
stones are entered and finely drawn, (see 
para. 820). 

That none is omitted, that all conform exactly to 
the features shown on the P.-T., and that such 
features are not duplicated in both the outline 
and the contour sheets. 

Thnt all dry tanks, other than those to be tinted 
in the P. L. O., and those that are too small, 
ere sand dotted finely. 

(i) Lakes, ponds, 
tanks, and 
marshes; mud 
on foreshore. 

That all those shown by the surveyor appear on 
the fair sheet, that they are finely drawn with 
a view to reduction. 

That when the limits of perennial water in 
any of them fluctuate the margins are not 
defined by a line on the fair sheet. 

(i) Roads, metalled 
and unmetalled, 
and trade routes. 

(ii) Springs and wells 

(ii) Cart- and camel. 
tracks, mule-pathe 
and foot-paths. 

That all the more important ones appear in the 
f ~ i r  sheet. 

That none is omitted, and that they are firmly 
drawn in accordance with the eyrpbol. 

That they are clrewn elightly heavier then the 
proscribed symbol in hills and wooded areae. 

That tho width of double-line roads is reduced at 
hridgce. 

That they aro Gnaly drawn in aooordance with 
the eymbol, end that, as far as space will permit, 
IIOIIO ie omitted. 

Thnb thoy are drnwn slightly heavier than the 
prc~crihcd eylnbole in hill and wooded aroas. 

( i i i )  Avenues of trees 1 That, as regwds interval end veriation in rize of 
symbol, the drawing be made to appear 
ntctural. 
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Head. Nature of detail. I - Points needing attention. 

(iv) Roads and paths 
through towns and 
villages. 

That the tree symbols are drawn ae near to Lhe 
road which the avenue follows as is oompetible 
with avoiding blooking up. 

That in the case of double-line roads the width 
in the clem is not decreased, and thet in that 
of single-line roads end paths they are drawn 
right up to the towns or villages. 

That the main routes through towns have been 
duly emphasized. 

(vi) Cuttings and em- 
bankments. 

(v) Milestones and 
mileage. 

(vii) Bridges, viaducts, 
and passes. 

That these me entered in accordance with exinting 
orders, (see paras. 111 to 113). 

(i) Towns, villages, 
ruins. 

(ii) Deserted sites, 
scattered huts, 
markets, post 
offices, police 
stations, hospitals, 
dispensaries, dak 
bungalows, circult 
houses, rest- 
houses, mills. 

That none is omitted except those that are leee 
than 5 ft. in height or depth, and thet the width 
is varied to accord with the degree of relief, 
that it is kept as narrow as possible. Also theb 
the extent of the cutting or embankment in not 
greeter than that shown on the P.-T. 

That the drawing is fine and the lines open, (eee 
also para. 114). 

That none is omitted, and that the drewing in  
firm and in eccordanoe with the latest Table of 
Conventional Signs. 

That no ~ i t e s  or buildings are omitted, and thet, 
where severe1 sites on the P.-T. ere joined 
into one. block, the block correeponde to the 
general outline of the group of sites. 

id ih s ,  shrines, 
li&thourea, monu- 
ments, ratio. I .  

(Iii) Forts' watch- 
towers, churches, 
mosques, *mples, 
pagodas, kyaunge, 

That nono i~ omitterl, and that, all are finely 
drawn in accordance with the s ~ b l  

, in each case. 
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Had.  1 Nature of detail. I Points needing attention. 

Telegraph lines, 
power-lines, water 
malns, graves, 
b a t t l e - f i e l d s ,  
mines, rifle- 
ran es, buoys, 
anckorages. light- 
ships, beacons, 
steamer signals, 
navigation marks, 
oil-wells, salt- 
pans, tidal arrows, 
wireless stations, 
telephone lines, 
karezes, steamer 
service routes, 
*aerodromes, land- 
ing grounds. 

(i) Railways 

(i i )  Mineral lines and 
tramways. 

Ornamentation ... 

Limits of cultivation 

That none is omitted, and that a11 are finely 
drawn in accordance with the prescribed symbol 
in each case. 

That the sites with names and dates of battle- 
fields have been entered. 

That the orders regarding omission of aerodromes 
and landing grounds in areas prohibited to civil 
aircraft, have been complied with on sheets 
issued to the public. 

That the name of the line and, when neceseary, 
the gauges are suitably typed along the 
railway, in accordance with the rules laid down 
in paras. 284 to 238. 

That station buildings, enclosures, tunnels, bridges, 
cuttings, and embankments are all entered and 
finely drawn in accordance with the prescribed 
symbols. 

That the drawing of roads passing under the 
railway is broken nt the bridges by which they 
pass, and that the drawing of the railway 
synlbol is similarly broken in the case of an 
over-way bridge, and that both road and 
railway symbol are drawn in the case of level- 
orossings. 

That the gauge is suitably typed along the lines. 

That the nature of the growth on grass and forest 
lands, and in orohards and topes, is correctb 
shown by the use of the different tree and 
grass symbols prescribed. 

That, in the case of forest growth, the density of 
the growth is shown by the frequenoy of the 
tree symbol. 

Thnt no gnrdons whose size justifies their ontry 
are omitted, and that the nature of tllair growth 
is discriruinated RE far RE the eylnbols prescribed 
permit. 

That all symbols are oorrectly and B~loly drown. 
Thnt theso are finoly and unifomly drawn, and 

that they arc continuous, exoept dong natural 
fent~lros, roads, t ~ k ~ ,  boundaries, cmals, or 
I~uildings, so that the colourist shall have no 
difficulty in detoru~inulg thc area for coloration. 

9 1 n f ~ ~ m a t f o n  regarding public nvi~tiou stntioua ia available in the publicstion 
" The Air Pilot. India and Burrun." 
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Heed. 

Boundaries ... 

(i) Trigonometrical, 

1 I 

Ne twe  of detail. 

Tha t  the eymbol for theee ie oorreotly drawn md 
in acoordance with the rules laid down in pms, 
140 to 165, and that  i t  exaotly oorreepondn 
to the ohangee of direction of the boundery 
on the ground ae &own on the P..T., or on 
suoh other authority as  is aocepted. 

That the position of the boundary, whore not 
disputed, agreee with all notifioatione at the 
time i n  force. 

That  boundary pillare and their numbers are entered 
in accordance with existing rulee, see paras. 
163 and 269. 

That  care has been taken to dieoriminate between 
pillars surveyed and those not found at the time 
of survey. 

That  all ground heighte of trigonometrical station8 

Points needing attention. 

tmwrse, and benoh-marks are entered; as also a eeleation 
metrice and b:%: I of ground-level heights of other trigonornetricd 
mark heights' I points, theodolite traveree stations, and of plane. 

(ii) Canal and other I 

table fixings and intereections; and, where no 
other heights are available, heighte, much as 
Irrigation, Railway, &c., even if they are not 
attaohed to any particular points, are occaaionll~ 
entered. 

That the correct symbole for triangulation 
stations and intersected points and proper types 
for their heights are used in accordance with 
the instructions contained in parae. 160 and 161- 
(Also see para. 68). 

That height values acoord with the contom on 
the contour eheet. 

That height valuee aooord with the naturd fall in 
slreame end rivers. 

That the heights in  hilly country are typed on $9 

non-shaded slopee, epeoial attention being plud 
to the selection of positions with regard to the 
ribande along boundaries. 

That  as many RB pousible of these having heighte 
bench-mark@. 1 in ~ c o o r d  with the Survey of Indis  are entered 

(lii) R.lativehei hteand / That 88 many as pomible of these, both m~xirnnm 
height* of water- m d  minimum, and intermediate, are enbred 
falls. 

(iv) Symbols for posi- 
tions of halghts. 

without cnosing undue crowding, and havin8 
regard to the po~ition of the con tom next 
above and below them. 

That  thew are in correct position, plotled frorn 
I the @tienleg, in the case of all trigonometricJ 

station8 and of 811 intcreected points 
geodetic serier, and trtwed or blue p r i n t d  
if neceeeary adjusted, in the ceee of otbem. 
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~ead.1 Nature of detail. I Pointtl needing attention. 

Note (I).-The examination of each nature ot detail may be mrried out  t.hronghoot the 
whole nheet RR t,hat nature of dctail in completed. the sheet, h i n g  witbdmwn 
tmm the dmftaman for  the p n v e  and another isclued to him in the 
meantime, or the dmwing of reveral natures of detail may be completed before 
their examination ia &Pen up, or  the exnmination may take place an all the  
d e h i l  in any sqne.ro ir completed. 

(ii).-It in, however, preferable tha t  the drawin end eramiastion of Hmdn ( a )  ii), 
(v). (ri), ( h )  (i) ( c )  (i) (except marshes an! mod on foreshore) l ~ n d  (ii), (d) (i), 
(ii) iv) (v), (vi) and (vii), (e) i), (ii) and,(iii), (f) (i), f ) ( i )  and (ii) ( j )  (i 
and (\) (iv) ahonid be o o m p l e d  before typ1.g on the of the ;beet 1: 
cornmencad. 

( 2 )  

1 
That the symbols Rre finely drawn in accordance 

with the prescribed symbols. 
That every height has a symbol indicating its 

exact position, except euch heights as are not 1 attached to a n r  particular points [vide para. 
I 69(c)]. 

heights. 
I (v) Lettering for That the prescribed type has been used. 

Names and other That the spelling (including accente) of all names 
lettering. is in accordance with the corrected list on 

the P.-T. ; or, in the case of spaced names, with 
the typer's guide (para. 69) and also rules laid 
down in Section IV. 

That names of streams, villages, etc., near the 
edges agree with those which hare already 
been published on the adjoining sheets, and 
that where the latter are wrong, attention is 
drawn to them in the History Sheet, for 
necessary corrections being noted in the office I copy of the nhceta kept in the circle ofice. 

That in hilly country names in small type are 
made clearer by typing them on the non- 
shaded slopee, ribands along boundaries being 
also considered in the selection of positions for 
thom. 

1 That each name is most euitably placed, having 
I regard firetly to the identity of the object to 

which it refers and eecondly to avoidance of, or 
; interference with, detail which will ultimately 
I appear in black. (See paras. 219, 220 and 
1 242). 
I That the type ueed ie that preecribed for eeah 
I pnrtiouler clase of name. 
That the rule8 governing epaoed names have been 

complied with, and especially that any name 
spreading over more than one sheet preeervee 
continuity of alignment, spacing and size of 
lettere. , That the orders regarding omission of aerodromes 
and landing grounds in areaR prohibited to civil 
nircraft, hare been chomplied with 011 ~ h c e t ~  

I iseued to tho public. 
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447. Examination of contour sheet in detail.-The 
contour sheet should be examined in the following respects :- 

(a) Registration of outline, contour, and green tree sheets 
for streams and contours and legibility of lettering and 
figures. 

(1) Contoure correctly broken (see paras. 188 and 267). 
(c) The same broken ground is not shown on.both contour 

and outline eheets. 
(d) Border contour values avoiding typing on outline sheets, 

(see also para. lYO), and marginal grid figures. 
(6) Contouring, whether in agreement with heights on 

outline sheets. This may be done by making a height 
trace horn the outline sheet containing the graticule 
lines, each height (other than relative), and the dot or 
other symbol marking its position. This trace placed 
over the contour sheet gives a thorough check. 

(f) Contour values, whether correct and clear of lettering 
and detail on outline eheet and vegetation on green tree 
sheet; that they are not entered on the slopes of hills 
which are likely to  be shaded; they should be checked 
against the heights mentioned in (e). 

(g) alacier features in the contour sheet, whether iu agree- 
ment with glacier features in the outline ~ h e e t .  

448. Discrepancies between plane-table sections 
and fair 6heets.-It is very important that otIicers in charge of 
parties shoul(l see that there are no material discrepancies between 
the plane-table sectious and the fair ~heetf l  before subr~litting the 
latter to Circle n i rec to r~ .  Small strealll~ ant1 other ~rjinor details 
which have been intentionally ornittetl or generalized when drawing 
the fair sheet need not be deleted or correctetl on the plane-table 
section; but any tl~nentlments in the values of Ileights or corrections 
in the spelling of names should always be corrected on the plane- 
table sections, and attention ~hould  be drawn by a note on the 
plane-table section to t h o ~ e  important detail8 and names which have 
been purposely omitted from, or drnwu on tho Fair ~ h e e t  different 
to  what they are on the plane-table section. 

448. Reeponsibility for accuracy.- 
((6) I t  ~ h o ~ I ( 1  he cluirrly nn~lerstootl that the oficer in charge 

of a party ifi responeil,le For the correctnesfi of the 
original fair sheet8 in every reapcct. No proofs will 
be supplied to officers in charge of parties, and after a 
sheet hna heen ~ e n t  to the reproducing ofice for 
publication, the party which prepared it will have no 
further opportunity of comparing it with the originn' 
plane- table sections. 
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( B )  The Circle Director is responsible for final scrutiny, t.he 
correctness of the publication instructions, and for the 
colour patterns. 

450. Final scrutiny.-The scrutiny of the fair sheets in 
the Circle Director's office should he a strict one. Special care 
should he directed to the exanlinatioll of titles, headings, important 
boundaries, spaced names, border destinations and distances. 



SECTION XIII.  

SUBMISSION OF FAIR SHEETS 
FOR PUBLICATION, SUPPLEMENTAEY 

DOCUMENTS, GRID ORIGINALS. 
IIILL SHADING. SPECIAL 

EDITIONS. 

45 1. Colouring of P.-T. sections.-As the colour patterns 
have to be prepared in the circle ofice, generally during the field 
season and in the absence of the party concerned in the drawing 
of the fair sheet, it is essential that the plane-table section8 should 
be fully and correctly coloured up, ao that  the circle office in pre- 
paring the colour patterns should merely have to  copy the colours 
from the plane-tnble sections. The examination of the colouring 
of e plane-table section, both in thc body and along the edges 
with acljoining plane-table sections or trscee, is therefore as import- 
tant as any other cxarnin;ition of the fair sheet. The plane-table 
section should be the complote original record. 

451. Traces of edgee.-After the final examination, traces 
of the edgeu of both outline and hill ~ h e e t s  where they adjoin un- 
mapped areas should he carefuily prepared; those of the outline 
sheet should be drawn in the appropriate colours and a sufficient, 
number of the letters of spaced names also included to enable the 
remaining letters to  he placed and spaced correctly on the adjoin- 
ing sheet of the same series. 

458. Preparation of Publication Instructions.- 
((&) The form for the Publication Instructions should be care- 

fully tilled in in triplicate, a definite reply to  each query 
being given on the form. Any special foot-note ( Vide 
Section XV), which may be required in addition to the 
standardized foot-notog ~hou ld  be entered on the back of 
the form; and when any change (for instance if the con- 
tour interval varies from the normal laid down in para. 
182) or when any omission i u  required to be made in the 
standardized foot-tloteo, a clear explanation should he 
ei~nilarly enterec.1. Any omis~ion of a standardized foot- 
noto unrlally nece~~i ta te f i  a fresh set-up in the Photo.- 
Lithn. Offic~. and ~hou l f l  t,llerefore be avoided if poseible, 
and only : i ~ k c r l  for i f  thr font-noto i~ wrong, end not 
).)ecauw it iu only inapplicabl~ to  the particular aheet. 
In the case of fiheets containing high mountain features, 
if nn additional printing in blue ia neceaeary, the fact 
should he mentioned in item Xo. 4 of thia form. When, 
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however, no contours appear on a sheet, the foot-note 
giving the contour interval and that stating that con- 
tours are approximate, should invariably be omitted, 
(Vide Chart for Foot-notes and Symbol Tables, which 
can he obtained from the Director, Map Publication). I 
In filling in the number of preliminary proofs required, 
the number should be kept as low as is consistent with 
actual requirements. The usual number should be 4 
combined black, brown, and green proofs on rag-litho. 
paper (one for corrections, one for colouring adminis- 
trative and reserved forest boundaries, one for recording 
edges of colour patterns, and one spare), 2 grey out- 
line proofs on hollingworth paper (one for the prepara- 
tion of the colour patterns for red and hlue, and one 
spare, with an extra grey print for a green pattern, 
if necessary), 1 grey print on hollingworth paper for 
sheets containing high mountain features ( for prepara-. 
tion of a separate blue colour pattern for glacier features, 
if necessary), 1 hlue print on drawing paper, cut the 
same way as the original fair sheet (for the prepara- 
tion of the original for the yellow tint, with an extra 
print for tho green tint original if required), also 2 
blue printe, on 130 11). drawing paper, of the complete 
outline plate, and one black print on tracing paper 
of each of the complete outline and contour plates 
separately, for preparation of the grid original, if 
required. In  special cases a larger number of preli- 
minary proofs will be supplied if required. (See para. 
461 (s)). 

( c )  If the sheet includes hilly country and ia to  be shaded, 
one "dust-on" blue combined print of the contour and 
outline fair sheets and two combined black and brown 
prints on tracing paper should be asked for. Thia 
blue print should be on ordinary drawing paper if the 
shading i~ to he esecuted by brush work, or on s p c i -  
ally prepared paper if i t  is to be executed by stump 
work. 

( d )  In caseN where a special edition showing village boun- 
daries is required, a zinc-mounted blue print of the 
completc outline plate on drawing paper, together with 
such black or blue print8 on bank-post or tracing paper 
as are wanted, ~liould he asked for. 

( p )  If there is any matter, such as the correct location of, 
or symbol for a honndary, regarding which there ia any 
room for doubt, tho Circle Director should make a note 
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of i t  on  the back of the form and should also refer the 
question by letter to the Director, Map Publication. 

454. History sheet.- 
(a) A History Sheet should he prepared in triplicate for 

every departmental map, and this should be brought 
up to date for each revised edition. One copy should 
he filecl in the office in which the map was drawn, one 
in the circle drawing office, and one in the Map Publi- 
cation Office; if a sheet is drawn in a circle drawing 
office or independent party then only two copies are 
required. The information should be typewritten on 
foolscap size paper of good quality, so that the required 
nnmber of copies can be typed at  one time. The 
Hi8to1-y Sheet for  sheet^ prepared in No. 18 (Air 
Survey) Party should he in quadruplicate as one copy 
is required in the office of the unit, responsible for the 
area, to whom tho 4th copy nhould be ~ e n t  by the 
0 C. 18 Party under intimation to the Circle Director. 

( b )  The History Sheet should contain a complete statement 
of the G.  T. triangulation and levelling pamphlets con- 
sulted (the dates of the editions to  be quoted), and of 
the sources from which the eheet has been compiled, 
with, if necessary, an explanatory diagram; i t  should 
also he ~ t a t e d  if the triangulated heights have or have 
not been arl.justecl to those of tile spirit levelling net. 
In  the case of special departmental maps, the number 
and date of the Surveyor General's authority should 
be cluoted. 

(c) The following headings should be considered :- 

( i )  C ~ R ~ A  and scale of Aurvep. If a sheet, or any por- 
tion of a ~ h e e t  i~ hased on photo-surveys the His- 
tory Sheet should clearly state the method8 uaed 
in the  survey ant1 thr  conipsrative reliability of the 
results. (Vlcll: fs) below). 

f i i , )  Framework or rlata on which hased. 

(ti,%) Cornpilation 

(iv) Comparieon with old uurveys 

(71)  Rolin~l~riefl, inclliding Inrest houndarieq 

( 1 1 ; )  Ac!iu~t~nent of edgee (reason8 for any non-ad,junt- 
~nont  to h~ recorded). 

(9:; i,) Names-~olirt-@A nf verification, or linueual procedure, 
c g. vide pare. 201. 
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(viii) Responsibility 

(ix) Authority for any departure from normal rules such 
as special contour interval, addition of outriggers, 
insets, &c. 

(x) In  the History Sheet for sheets compiled by Air 
Survey the claw of survey will be "Compilrrtion 
from either vertical or oblique photographs", the 
latter being subdivided into "Oblique photo.-sur- 
vey " and "Oblique photo.-reconnaissance sketches.' 
This paragraph will include the following informa- 
tion :- 

Photographic agency (unit and station). I 
Camera type and number and lens. 

Dates of photography. 

Scale of photography for verticals; height of 
aircraft and aspect for obliques. 

Method of compilation used. I 
The reliability of thc clurvey will he defined by the 

uiaxituun~ error expected in t l ~ e  geograpl~ical posi- 
tion and height of main detail where this is possible, 
and in general terms with regard to the accuracy of 
cletail rel~ltive to surrounding dctnil (e .9 .  of the 
stand:lrcl of rigorous ground survey, rapid ground 
2~urvey, reconnaistcili~ce survey, sketch work, &c.). 

( d )  The inforlnation given should be bricf and concise, but 
where procetllire departs fro111 the llori~ial i t  should be 
full and complete. 

(e) The statement regarding l ~ o u n d a r i e ~  must always 
~ r ~ o s t  carefl~lly prepared ant1 should expressly stnte 
whether I)ounrlnry noti tic11 tioils are available and have 
been consultecl; when n 1)oundnry separates areas of 
British territory only :k 1)rief report will suffice, but 
in the case of bountlaries between British territory and 
Indian fitlttes, or betweun two Indian states, or botween 
Hritish ant1 Foreign territories, Cull details on the poi~lts 
notetl I~elow should he given, with copies of any comes- 
pondence which hns take11 place :- 

( i )  Whether the bourldary was demarcated a t  the time 
of survey, i111t1 su rv~yed  as dernarcnted, any pillars 
~nissirig or destroyed being noted. 
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(ii) Whctber the demarcated line as so surveyed has been 
compared with that shown on previous maps and 
descriptions of boundaries, and with what result. 

(iii) What action has been taken in case of disagreement, 
with references to correspondence with both parties 
concerned. 

Civ) Whether, in the case of there being no demarcation 
on the ground, the boundary has been entered 
from ((L) local information, (b) Government notifi- 
cation, (c) previous mnps, and that the boundary as 
shown on the sheet has been compared with that 
shown on previous maps o r  against the Government 
notification, and if so, with what result. 

(v) Where boundaries are marked "approximate" parti- 
cular care should be taken to  state clearly what 
portions are approximate and why. 

(vi) I t  must be distinctly untlerstoorl thnt the Circle 
Director is responsible for the boundaries and ex- 
planations supplied, and that the Director, Map 
Publication is merely responsible for seeing thnt 
thesu orders are carried out. Iu the case of the 
external boundary of India and other internationa! 
bonndaries, however, Circle Ilirectors and officers in 
charge of itidupendent units should not correspond 
with Local Governments uutil they have obtained 
the views of the Director, Map Publication, who 
alone will make any reference to the Foreign and 
Political Department which may be necessary. 

(rii) Sheets in which any portion of the external boundaq 
of India appears are to be treated a8 confidential 
until approved by the Foreign and Political Depart- 
ment. 

465. Fair sheets to be signed and dated.- 
(a) All fair sheets, with History Sheet, and Publication 

Instructions, should be aigned n,ntl dnted by the section 
oflicer and the officer in charge of the party or drawins 
office, and ~ h o u l d  be countersigned ccnd dnted by the 
Circle Director. Such signature and dating is again 
necessary after revision or correction. 

f h )  The following information ~hon ld  also he entered in the 
southern margin of every fair map, outline or contour 
sheet :---- 

party ( ,  . . , . . . . , . , , , , .Circle). Drawn in No .... ... ... .. ... .,. - 
D. 0. 
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456. Press Imprint . -The press imprint of sheets wil 
indicate the pa.rty or ofice in which the sheet was clrawn and thl 
scale of drawing, thus :- 

Reg. No ....... Dl 13 (E. C. 4-14") ....... Or1 
Reg. No ....... Dl 34 (10-I$") ....... or, 
Reg. No.. ..... Dl 20 (D. O. 6-2"). 

For topographical maps the scale of fair drawing in the press 
imprint will be shown in terms of inches to  il mile thus :- 

lg", pv, 4" &c. 

457. Submission of f a i r  sheets to Circle Director.- 
The fair sheets, with the plnne-table sections and subsidiary papers, 
are then submitted to the circle director. The subsidiary papers will 
be disposed of it1 accordance with para. 570, but all original corres- 
pondence together with n copy of the Hist.01-y Sheet and of the 
Publication Instruct'ions will remain in the party office. 

458. Despatch of fair sheets.-The fair sheets, carefully 
packed, and insured, should be forwarded with the Publication Ins- 
tructions and History Sheets to the Director, Map Publication, 
Calcutta, in whose ofice they will, after publication, bo perlnnnently 
etored; (see Appentlix C). 

459. Storage of plane-table sections &a-The plane- 
tiable sections and all other docuu1ent.s cuntlectcd with the sheet will 
be etored in the office of t,ho Circle Director. 

460. Supply of proofs.-On receipt of a fair sheet for 
publication, tho Director, Map Publication, will prepare and despatch 
to the circle office the number of proofs asked for. 

481. Preparation of colour patterns.--- 
(a) From tho material in hi8 c)fice (the parties being then 

usually in the field), either fully coloured up plene-table 
sections o r  colour $deR  upp plied by the parties, the 
circle director will then prepare the colour patterns 
necessary to enable the Photo.-Litho. Office to prepare 
the colour plates, utrong colourn being used. For 
correct colours to I)e used eee Chapter I ( 1  932), para. 
54. A grey proof will he used for the black, red and 
blue pattern; everything that is not coloured will be 
publiahetl in black, :~nd it is therefore most essential 
that this pattern uhoultl bo carefully examined in the 
circle office, e~pecially tho80 ~ymbols which depend on 
colour for their appropriate signification. A separate 
grey proof will 1)e used for the green colour pattern 
if necessary. ll'oot-note sylnbal tables need not be 
coloured up. 
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(b) It is not necessary to  follow the symbols very closely. 
Villages, buildings, mosques, kc., should be shown in 
red. I n  towns and big villages, wherever there is 
superimposition of typing over coloured details, the 
typed letters or figures, which might be obliterated by 
the details, should be inked up in black on the "red 
and blue" pattern along with the coloured details which 
are inked up in red or blue. Roa.ds ahould be coloured 
in burnt sienna as follows :- 

Metalled road-thick continuous line of approximately 
the width of the road, but see para. (c) below. 
Unmetalled road-thick bars as above. 
Cart-tracks-thin continuous line. 
Camel-tracks-thin long bars. 
Mule-tracks-thin short bars. 

(c) When preparing colour patterns of sheets which contain 
towns, cantonments and large villages, the thick conti- 
nuous burnt sienna line for metalled roads should be 
discontinued a t  the outer limit of the town or village. 
Inside this limit both sides of the road will be inked up 
with fine burnt sienna lines except where coincident 
with the edge of the site. 

(d) The alignment of roads, except in town and mburban 
areas, need not be followed with meticulous accuracy; 
nor is it necessary to colour up every road bar and dot, 
so long as there i~ no doubt as to  its alignment asd 
classification. 

(e) A black proof will be coloured up in accordance with 
Section XVI to show all boundaries including reserved 
forest boundaries, the foot-note symbol tables also being 
completed as regards boundary ribands. Care should 
be taken that the boundary ribands follow accurately 
the boundary ~ymbols. As all boundary ribands are 
machine-printed their widths and appropriate colourfl 
should be clearly noted in red on this proof to serve as 
a guide to the Photo.-Litho. Office. 

( f )  In  the case of sheet8 containing high mountain features 
a special blue colour pattern will be prepared, i f  
necessary, on a contour grey proof. (See note at the 
end of Section X ). 

I 
(g) A brown colour pattern may occa~ionally be necessary 

when a eeparate contour ~ h e e t  he8 not been prepared- 
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462. Yellow tint original.- 
(a) The origina.1 for the yellow tint is required for direct 

photography and should be prepared on a blue print on 
drawing paper. The grain of the paper should corres- 
pond with that of the original fair sheet: in other words, 
the longer sides from north to south should be parallel 
to the longer side of the drawing paper before i t  was 
cut. 

All cultivated areas should be coloured in dsrk orange, 
care being taken to bring the colour well up to but not 
over the limits. The colour ~hou ld  be carried across 
all roads even if double-lined, except in cantonments, 
towns and large villages; over all railways, including 
their cuttings and embankments; over all fire-lines, 
wells, other conventional signs, and blocked-in sites, but 
not over sites to be tinted or water forms which will 
have a blue or black stipple. No special care need be 
taken to  produce an even wash as there is no objection 
to hard l~neven lines inside the colour-washed areae. 
The colour should not be so opaque ns to hide detail 
and lettering, but it should be solid a,nd continuous with 
no holes or excrescences. I t  should be put on as dry as 
possible. A mixture of yellow and red litho, ink diluted 
wit.h turpentine gives good results. The litho, ink can 
be obtained from the Photo.-Litho. Offices a t  Calcutta. 
on indent. 

(c) At the discretion of Directors, "reverse" tint originals 
lney be submitted for aheets which, except for tinted 
sites and water forms, are to be yellow throughout. 
The small areas of tinted sites and water forms, which 
would he left white in a "normal" tint original, will he 
colonred, and the remaining area will bc left uncoloured. 
On such originals the word "Reverse" should be entered 
prnminently in the upper margin. 

( d )  The corners of the tint original sl~ould be marked hy 
hlack lines in the same way as the corners of contour 
originals are marked. 

483. Press order proof.-A black proof i~ also supplied 
for examination and is known as the press order proof, or P. 0. P. ; 
additions shollld be noted in red and deletionu in green. If a sheet 
ha8 been carefully examined before nubmission corrections should be 
few ~ n d  of a trifling nature. Serious errors, which may necessitate 
re-photographing the sheet, or many minor corrections, reflect dis- 
credit on all concerneci in the fair drawing. For the method of 
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showing corrections see the published diagram "How to correct 
maps and proofs ". 

464. Unnecessary corrections. -The plate from which 
the preliminary proofs are printed is not used lor the final printing 
of the map; such corrections as " toucll up ", "cloar", &c., are there- 
fore not necessary. 

465. Adjustment of edges.-Etlges of all colour patterns 
should he ac!juste~d with those of ac!joining colour patterns of the 
same series by :I. responsible officer, and a note that  this has been 
done should Le entered against each edge and initialled and dated 
by the officer in light blue. 

466. Grid originals.-When required, n grid original should 
also be prepared on a blue print on 230 Ib. drawing paper, of the 
complete outline of :I map, (see Section IX). 

467. Signatures on colour patterns, &c.-All the 
p a t t e r n ~ ,  guides, tint origin;sls, an3 proofs described in paras. 
461 to 466 ellould be signed anti clntocl both by the section other 
and by the officer in charge of the party or  drawing office respon- 
sible. 

468. Hill-shading.- 
( a )  All hill-shading will be done in S o .  Z Drawing Ofice, 

which will bc supplicd with t,he following material On 
the ecele of puhlicat,ion Eor the purpose :- 
(i) One combined dust-on blue print on paper coated 

with plaster of parin. 

( i i )  Twn combined hlack and brown print8 on tracing 
papor. 

( b )  Shading will bc carried out with a stump and lamp 
hlnck. 

(c) There are three uy~te i r i~  of hill-sh:rding, ( i )  with ver- 
tical light., ( i i )  with horizontal light from a definite 
direction, and (iii) with a cornhined ~ e r t i c ~ l  and hori- 
zontal light. 
(i) With vertical light :dl Hat ground and the crests of 

ritlgo~ :Ippe:lr white, whilst the 8lopeFI are ~hsded,  
the-nhacling heing darkest where the alopes are 
~ t e e p e ~ t .  

( i i )  With horizontal light, the comulon convention hap 
he011 tn n ~ q n l n ~  a lizltt frnin the north-weat, veering 
to n o r t h - ~ n ~ t  tn allit t h c  l i p .  nf the gronnd. From 
1932 a southerly light has heen adopted, which 
may he varied hetwern south-east and ~ou th -we~t .  
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Such lighting makes the map eaeier to read from 
the air, as i t  conforms with the natural conditions 
of sunlight. Sheets south of Lat. 16" will continue 
to  have a northerly incidence of light. A horizon- 
tal light is probably the most suitable lor topo- 
graphical maps and layered sheets. 

(iii,) A combined light, which is a combination of ( i )  
and (i~) above, where all slopes are sliadctl, those 
on the illuininated ni~le being l e s ~  darkly shaded 
than those on the uuilluulinated side. This sys- 
tem is probably tllo best for unlayered geographi- 
cal maps. 

( d )  A general direction of light should I,e chosen to suit the 
direction of the main hill ranges of the locality, but 
slight changes of direction may then be made to bring 
out minor features and preserve their continuity. 

(0) The light should he regarded iIs ~o1ilewh:it diffused, and 
about 30 degrccfl ahovo the horizontal; t h i ~  will git-c n 
soft edge to the ~ h a ~ l i n g ,  cxcept for knife edge ~res tv  
and abrupt declivities, and will show up the minor 
features on the sliaded sides of main ridges. 

( f )  Shading should be graduated on the following princi- 
p l e ~  :- 

( i )  The darkest ~ h a d e  should be on the reverse slopes 
of the higher ranges. As a rule, the upper slopes 
of o rilngo should bc darkest, to givo contrast to 
the light side, and thc shading should be lighter 
on the lower ulopes. 

(ii) Thc main rnngee of the sheet shoultl be ~ h s d e d  first, 
and estrn shade ~houl(1 then bo added for excep. 
tionally ~ t e e p  elopes, and for the niinor features on 
both ~ h a d e d  and illu~ninnted slopes of the main 
ranges. 

(iii,) A great dei11 of the effect of the sl~irding is lost in 
the half-tone process of reprodnction, and fine 
grrtdntioiis will not reproduce. The ~ h : ~ d e  original 
muet be holdly executed. 

( i v )  There shoultl not, on the other hand, be  too strong 
n contrast lbetween tho t la~~kest  rind lightest shnde 
in 0110 sheet, otherwise they cannot both be repro- 
duced ~u~cossfully.  Eitlier the darkest shnde will 
kill the contours a1111 other (letnil or the lighted 
ehade fail to appear i ~ t  all. 
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(g) Shading should not be carried over glaciers and snow 
beds, except when they are very small in area and lie 
steeply. 

(h) Shade originale with the same general incidence of light 
must have their edges adjusted against adjacent sheets, 
as in the case of other originals. 

( i )  The reproduction ofice is reeponsible that the tint, the 
screen, and depth of printing are suitable, and that the 
~ h a d e  is not printed so dark as to obliterate the detail 
and lettering of the map. 

469. Village boundary editions.- 
(a) Village boundaries will never be entered on the ordinary 

editions of one-inch sheets of important frontiers or 
other areas O E  military importance in India. The same 
restriction applies to  areas where either the detail or 
the village boundaries, or both, are so complex that the 
inclusion of the boundaries will ~eriously complicate the 
map. 

(h) (i) I n  areas not debarred under the above rules, village 
boundaries niay be entered in black on the ordinary 
editions, it' the local governments desire it and are 
prepared to meet the full extra cost. 

(it) If the local government is unable to supply up-to- 
rlate information as to village houndaries in con- 
venient and accurate form, the boundaries may 
require to  he checked in the field. 

( i i i )  In the case of uuch areas, the director sllould enquire 
from the loca~l governrrlent hefore-hand whether 
it is prepared to pay for the inclusion of village 
boundaries. 

(ic) The hounclaries ~houlrl he drawn on the fair sheet in 
the ayml~c~ln prcacrihetl and will he printed in hlack, 
and i1 ~pecial Foot-note, explaining the boundary 
anrl trimjunction pillar symhola, should be entered. 

( r )  (i) If village houndaries are rocluired tn be R ~ O W ~  on 
rheets lying in the restricted area8 mentioned in 
~iih-para.  (0,) ahovc, if only a few copiee are re- 
cli1irctrl. they ~ r l i l ~  h~ e n t e r ~ ~ {  hy hand; or, if large 
r1uantitie.s are reljuiretl, a special edition may he 
prepared In the l ~ t t e r  CHRe the village boundsrie~ 
~ho\i ld h~ fair drawn on a zinc-mounted blue prillt 
from the complete ont,line plate of the aheet When 
the ~pecial villng~u hnilnrlnq- edition hne heen ~8ked 
for before the ordinary edition of the map haa heen 
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published, the blue print, which should be on the 
scale of reproduction, should be applied for with the 
preliminary proofs in the Publication Instructions 
of the sheet, see para. 453 ; the village boundaries 
will he printed in black and the other detail of the 
map in the ordina,ry colours. 

(ii) When application is made for a upecial boundary 
edition of a map which has already been published, 
the above procedure: in so far a8 i t  is applicable, 
will be followed; but the village boundaries will be 
printed in black on stock copies. 

(iii) The village tri.junction pillars will be shown by 
blocked squares, "60th of an inch on the 14;inch 
scale, unless they have neither been surveyed topo- 
graphically nor plotted froin their traverse co-ordi- 
nates, in which case the squares should be left 
open. 

(iv) Any specinl information which is only required for 
the village boundary edition, and which ie to be 
print,ed in I~lsck, may always be added in the body 
or Lorders of the blue print on which the village 
boundaries are drawn. 

(v) When the boundaries have been drawn and ex- 
amined, t,he blue print ~hou ld  be sent to the Direc- 
tor, Map Publicntion. Thiu should be done at  an 
early date, if possihle in time to allow of their being 
printed with the norulal edition. in order to reduce 
the cost. 

(vi) The  word^ "Special Edition showing Village Boun- 
dnries" ehould be entered before the uheet number 
in the right-hand top margin; and if they have not 
heen surveyed on the ground, a note should be 
added below the etandarrlized foot-notes, explaining 
t,he uymbols used for village I~oundaries and tri,junc- 
tion pillars, and thnt the village boundaries have 
been entered from informntiorl supplied by the local 
Government. 

(vii) Both theso opertltions will be carried out in the 
Photo.-Litho. Oflice and no accessory work should 
he drawn or typcd on the villnge boundary blue 
print, tmt the upecial foot-note ~hou ld  be drafted 
by the officer in whose office the village boundaries 
are drawn and entered in the Publication Instruc- 
tions of the eheet. 
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470. Instructions for the disposal of records.- 

(a )  R e c o r d s  brought in By s u r v e y o r .  

1 1 Plane-table section . . . I Accompmnieo h i r  sheet 1 Filed in Circle office. 

Disposal as regards 
Circle Office. 

Serial 
No. Description of Record. Disposal as  regards 

Party. 

2 Village register . . . 

8 

4 

( b )  Records prepared in o,j ice. 

Colour trace . . . 
Height tracc ... 

5 

6 

Working plan or guide . . . 
Typer's guide ... 

Contour value guide . . . 
Green tree guide . . . 
Exnmination register . . . 
Sheet file . . . 

Clinometer height book . . . 
Note book, if any ... 

I 
18 1 Publication Instrnr t ion~,  

I and History Sheet, with 
, oopiea of all correspon. 

dence, trnces, kc., r ~ l a t -  
) ing to the boundmriea ~ 1 1 d  

/ referred'to in the History 
I Sheet. 

Ditto 

Ditto 

Ditto 

Ditto 

Ditto 

i D e e t r o y e d  when 
sheet is published. 

Filed in Circle office 
with t h e  copy of 
the History Sheet. 

D e e t r o y e d  when 
sheet is published. 

i 
Accorupnnies fnir sheet I) 

1)itto 
- D e s t r o y e d  when 

Ditto I I sheet is published. 

Ditto I !  
I) 

One copy remains in I O n c  c o p y  filed in 
party oMce. 1 Circle office, one 

, c o p y  t o  Director, 
1 51np Publication, 
i with fnir nhcet. 

Ditto 

Remains in party office 

! 
14 / Edgo traces 

I ... I Accompany fair sheet Filed in Circle office. 
i 

Filed in Circle offlce. 

...,.. 

15 ( A r e a  statetnent on from Ditto 
I 0. 9 R.  ( ( 1 1 .  

i 
I I 

Ditto 16 

I O n c  c o p y  filed in  
' Circle office, one 
I c o p y  t o  Director, 
1 Mnp Publication. 
/ with fair eheete. 

Copy of area etatement a8 
entered on aheet. 

1 T o  D i r e c t o r ,  Y e p  
Publicetion, with 
fair eheete. 
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(c) Old Recorde. 
Plane-table sections of previous surveys, unleee of hie- 

torical importance, may be destroyed under orders of 
directors when the area in question has been covered 
by modern eurveys on the same or larger scale. 

( d )  Records appertaining to boundaries. 

(i) Notwithstanding anything to the contrary in the 
above paras., all records dealing with an exterior 
boundary of India will be kept indefinitely in the 
circle office. 

(ii) In addition, if the plane-table section is damaged or 
in any respects illegible, such records as the circle 
director may think necessary should also be kept. 



SECTION XIV, 

OFFICE COPIES AND REISSUES 

47 1. Ofice copies.-The following detailed orders regarding 
the maintenance of office copies supplement para. 48 of Chapter I, 
Topo. Handbook (1932). 

472. Corrections to be repeated on maps of the 
same area.- 

(a) Corrections made on a map of one scale should be re- 
peated on all maps of the same area, as suitable to 
their scales, though a simple reference to the corrections 
on the larger scales may be sufficient in some cases. 

(b) Additions or corrections to detail on small scale maps 
should not be enlarged for entry on larger scale maps 
without very careful consideration as to  their probable 
accuracy after enlargement, and should then only be 
accepted on the approval of the head of the office or 
of a responsible officer specially deputed for the purpose. 

(c) For new or revised editions, the office copies of all scales 
covering the area should be consulted. 

473. Corrections from forest maps.-The Circle Direc- 
tor will be responsible for incorporating into reissues of topographical 
maps of hie circle all changes in forest names, boundaries, end 
other detail collected by the Foreet Map Office. To this end the 
Chief Draftsman, Foreet Map OWce, should pass hie office copies 
to  the Circle Director concerned, whenever they are corrected by 
important changes notified by forest officers. As regard8 the 
provinces of Aseam, Bihar & Orisea, Punjab and Burma, which do 
not correspond with thq Forest Map Office, Circle Directors or field 
parties should keep direct touch with the foreet departments 
concerned. 

474. Correctione from cantonment and guide 
map$.-The Circle Director will also be responsible for correcting 
hie office copiee ngsinst cantonment map8 and guide maps 
suheequent to  the topographical survey. 

476. No. 1 Drawing 0mce omce copies.- 
(a) On the office copy of each sheet kept in No. 1 Drewing 

Office, will bo notod all additions and correctione that 
have been brought to noticc by gazettes, and by commu- 
kticntione from the Public Works Department, ReilwaY 
Board, &c. 
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(b) For this purpose the Office Copy Section of No. 1 
Drawing Office maintains maps, generally on the one-inch 
scale, made into sets by "districts" or  "Irrigation 
Circles". These sets are sent annually to the Public 
Works Department authorities in each provinee (in the 
case of Indian States to the Political Officers), and are 
returned by them in due course with corrections and 
additions entered thereon. The information thus re- 
ceived is entered on the office copies maintained in 
No. 1 Drawing OEce, and the sets are returned to the 
Public Works Department, &c., authorities for the next 
year's corrections and additions. 

(c) It is important to  advise Circle Directors as early as 
possible of any important changes brought to notice 
by this system. No. 1 Drawing Office should therefore 
send its largest scale office copies which show such 
changes to the Circle Director interested, as soon as 
the corrections have been marked up. The Circle 
Director will note the changes on his own office copies, 
and decide whether they may be accepted as they strand, 
or whether they should be verified in the field. When 
returning office copies to No. 1 Drawing Office he 
should advise the Director, Map Publication as to the 
extent to  which the chnnges may be accepted for 
topographical or geographical maps, and state when 
he expects to carry out verification in the field if this 
is necessary. Office copies thus sent out to circles 
should be returned to No. 1 Drawing Office as soon 
as possible, and where verification is necessary, a note 
should be entered against the item on the office copy. 
The Officer in Charge of the Circle Drawing Office 
or independent unit will maintain an index map on 
n reasonably large scale showing all materid requiring 
verification. This index should be passed annually in 
April each year by the Circle Director to Officers in 
Charge of Parties to enable them to prepare their 
programmes of correction surveys. 

478. C i r c l e  oaoe  copies.-On the ofice copy kept up 
in the circle o ~ a e  will also be noted aII information regarding 
dditions and corrections thet comeA to the knowledge of the 
director. His information will be derived for the most part from 
! o c ~ ]  sources, and will generally refer to such matters ns change0 

the relative ilnportance of villages, the construction of new 
 alteration^ in the courses of rivera, the opening of new 

post officea, :rnd the like. The Circle Director should oleo enquire 
from the locfi,l authorities whether any now police station, dlk or 
ina~ectiol~  bungalow^ hllve heen opened. Symbole for ronds may 
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be altered in accordance with the latest "Conventional Signs" 
table when the Circle Director is in a position to obtain the 
necessary information. 

477. Edges of sheets to be examined on publica- 
tion.-On first receipt of published sheets directors or officers 
in charge of offlcea in which the fair sheets were drawn, will 
invariably examine the edge of these sheets with any adjoining 
published sheets on the same or different scales, and will note 
any discrepancies on their office copies. 

478. N o n - a d j u s t m e n t  of edges.-The reason for any 
non-adjustment of edges mentioned in paras. 173 and 174 should 
be entered on all office copies, the History Sheets being exemined 
for this purpose. 

479. Diepoaal of omoe copies o f  aupereeded  edi- 
tione.-When a new or revised edition of a map is published, 
the office copies of the superseded edition (together with applique 
elipe, kc., if any) maintained in No. 1 Drawing Office and the circle 
office should be lodged in the Map Record and Issue Office and 
the circle o5ce respectively. 

480. Procedure when stock of a sheet gets low.- 
When the stock of a sheet gets low the Officer in Charge, Map 
Record and Isane Office, submits an indent for its reiesue to 
the Director, Map Publication, who will then send No. 1 Drawing 
office's 06ce copy to the Director or O5cer in Charge of the 
independent unit concerned even if no corrections are shown on it. 
The latter will decide, after adding any corrections from hie own 
ofice copy, whether any corrections are of sufficient importance 
to necessitate their verification in the field before the sheet in 
reissued. He will also inform the Director, Map Publication, 
if there are any new surveys in the area which ehould be in- 
corporated in the reiaeue. The Director, Map Publication will 
decide whether a new or revised edition is to be issued and in the 
latter Case the Circle Director or Officer in Charge of the in- 
dependent unit will ordinarily be responsible for the preparation 
of the revifled edition. 

481. Ver i f ica t ion  of changes.-As a rule only new 
railways, canals, important main roads, and boundaries will be 
verified in the field, whilo minor topographical changes will be 
ip;nored; minor changes not affecting the topographical deb11 
E U C ~ I  afl chnnge~ in name@, the addition of new post and te leppb 
offices, &c., may be accepted without verification in the field* 
The Circle Director, having epprovod of the corrections, whether 
ba~ad  on verification or not, will return the offlce copy to the 
Director. Map Publication, who will decide whether the correctione 
ore allfficiently numerous to neces~itate the fair eheet being Bent 
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to the Circle Director. After the corrections have been made the 
sheet will be published as a new or revised edition. Changes in, 
or additions to, topographical detail, which have not been depart- 
mentally verified in the field should not be entered on plane-table 
sections, but, except on transfrontier sheets, should be entered on 
the original fair sheet in red, under the orders of the Circle Director; 
and the fact that  they have been obtained from extra departmental 
sources, and have not been verified in the field eliould be explained 
in a special foot-note on the following lines:- 

I 1  The.. .................... ..railway branch has been entered from 
information supplied by the Railway Board." 

Veritied changes and changes in transfrontier areas will be 
entered in black on the fair sheet. 

482. Rivers changing course.--In Assam, Bengd, Bihar 
and the Punjab, rivers continually change their courses. Valuable 
information about these can often be obtained from local offlciale, 
settlement surveys, and air surveys. This information, though 
useful, is seldom sufficiently complete to warrant the redrawing 
of a topographical map. I n  such cases the new position of the 
main banks of a shifting river should be shown by heavy broken 

............ lines, with the note "Approximate course of the River 
in 19 " typed alongside the new banks. Another note, viz. 
"Area liable to continual change owing to shifting of river-bed" 
should be typed a c r o ~ s  the area concerned in the body of the map. 
Both the above notes and the broken bars, showing the new 
akprumts  of the river banks, are to appear in blue on the printed 
map. The source of information about the new course of the 
river should be given in a special foot-note, thus :- 

.................... The approximate course of the ... River is 
.... taken f r o n ~ .  ........................ ..Surveys of 19..  

483. New editions, kc., o f  compiled sheets.-The 
co~ect ion of compiled fair sheets will be done from the ofBce 
copies described in para. 472 or from reductions of the latest 
editions of the component sheete. 

484. Procedure when component sheete are out of 
date.-It may happen that when a new edition of a compiled 
sheet is called for, some of the component sheete have not been 
corrected for a long time; the Circle Director will then decide on 
one of the following courses :- 

(a) To advise that the fair sheet be reprinted as it stands. 
This course will bo adopted when the office copy 
corrections to the co~nponent eheete are of no importance. 

(b) To check in t,he field all important additions and 
corrections thnt are ~ h o w n  on the office copies of the 
component sheets and to incorporate these on the 
co~npiled ~ h e e t  before issuing the next edition. In  
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this case the sheet will be classified as a "new edition", 
o r  a "revised edition" if the additions and corrections 
are numerous, each case being decided by the Director, 
Map Publication, and will bear the imprint note used 
with new o r  revised editions of the component sheets. 

(c) To rule that some, or  all of the component sheets 
must be resurveyed before a new edition of the compiled 
sheet can be prepared. I n  this case he would probably 
advise that a small reprint of the existing edition 
(see sub-para. (a), above) should be made so as to 
provide a stock for issue to  the public in the meantime. 

Under analogous circumstances these orders will apply to 
all departmental maps. 

485. Reissues of old style sheets.-In preparing the 
reissue of an old style sheet, i t  is essential that the modern or 
old style sheets, as the case may be, which adjoin it on all four 
sides, be consulted, in order to  ensure correct junction of the 
graticule lines, as well as to obviate a gap or repetition of 2' 27" 
in longitude between old and modern work. To secure uniformity 
of treatment the following rules are given for guidance. 

486. Complete old style sheet.- 
(a) No "revised editions" will be made, but reprints or 

new editions in old style, in black, or black and brown, 
will be issued a9 required. OfF~ce copy correctione, 
reprint note, old and modern sheet numbers, and indexes 
will be added. 

( 6 )  When a modern sheet adjoins the western edge, s strip 
of 2' 27" in longitude will be cut off. 

(c) Wheu n modern ~ h e e t  adjoins the eastern edge, a strip 
of 2' 27" taken from the old style euperseded sheet 
to the east of it, milst be added. In  the meantime, 
if the public call8 for copies of maps under this categorp, 
the supersetled sheot to the east which contains tho 
gap of 2 '  27" will be supplied free by the Map Record 
and Issue Office, and on early opportunity should be 
taken of preparing a corrected edition of such a sheet. 

487. Old style eheete partly supereeded by modern 
eheets :- 

(a) Where a modern sheet supersedes the eastern half, 
and the adjoining sheet to the we& is an old etyle 
eheet, the remainder of the sheet should bc publielled 
in old style in hlack, or black and brown, with modern 
numberiug and index to ulodern sheets, thus :-72 Dl12 
and port of 1)/8. This roeens that the remaining 
western half is increased on its eastern edge by 2' 27''. 
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(b) Where a modern sheet supersedes the western half, 
and the adjoining sheet to the east is an old style sheet, 
the remainder of the sheet should be published in old 
etyle in black, or black and brown, with modern 
numbering and index to  modern sheets. This meane 
that the remaining eastern half is diminished on its 
western edge by 2' 27". 

tc) I n  both (a) and (b) the old meridian lines will be 
retained; the old provincial numbering will be typed in 
brackets after the modern number; and, in addition 
to the index to  modern sheets, the provincial numbers 
of sheets which adjoin and still exist, will be shown 
on a separate index to  facilitate reference to  the 
existing old style sheets which have not been superseded. 
Where adjoining old style sheets have been superseded 
by sheets in modern style, an asterisk will be substituted 
for the number with the explanation below the index 
to old style sheets: "*Published in modern style". 
Sheets will be published in old style without change 
of symbols in black, or black and brown. In cases 
where village names have been typed on the margins, 
such of these as still exist on the amended sheets will 
be retained and fresh numbers given. Sheets under (cc) 
and (b) will be marked "Provisional ". 

(d) Colour patterns for machine-printing of boundary ribands 
will be prepared for all sheets mentioned in paras. 486 
and 487, except when such sheets require hand-colouring. 

(e) Where modern publications exist on both sides of a 
partly superseded old style sheet, the remaining portion 
will be printed in old style in black, or black and 
brown. The portion of the old style eheet will be 
cut out and prepared as an original upon the modern 
graticule by cutting 2' 27" from its western edge and 
adding 2' 27" from the adjoining superseded old etyle 
sheet to its eastern edge. The sheet should be given 
a modern number and index and the old style reference 
foot-notes will be used. The old imprint, with reprint 
note added, will remain. 

488. Old style sheete dealt with in No. 1 Drawing 
~ ~ B C ~ . - A U  old stylo ~ h e e t s  will be dealt with in No. 1 Drawing 
Office, and ptrra8. 473 and 474 will not apply in these canes; 
No. 1 Drawing Ofica office copios s h o ~ ~ l d ,  however, be sent to 
the circle director concerned to scrutinize, confirm, or supplement 
the corrections noted on them. 

489. Completing old style sheete to edge.-1f any old 
~ t p l o  eheet is not completed to edge, and roudy meane exist of 
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eupplying the missing part, i t  will be completed in No. 1 Drawing 
Office, but available material is to  be accepted as i t  stands, and 
nothing in the nature of an adjustment attempted; a foot-note 
should be added to  show what material has been used to complete 
the eheet up to  edge. Reprints and new issues should bear a 
foot-note stating, if i t  is the case, that  information obtained from 
extra-departmental sources ha8 been added, e.g.- 

" Reprinted in 19.. . . ..with additions and corrections 
from extra-departmental information." 

490. Classification and numbering of edition8.-For 
ordere regarding classification and numbering of editione, see 
parae. 43 to 47 of Chapter I, Fifth Edition, (1932). 



SECTION XV. 

STANLIARDIZED ANT) SPECIAL FOOT-NOTES 

491. Indentation of f i rs t  line.-In all foot-notes, re- 
ferences, &c., on a map, the first line of each note or paragraph 
will be indented one e m ,  thus :- 

Tahsil boundariee are approximate. 
Boundaries are undemerceted and approximate and are not to  

be taken as any authority in settling tribal disputes. 

492. Standardized foot-notes.-The following standar- 
dized foot-notes for one-inch, half-inch, and quart,er-inch sheets are 
printed on their respective ~ h e e t s  unless changee or omisaione 
are specially asked for in the Publication Instructions of the 
sheets. See para. 453. 

(a). ONE-INCH SHEETS. 

Contour intervals -50 feet. 
Water features are el~own in blue where Contourfl are npproxinlate. 

they genemlly contain m t e r .  A relative height, .2Sr, represents the 
Cultivated areas nre coloured yellow. 

Contour intervals 100 feet. 
Water featurea are shown in blue where Contours are approximate. 

they generally cont,ain wator. A relative height,, .251 re resents the 
Larue cultiv&ed aream are coloarnd yellow. approximate heigM, in ~ d e t ,  getween the 

The exterior hollndari~s of a r e ~ e o f  Bto.te, top '"' bottom of a steep 'lope' 

Reaervcd, or Protected F o r e ~ t e  nre showu by 'L'reee wud other vegetation nrc in green, 
meen r ihnds  . but prominent ~orveyed trees are in black. 

Contour intervral~ 2Fi0 feet. 
FVater fenturns are ehown in hluo where Contonrs arc tLpprorimt0. 

they uenrmllg contain water. A rplat~ve Iiei h t  .25r. represents the 
The exterior boundpries of CLreRR of State, npproximnte hei$t, ' in feet, bptween the 

Reeerved, or Proteot~d Fore~ta  are r h o w ~ ~  by top ~ n d  11ottnru at  II ateep slope. 
W e n  r~lrmda. Trees and other veget~tion nm in 

h ~ t  surveyed tree. &re in blRcTeeu' 

There are n l ~ o  standardizetl foot-notes for transfrontier half- 
inch ~ n d  quarter-inch ~hee te .  
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493. Special foot-notes.-Special foot-notes are frequently 
necessary and these should be drafted to suit each particular case and 
entered in the Publication Illstructions in the actual words in 
which they are to be printed. Below are given a few examples of 
such foot-notea. The list is by no means exhaustive, and directors 
of circles are invited to send to  the Director, Map Publication, any 
additional forms of foot-notes that they may consider should be 
included in the list. References in these foot-notes to  the body of 
the map should not be made to map sqiiares, as these will not appear 

I 
in gridded editions. Special foot-notes ehould not be entered unlese 
they give information of real value. They should be grouped 
according to  subjects and ehould be carefully punctuated. 

(a) Areas added f ~ o m  other maps. 
(i) The area in which hill features are shown by form- 

linee has been compiled from sheet No * ............. 
(ai) Allahabsd town hae been compiled from two-inch 

topographical surveys, 1901-03, and Mirzapur from 
16-inch cadastral surveys, 1877-81 and 1885-86. 

(iii) with additions from 16-inch surveys executed by the 
Land Records Department in 1904-06. 

( 6 )  Bathymetric contours. 
The five- and ten-fathom lines have been taken from 

Admiralty Chert, No.. .. ......( or name), dated 1879, with 
corrections to 1904. 

( c )  Bench-marks. 
Bench-mark values have been taken from the old 

reveenu survey maps. 
(d) Magnetic dectinat,ion. 

This area is magnetically disturbed and the declination 
largely from tho actual vslne 

given may difler f K & T i & d  mu& u' 

(d) Boundaries are approximate. 
( i i )  Tahsil boundaries are approximate. 

(iii) Boundaries are undemarcated and approximate and 
era not to be taken as any aut,hority in settling tribal 
disputes. 

( i v )  Amaam and Desam boundarie~ in . .  ............. ...are 
approximato. 

( v )  The district boundary along the Indue River ifl 
approximate. 

(vi?  The boundnry in the Jhelum River is approximate. 
-- - - - - -  - -- - 

*Noto -8ee slao par, 29; rr-ter>n,*e shonld ha n ~ a ~ l r  to actual s~~rreys  when oaeible 
but in m9.s whola I I  la oniy po:s~blr to refer a map, the fuf~htle 
the map ahodd be glven, with sale end date. 
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FOOT-NOTES 

(vii)  The northern boundary of the UsterLna tribal area 
is approximate. 

(viii)  The district boundary between Zhob and Loralai is 
approximate. 

(is) The Bannu district boundary from ..................... 
to.. .................. .is approximate. 

(x) The boundary between Blanglon and the Wa State8 
has not been defined. 

(f) Boundary pillars. 
Site of boundary pillar not found at time of survey :- 

............ 
(g) Railways. 

The ............... railway branch has been entered from 
infornlation supplied by the Railway Board, and has not 
been surveyed by the Survey of India. 

(h)  Wells. 
(i) Lined (or unlined, ae the case may be) wells are 

nunlerous in the southern half of the eheet. 
(ii, Numerous lined wells exist throughout the cultivated 

portione of this sheet. 

( i)  Perennial water. 
The accuracy of the information regarding perennial 

water on this map is not guaranteed and must not be 
accepted without further investigation. 

(j) Canals. 
(i) Canal distance-stones are 1,000 feet apart, and 

every fifth stone is shown. 

(ii) A relative height, a.g. 20r, marked along a canal, 
indicates the height of the top of the canal embank- 
ment above the adjacent country. 

(iii) Roads fit for whoeled traffic, and avenues of trees, 
exist along all main and branch canals and 
distributaries in this sheet except (here detail any 

............................. exception). Permission to use 
t h ~ e e  road8 is required from the Irrigation authorities. 

(k) Cultivation,. 
Periodical cultivation dependent on rainfall occurs in the 

southern half of the sheet, with numerous field h~inds 
of lees then 5 feat in height. 
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(1)  Glaciated regione. 
this sheet I * .. 

,.he ahown by form ,inem the height of the snow line 
is about 16,000 feet. 

(m) Rivers. 
The course of the. .. . .. . . . . .. . ..river has altered so greatly 

since the previoue survey that adjustment of edges is not 
possible. 
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BOUNDARY RIBANDS 

494. Colouring of boundaries.-Copies of all depart- 
mental maps, except those layered, will have their boundaries coloured 
in accordance with the following rules. 

495. External boundary of India.-There is no special 
coloured riband to clenote the external boundary of India. The 
appropriate province or state riband will be used. 

496. Undemarcated boundaries.-- 
(a)  Where a boundary is undemarcated, and the undemarcat- 

ed boundary symbol is shown on the map, a broken 
colour riba.nd of the appropriate colour will be used. 
For the external boundary of India, and For the bound- 
aries of provinces and ~ t a t e s ,  an undemarcated boundary 
uymbol is provided ; but for minor boundariee there im 
no special undemarcated symbol. Such minor bound- 
aries, if not strictly accurate, will have the word 
"Approximate" typed along them, hut on maps of all 
ecales they should have a, continuous, and not n broken, 
riband of colour, unless they are purely ~on~jectural or 
very roughly defined. 

(b) The broken riband along an undemarcated borlndary will 
have each epace the length of one bar and a cross of 
the symbol, and each bar of colour will be twice that 
length. 

( a )  All boundaries bhat appear on 3 m a p  t h ~ t  is to he co1oi11~- 
od are to be ~ h o w n  by ribands of colour in accordance 
with the table in para. 502 below. On layered edi- 
tions, however, theme ribandm will be omitted. 

( 1 ) )  When the exterior boundary of an area of resewed, &c.. 
forest coincides with any other boundary, the riband or 
ribands of the latter must be placed eo ae to avoid being 
~uperimpoaed on the green forest riband. The p e e n  
foreet riband ehould be omitted where it coincidem with 
an administrative riband of Che same colour. 
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408. Position of ribands.-In order to comply with 
piua. 497 the  following rules will be adhered to:- 

(a) The crimson (alizarin) cantonment, &c., riband (para. 503 
below), and the green forest riband (para. 504 below) 
will always be placed on the inside of their boundary 
aymbols. 

jb) Other single ribands will be placed on the boundary 
symbol, but if they coincide with any of the ribands 
mentioned in sub-para. ( a )  above, they will be placed on 
the opposite side of the symbol. 

(c) If the boundary ribands mentioned in (a) above coincide 
with a double riband, that  riband which would fall on 
the same side of the boundary as the ribands mentioned 
in (a) should be placed on the inner side of the ribande 
mentioned in (a). 

499. Width o f  ribands.-The following will be the widths 
of boundary ribanda when these boundaries are coloured :- 

(a) External of India nr international, two ri- 
... bands, each ... ... ,5, inch. 

(b) Province, or etate of provincial status, two ri- 
... hands, each ... ... 3 

T ,, 
(c) Districts, and states of similar status, or tribal 

areas which are not part of any diatrict, two 
ribands, each ... ... if$ , I  

( d )  Subdivision or other administrative partition 
of a dietrict or  subdivision of an Indian State 
of district status for which the district bound- 
ary symbol is used; small state forming one 
of a group, total width ... ... a", , I  

(e) Thdinae, estate8 or similar boundaries or eub- 
divisions of Indian states for which the laheit 

... boundary uymbol is ueed, total width 23 1 7  

( f )  Exterior boundary of areas of reserved, kc., 
... foreet~ ... ... ... Blir 11 

800. Light oolours to be used.--Light coloure should 
bs ueed, especi~lly in the wide ribands, to avoid obscuring detail and 
to improve the appearance of the map. 

501. Ribands along rivere.--\?'hen single or double ri- 
bands are neceaeary along a bot~ndary in the bed of a river, or along 
e perennial stream shnwu by n single line, it ie permiseible to enter 
a riband on each bank in the caae of a double riband and on either 
bank in the caae of a singlo riband if the character of the river 
would be obscured by placing the riband or ribands along the 
boundary symbol . 
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503. Province, kc., co1ours.-The following colours will 
be ueed, vide Chapter I (1932) para. 54. 

Country or Province. Colour riband. 

... ... Afghanistgn Light Blue. 
... Ajmer-MerwBra Green (Viridian). 
... Assam ... Indigo. 
... Baluchistzn ... Green (Viridian). 
... Bengal . . .  Do. do. 
... BihLr and Orissa Bluish Purple. 
... Bombay ... Do. do. 
... Burma ... Burnt Sienna. 

Central Provinces ... Indigo. 
. . .  Ceylon ... Reddish Purple. 
... China ... Bluish Purple. 
... Coorg ... Green (Viridian). 

Delhi ... ... Do. do. 
Foreign Possessions in India Viridian green lightened 

by Aureolin yellow. 

French Indo-China ... Do. 
Indian States, and tribal areas 

... 'Iraq ... 
Madras ... -. . 

Nepal ... ... 
North-West Frontier Province 

... Persia ... 

... Punjab ... 
Siam ... .., 

... U. 5. S. R. . . .  

... Tibet ... 

Yellow. 
Green (Viridian). 

Burnt Sienna. 
Indigo. 
Bluieh Purple. 
Burnt Sienna. 
Indigo. 

no.  
Reddish Purple. 
Green (Viridinn). 

... Turkey in Aeia . . .  Indigo. 
United Provinces ... Burnt Siennu. 

503. British enclaves in Indian States.--A crimeon 
(alizarin) riband, &-inch wide, ~hou ld  he ~l lown inside, and a yellow 
riband, Ilan-inch wide, outAide the honndnries of all RrtWS lea~ed  or 
assigned to the aovernlnent of India, whicll fall wilhin Indian 
"ateq, nntl which are llot ~dlnitlistered by nny province or pre~idency, 
for which tr distinctive cnlour l r n ~  been laid down (such area8 are 
usually cantonments). Where a portion of the boundary of such an 
area ie conterminous with the boundary of a state or n district of the 
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state in which the area lies, that portion of the boundary will have 
ribands of appropriate colour and width, with &,-inch crimson 
(alizarin) riband placed inside, as explained in paras. 498 (b) or (c ) .  

504. Reserved, &c , forests.--The exterior boundaries of 
the areas of reserved, protected, and state forests will be coloured 
by a green riband. Thc con~nloll boundaries between forests under 
entirely different ownership (e.9.  between British Reserved Forests 
and State Forests) should be considered as exterior ones. 

505. Areas comprising a unit of district status.- 
The outer boundary of a district must always be coloured with a 
riband of the appropriate provincial colour. 

(a) A district may include any, or all, of the following 
areas :- 

(i) Purely British territory. 
( i i)  h e a s  under permanent British Administration. 

(piii) Tribal areas administered by the district officers. 
(iv) Indian states administered by the district-officers. 
(v) Outlying portions of another district, in the same 

province. 
(vi) Outlying portions of 8 state or a district of some 

other province; outlying portions of some other 
Indian state of provincial status. 

(vii) Outlying portions of Indian states or unadministered 
tribal areas in the same province. 

(b) The colouring of the most recent edition of the 32-mile 
map of India and Adjacent Countries must be accepted 
as the authority for the definition of the areas Nos. (i) 
and (ii) above; on this map, No. (i) is coloured with a 
red and No. ( i i)  with a pink tint; this map also differ- 
entiates between areas Nos. (iii) and (iv), for although 
they are 1~0th coloured with a yellow tint, the latter are 
enclosecl by a riband while there is no riband dividing 
the former from the district of which they form part. 
In  case of doubt as to area8 No. ( i i i ) ,  reference should 
be made to the Imperial Gazetteer. 

(c) The colour ribands to be placed along the boundarie~ 
separating the areas mentioned in para. 505 (a) are aR 
follows :- 
(i) One riband, provincial colour, total width &-inch 

between ( i )  and (ii). 
(ii) Two ribands, provincial colour and yellow, each 

,',-inch, between (i) and (iii), ( i i)  and (iii), ( 2 )  

~ n d  (iv), (ii) and (iv). 
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( i i i)  One riband, yellow, total width &-inch, between 
(iii) and (iv). 

'iv) One riband, provincial colour, total width ,",-inch, 
between (v) and (i), (v) and (ii), (v) and (i i i) ,  (v) 
and (iv). 

(v) Two ribands, provincial colours, or  yellow and pro- 
vincial colour, each &-inch, between (vi) and ( i ) ,  
(vi) and (ii),  (vi) and (iii), (vi) and (iv), (wi) and 
(v), (vi) and (vii). 

(vi) Two ribands, yellow and provincial colour, each 
&-inch between (vii) and (i), (vii) and (ii), (vii) 
and (iii), (vii) and (iv), (vii) a.nd (v). 



SECTION XVIf . 
ADMINISTRATIVE PARTITIONS ON 

TOPOGHAPHICAL MAPS 

506. Administrative partitions.-Owing to the wide 
differences that exist between Indian states in the nomenclature, 
character, and size of the classes of administrative areas into which 
they are divided, it has not been found practicable to  lay down 
definitely for all cases how, and to  what extent, such administrative 
partitions should be shown on our maps. 

507. Three methods of showing.-We have three nor- 
mal methods of showing the different classes of administrative 
partitions :- 

(a) The central heading. 
(b) The district heading. 
(c) Spaced names acroes the map. 

508. Central heading.-The names to  appear in the cen- 
tral heading are enumerated in the Border Specimen and in 
Section XVIII. 

509. District heading,-The heading in the left-hand top 
margin is known as the District Heading : the following names 
neaally appear in i t  :- 

(a) Districts of British India. 
(b) Partitions of the great Indian states whose namee ap- 

pear in the central heading, when the partitions cor- 
reepond to Britieh districts. 

(c) Inclian states whose names do not appear in the Central 
Heading and which are not themselves petty etatee 
even though they may be included in an agency con- 
taining petty states. I n  the latter caee a special foot- 
note ehould be entered explaining the adminietrative 
connection. 

( d )  When portions of a number of petty Indian statee that 
are not grouped into agencies fall within a sheet, jf 
there is not room in the dietrict heading for their 
names, tbe names may be omitted from the heading, 
and a general term, e.g. "Simla Hill States", substi- 
tuted for them. 

(e) Agency ntsmee ( ~ u c h  as 'Eaetern Kiithiiiwfir', 'Southern 
Shan Staten', &c.,) in the caee of petty Indian etatee 
which are grouped into agencies. 
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( f )  Foreign possessions in India, and the special province 
of Delhi, which have no partitions. 

(9) Administrative areas (such as ' Khyber Agency ', ' Sadiya 
Frontier Tract', &c.,) in the case of tribal areas which 
are grouped, for administrative purposes, into separate 
agencies. Tribal areas which are not grouped into 
agenciee, or which are not partitions of a regular 
British district, should be designated by a general term 
such as 'Tribal Territory ', which may be qualified by 
the name of the locality or the tribe entered in brackets, 
provided such names are officially recognized and give 
true and useful information; such locality or tribal name 
should not appear in the administrative index. In 
Burma and in the adjacent areas of Aseam, the term 
"Tribal Area" should be used in preference to "Tribal 
Territory ". 

(h) Provinces (or major partitions) of foreign countriee, 
provided the portions of these comprised in the sheet 
are wholly or partly mapped, even from material of an 
inferior survey value. (See para. 515). 

510. Spaced names across the map.-The following 
names usually appear as spaced names :- 

(a) Partitione of districts of British India, in accordance 
with para. 250. 

(b) Sub-partitions of the partitions of the great Indian 
states, mentioned under para. 509 (b) above. 

(c) Important partitions of the Indian states whose namee 
appear in the district heading, (vide para. 509 (c) above). 

( d )  Petty Indian states, or sub-states, whose names do not 
appear in the district heading under para. 509 (d) or ( 6 )  
above. 

(e) Indian states (vide para. 609 (c) above), containing no 
internal subdivisions. 

(f) Names of foreign countries and their administrative 
partitions under the special rules detailed in para. 515. 

511. Procedure when more classes o f  partitione 
have to be &own.-If, as is generally the case, there are, in 
Indian states (other then those whose names appear in the central 
heading), more claapes of adnlil~i~trative partition8 than can be 
shown by the methods described in paras. 508 to 510 above, then 
those which are not of importallce may. ho neglected in the 
Earno way as  division^ (comolissionerehips) of British India are now 
neglected on our mtkps : but if the Director of the Circle coneidere 
that it is ndviclable to show more classes of partitions than can be 
~ h o w n  hy the metllode described in paras. 507 to 510 above, one 
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more class of partition can be shown in the following manner (al- 
ways assuming that  the boundaries have been surveyed) :- 

(a) Instead of entering the same state names in the Ad- 
ministrative Index a t  the foot of the map as appear in 
the district heading, the names of their major partitions 
should be entered in the administrative index and, in 
addition (unless the whole sheet falls in one state), tho 
name of each state appearing in the district heading, or 
its initial or  abbreviation (if no room for full names), 
will be entered, within brackets, underneath the names 
of these major partitions in the administrative index 
(see Border Specimen). The names of the minor parti- 
tions which are required to be shown will, in such cases, 
be typed across their areas on the map, but in such a 
manner as not to give them undue importance. 

(b) This method should not ordinarily be used in the cese 
of petty states which are grouped into agencies. The 
names of such states should be shown spaced across 
their areas on the map, and their partitions should be 
neglected. 

(c) When the names of Indian states, or those of their 
major or minor partitions, appear in the body or bor- 
ders of the map, and there is doubt as to the adminie- 
tretive status of any area to  which the names refer, the 
term denoting its administrative status may be inserted 
after the name. 

512. Complicated a y e t e r n s  of sub-states.-The prin- 
ciples explained above in paras. 507 to 511, the inatructione con- 
veyed in the Border Specimen as amended from time to time, and 
in parae. 250 to 258 of this Handbook will be found sufficient in 
large number of cases; where, however, owing to the existence of e 
complicated eystem of sub-etatee or of some other exceptional ad- 
minietrative system in Indian states, directors are doubtful as to the 
procedure that will best euit the case, the matter should be refer- 
red to  the Director, Map Publication, for hia advice in order that 
sr much uniformity as possible in the circurnstsncee may be ob- 
tained. 
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NAMES TO APPEAR IN THE CENTRAL HEADING 
OF TOPOGRAPHICAL MAPS, AND SPECIAL 

RULES APPLICABLE TO SUCH MAPS AS 
WHOLLY OR PARTLY FALL IN ANY 

OF THE FOREIGN COUNTKIES 
ADJA.CENT TO IN.DIA 

513. General rules for central heading.- 
(a) All names in the central heading will be entered in 

alphabetical order, in one or more lines as may be 
necessary. 

( b )  The length of the longest line should never exceed eight 
inches. 

(c) The names should be hand-printed in light blue on the 
outline original drawing in their correct order and 
position on the map. 

514. List of names for central heading.-The following 
names will nppea,r in the central heading:- 

(a )  In  India. 
AJMER-MERW~RA .......................................... Abbrevlatlon A,-M. 

ANDAMAN AND NICOBAR ISLAND8 ...................... ., A. 
A I B A M  ................................................................... ,, A. 
BALUCHIST~N ....... .... ........................................... ., 8. 
BARODA .................................................................. ,, Ba. 
BENaAL ............................................................ B- 
BERAR .................................................................... ,, Be. 
B H U I ~ N  .............................................................. ., Bn. 
BlHAR AND ORlSeA ................................................ ,, B. & 0. 
BOMBAY ................ ... ......................................... ,, Bo. 
BURMA .................................................................... ,, Bu. 
CENTRAL INDIA ..................................................... ,, C.I. 
CENTRAL PROVINOES ........................................... ,, C. P. 

'CHANDERNAOORE 
COORO .................... ... ........................................ ,, C. 

'DAMEN 
DECCAN 8TATE8 ............. .............. .................. ,, D.8.  

'DELHI 
'DIU 

EABTERN STATE8 ............. .. ,r E. 8. 
QlLOlT AQENCY .................................................... ,, a. A. 

' 001 - 
OUJARAT 8TATE8 ................................................ ,, a. e. 
QWALIOR ............ ........................................... .. 9 0. 
HYDERXBXD ........... ... ........................................ ,, n. 
KERIK~L  
K A ~ H M ~ R  AND JAMMU ......................................... ,, I(. & J. 

NO ebbreohtione ladex for tllenanlee of tllflfle tedt?r!@a 
?' they hare no mfi,itione : the district h ~ d l ~ ~  and In tho Admule- 
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............. ........................................ MADRA8 .... 
MADRAB 8TATE8 ............... ... ............. ..,, 

* M A H ~  
MYBORE ................................ .. 
N. W. FRONTIER PROVINCE .................................. 

*PONDICHERRY 
PUNJAB .................................................................... 
PUNJAB 8TATE8 .................................................. - - ........................................................... RAJPUTANA 

...................................................................... BIKKIM 
81ND ......................................................................... 

........... ................ BTATEB OF WE8TERN INDIA .. 
....... ............... ................... UNITED PROVINCE8 .. .... 

'YANAM 

Abbrevlatlon M. 
, M. 8. 

, My. 
,I N. W. F. P. 

( b )  Foreign count?-ies outside India. - - 
AFGHANISTAN.. ......................................................... Abbrevlatlon A. 
CEYLON ..................................................................... .. C. 
CHINA. .................................................................. .. C. 
INDO-CHINA ............................................................ .. I.-C. - 
'IRAQ. ....................................................................... .. 1. - 
NEPAL ...................................................................... 0 N. 
PERSIA ...................................................................... .. P. 
91 AM ......................................................................... , 9. 
U . 8 . S . R  ...................................... ... .......................... .. U. S. S. R. 
TIBET ............ .... ...................................................... 8 .  T. 
TURKEY IN  ASIA ............... .. ................................. .. T. A. 

515. Sheeta falling in foreign countries.-The follow- 
ing rules apply to topographical maps of which either the whole 
o r  a portion of the sheet falle in any of the foreign countries 
detailed above :- 

(a) If the map comprise~ portions of one or more foreign 
countriee only (and of no portion of India) and theee 
portione are wholly or partly mapped, the name or 
namee of these countries will be entered in the central 
heading ; the names of the provinces (or major partitions) 
of theee countries will be entered in the dietrict hending 
and in the administrative Index, but not in the body 
or  borders of the map; and the names (if known) of the 
districts (or correeponding sub-partitione) of the 
provinces (or major partitions) will be entered in the 
body or in the borders of the map. 

(b) If the map  comprise^ portione of one or more foreign 
countries and portions of India also, and if the area of 
the foreign country has been wholly or partly mapped 
(even if from material of an inferior eurvey value to 
that from which the rent of the sheet has been drawn), 
the names of the foreign countries and of the provincee 
in India concerned will be entered in the central heading 
and will be treated au collateral; the succeseive sub- 
portitions of each being treated collaterally in the 

N O  ~bbraviatlonn ern needed In the Administdive Index for the namer of there t e d v p  
M tbeJ hare no prtltwnr 1 the nemea m11 tappear in the diatrict heading end le the AdmlJJus 
trmtiv* Index, sr well in the centnl  headin#. 
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district heading and the administrative index, and in 
the body or in the borders of the map, (c.g. irAfghBnistin " 

and " N. W. Frontier Province" in the central heading : 
"KBbul Province" of the former and "Peehiwar 
District" of the latter in the district heading and in the 
administrative index : and the names of the districts of 
IIK&bul Province" and of the tahsils of "Pesh~war 
District" spaced in the body or borders of the map). 

(c) If, however, in either of the cases detailed in (a) and (b) 
above, the area of any of the foreign countries is not 
mapped and is published entirely blank on the map, the 
name or names of such foreign countriee should not be 
entered in the central and district headings, nor in the 
administrative index, nor in the borders of the map, but 
should be spaced in the body of the map. The name or 
names of the provinces (or major partitions) if known, 
(with the name of the foreign country in brackets, below 
or alongside) may replace the name of the foreign 
country. These spaced names need not necessarily be 
typed horizontally, but should be complete on each 
sheet. 



*NOTES ON TYPING 

1. Typing machines.-The typing machine, now in general 
use throughout the department, is a modification of the pattern ueed 
by the Ordnance Survey, known in India as the Southampton pattern. 
It consists of a small tripod stand with a socket, in which a tube, 
with the type holder connected, works. Impressions are produced 
by a direct stroke and not by pressure as was the case formerly. 

2. Method of using-A typer's tirst care on receiving a 
machine ehould be to see that i t  is properly adjusted to suit his style 
of holding and stroke. He  should then clear the holder of every 
speck of duet and nearly fill i t  with letters from the same fount, hold 
the machine firmly a t  the back with the left hand and strike the 
centre of the disc above the spring sharply with his right hand; the 
blow should be delivered with the outside of the little finger of the 
right hand and not with the palm, the movement being from the 
wrist. The improved pattern machines have small back guides which, 
when the holder shows any sign of lateral play, have only to be un- 
screwed and pushed forward. To have a machine adjusted for his 
own w, get familiar with and keep it, is, to a typer, a valuable aid 
t o  producing good work. 

3. Typing ink.-Trade "Type ink " is never quite eatisfec- 
tory for hand-typing on drawing pnper, because of its lack of density, 
but good results can be obtained from a mixture of Shackell 
Edwards' Fine Black Proofing Ink and Winstone's Chalk Black Litho- 
graphic Ink. The proportion in which these should be mixed varies 
with climatic conditions and can only be determined by experiment. 
In  Calcutta the b e ~ t  reeults are obt,ained by using equal quantitiee 
of the two kinds. In  a dryer climate more of the proofing ink 
wodd be neceseary, while in i, moist climate the proportion of 
lithographic ink should be increased. 

4. Reduoing and teeting ink.-Turpentine ia not recom- 
mended ne a reducer. One drop (not more) of oil of lavender may 
be ueed on a slab, but if the proportions are correct this will not be 
necessary. To test the quality of the mixture, a small quantity 
~honld  be well rolled or spread on a glass slab with a roller or 
debher. If the d a b  be held up against the light the ink, if the 
mixture is correct, will present an even opaque layer, free from 
lumps or  brown patches. Another test is to type a few impreesione 
on drawing psper, and lightly pass the tip of the finger over them. 
- -  __  __ - 

'By Mr. A. J. Ymith. 
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If the ink is right i t  will not spread easily, and any smudging 
there may be will not be brown. 

5. Slabs.-Glass slabs for ink are best, and these, like all 
other inking materials, should be kept as free from dust as possible; 
gritty ink never produces the best result,s; once, a t  least, during the 
day a typer should scrape the ink that  he has been using from the 
slab and replace i t  by fresh ink. Keeping a slab on a small stool 
right away from the fair map table side not only safeguards the 
work, but there is much less chance of the ink being smothered with 
minute particles of paper which, especially when an erasure is being 
made, are very plentiful. After the ink is mixed, if the slab is 
held up to transmitted light, the ink should appear an  even shade 
throughout and not patchy. Patchiness indicates that  the ink has 
not been properly spread on the glass, and may result in the defects 
mentioned in para. 22 (c) and (d ) .  

6. Dabbers.-Each unit should be responsible for its own 
dabbers; the handles can be "turned" locally, the composition being 
obtained on indent from the Director, Map Publication, and small 
moulds, either of china or brass, bought in the nearest bdzcLr. The 
colnposition should be cut up into small pieces and boiled in a vessel 
placed in a saucepan full of water so as to prevent burning. The 
boiling shoulcl contillue just long enough to bring the material to ;a 

liquid state. The nlollld should be oiled very slightly and the 
handle hung in position over i t :  the boiling composit'ion should then 
be skinlmed with a spoon so as to rernove any small air bubbles, 
2nd then poured into tile mould: if the skimming is not attend- 
ed to, the sllrface of the debbel- when dry will be found to  be f ~ l l  
of small holes. The dab1>ers should be left in the rnolild~ for at 
least twelve hours to ensure their setting properly. 

7. Use of dabbers.-For good clean sharp typing soft 
(hbbers are best; tllose l ~ h i c h  have been allowed to harden never 
clistribute ink well, but put it on in blotches, thus making small 
"condensed" lettering unreadable when reduced. The dn l~be~ .  
"auld he n ~ e d  bvith great care; when prepuring ink, the handle 
should ho olovetl aI,out in slnall circles, the weight of the dohller 
and natnre of the compositiorl being quite ~ufficient to causo the ink 
to adhere properly. Dabl~ere, s l ~ b ~  and knives uhonld be cleaned 
ever;y evening, the two latter with R little turpentine, dabbers by 
rubbing lightly on n clean ~ l n b  or paper to remove the ink and then 
waehing with cold water only; tho d a h b e r ~  sholild not be dried but 
~hould be plncerl rlpside-down in a box with a lid nnd bg next 
morning they will he found to be quit0 ready for rlRe again. 

8. Rollers.-AN composition cIa11ber.s nrc tlifficult to make, 
land do not l n ~ t  Ionff in condition, many units prefer to  use 
rollers mnde of  oft r e t l  rnhher, which the Blatl~e~untical In~trument  
Offica will supply. 
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9. Tables.-A typer has a better chance of producing good 
work when working on a smooth hard material such as glass, zinc 
or slate, but a single thickness of blotting paper should always be 
kept between the paper and the glass or zinc plate. Thick zinc 
plates or plate glass, which can be obtained on indent from the 
Director, Map Publication, should be used. The zinc should always 
be kept covered with a smooth piece of thin paper, otherwise the 
back of a fair map will soon become soiled. 

10. Composing.-With a pin or other sharp pointed instru- 
ment make sure that the type holder is clear of every speck of dust, 
hold the machine with the stand uppermost and the type holder 
ehowing in the left hand, start composing on the side away from the 
screw, all letters being placed with the nicks inside. Set the name 
in the centre of the holder by placing spaces to the right and left; 
in choosing spaces for this purpose reject any that have been used 
often as the "screw space," as they never rest flat in the machine 
and also cause a bad "set" to  a name with the probability of a blurred 
impreseion. A good plan for "screw spaces" is to have a few of 
different sizes made from harder material such as brass; these can 
always be used to  receive the screw ancl help to prevent bad 
composing. Observe the base of the letters and do not allow the 
slightest space between thorn and the holder to ahow; if one letter 
be higher than the rest, gently press it with a pencil as ink does 
not take readily after the hand has been on type, so pressing down 
with the fingers ahould he avoirled. There is always a good supply 
of type in each fount and if a compositor keeps using the top letters 
in each divieion the result of his work will not be satisfactory; the 
letters in the tray ahould occasionally be stirred up so as to ensure 
the whole fount heing in use. 

11. Preparation of ink.-Always prepare ink for typing 
by gradually adding very small c4uantities to obtain the aniount 
required; the prnctice of smearing too much on the slab nncl then 
trying to reduce it, ie far from good ancl always leaJs to bad results. 
Experience soon teaches n typer how to prepare his ink. When 
starting a dayle work it is always a good plan for the typer to have 
small piece of paper similar to the fair sheet he is using; he should 
let it take the place of the fair sheet for a few moments, compotJe 
name, and teat under the same condition8 as when working: he call 
then start on hia fair sheet with confidence. "Grey" typing i~ bud, 
though i t  has a rernecly in good "touching-up "; type which has heen 
too heavily loader1 with ink g i r e ~  the word r e ~ u l t ~  as the ink is 
sure to  smear; an excew of ink ~hould,  therefore, be rigoro\lsl~ 
avoided. 

12. method o f  work.-All the names for which small type 
ie prescribed in the aection of work allotted to a typer for the (lay 
~hould be typed firet and afterwards the larger lettering; IargdtyPe 
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requires more ink than small, and to  follow this plan gives an 
opportunity for ink to dry  overnight with possibilities of smearing 
reduced to a minimum. To ink the name properly a typer should 
hold the machine in his left hand with the stand nearest to his body, 
the disc a t  the head of the spring resting on his third finger, then 
press upon the stand with his thumb, pushing the legs quite clear 
of the dabber and avoiding any possibility of their being covered 
with ink. The type should be presved very lightly with the dabber 
as it is only the face of the type which requires inking; to force the 
da.bber into the type or to use a scraping motion gives a patchy 
impression instead of sharp lettering. 

13. Books for typers.-A small book should be kept near 
ilt hand to receive the first trial iuipression and thereby enable the 
typer to check each name lor correct spelling and good condition 
of type; this also provides a good record of the daily outturn. 

14. Guide lines.-With a few exceptions, names have to be 
typed parallel to  the graticule lines which run east and west. The 
bent way to emure this is to draw fine guide lines right across the 
sheet in cobalt Idue, about two inches apart. I t  is then possible to 
get true align~llent of the machine by sighting one or  other of its 
etraight edge8 along the nearest guide line. 

15. Care of type machines.-Special care should be taken 
that the machine is properly levelled, and for this prirpose trial 
impressions should be taken; otherwise one end of a name will get 
a heavier impreasion than the other. A piece of thin roughish 
paper ruay be used under the feet of the machine to  give a good 
grip and prevent any soiling of the fair map. 

16. Making the impression.-When satisfied that the 
po~ition is correct tho typer should keep the machine fast with all 
poesible pressure from the left hand, and should then strike sharply 
with a lmrd part of the right hand; the contact having once been 
made, coritinued prcHsure should not bo resorted to in the hope of 
getting ib better irnpresuioll; usually this means a blurred result; on 
the other haud the holdor shoult-l he prevented from snapping up 

gently relieving the pressure anad allowing it to rise slowly from 
the pasper, t h l i ~  giving the ink evory possible chance of leaving the 
type. 

17. Stroke.-A beginner generally tinds difficulty a t  first in 
regulating his ~ t r o k e ;  small names require only the slighteet 
touch, while in large lettering i t  is almost iuposeible to hit too hard; 
with a little pl-nctice and suficient contidence the difficulty will soon 
be overcome, anti the typing will recluire little or no hand work on 
i t  nfterwarcls. 

18. Placing of names.-It should very seldom be found 
neces~ary to oram detail ; if the placing of a name preaents difficul- 
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ties, an impression should be made on tracing paper which ehould 
be moved about until the best parallel position is found, when the 
points nt which the tops of the capitals and long letters fall should 
be pricked through with a very tine point; with careful watching 
and manipulation the name ehould not he out of position by a hair's 
breadth. 

19. Curved names.--To type names on the curve the same 
course is followed as with straight ones ; the curve desired should 
be marked very lightly in blue, then each letter should be fixed in 
turn in the holder, and, after its centre has been marked on the 
curved line, the impression should be made; practice alone will 
enable a typer to make letters fall in correct relationship to each 
other. If the position of a curved or spaced name has to  be worked 
out, do i t  roughly on tracing paper first as the marking up of fair 
maps with many lines ie very objectionable. 

20. Importance of olean type.-The cleaning of type 
that haa been used is a very important matter and on i t  a great deal 
of the auccesa of typing depends. The impressions will never be 
clear and block unless the old and dry ink ie removed from the face 
of the type, nor will they be tine if the face and hair lines of the 
type are destroyed by rough usage during the procese of cleaning. 

2 1. cleaning type.-After an impression has been taken 
and before the type is removed from the holder, i t  can be cleaned 
by lightly peesing over i t  a soft camel's hair brush dipped in turpen- 
tine and then dabbing it gently with n piece of soft leather; tile 
type ehould not be returned to the cam without being dried ae fnr 
ae poseible; dust always lingers thore and turpentine has enough 
sticking properties to  cauee the small particles to adhere. The 
typer ehould blow into the caoe occasionally with 11 pair of bellow6 
to prevent the nccunlulation of dust. I t  ~hould  be remembered 
that if i t  ir necessary to  wipe the fresh ink off the type when in the 
holder, leather ~hould  be used and not cloth ; the haire from a rat7 
get into the ink and spoil the irnpre~eion by rendering it woolly. 
The typer 8h0uld have by his side away from the map a little pot of 
turpentine, hut turpentine ehould not be used if the type is to be 
liaed immediately ~f te rwarda  as it takes time to  dry, and the elight- 
eet trace of tu rpn t ine  prevente t h ~  ink adhering to the type. If 
by neglect the old ink bas hecorne hardened on the let'tere they 
~ h o ~ l f l  he hoilerl in a pt, in either a, sollltion of ~ o d a  or of c a u h  
potaah; the type sho~lltl  afterward^ he ~ e t  up  on a typeboard and 
poliehed with a very  oft hrneh dipped in the same ~olution; it 
~hould  then be thoroughly rinsed with water to enanre all trecefl of 
the alkali being removed. A herd brl~eh, or old tooth brueh should 
never be need, nor should the face of the type ever be rubbed- 
The somewhat irkaome duties of cleaning and ~ o r t i n g  ehould never 
be neglected hut rrhould form part of the daily routine. 
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22.  fault^ to be avoided.-The principal faults to bc 
avoided in typing are :- 

(a) Typing not para.llel to graticule due to 
(i) careless aJignment against guide lines. 
(ii) holder loose or out  of parallel with machine base. 

(iii) machine slipping 
( b )  Bad alignment of letters due to 

( i )  careless co~uposition 
(ii) old type. 
(iii) dirty holder. 

(c) Unevenness of i ~ ~ ~ p r e s s i o n  due to 
(i,) machine not Icvel. 
(ii) dirty type or holdel.. 
(iii) old type. 
(i.v) bad striking. 
(v) b:ld mixing of ink. 

(z'b) uneven application o l  ink. 
( ( 1 )  LYea.k irnpre~sions due to 

(i) bad set-up of type. 
(ii) bad inking. 
(iii) bad striking. 

(e) Sunk impreusions due to soft backing: no l.~ilcking of 
paper a t  a11 iu required for short words in small type, 
and never more t,han two sheets of blotting paper for 
the largest type. 

( f )  Constant erasures or corrections due to careless or 
inadequate typer'e guides. 



TRANSLITERATION OF VERNACULAR 
NAMES 

1. Orthography of vernacular names.-The proper 
transliteration of vernacular names into English must be carefully 
attended to. For most parts of India, lists of names showing the 
proper spelling have been circulated by order of the Government, 
but these lists cannot embrace every name that  the surveyor will 
meet with, and consequently he should be conversant with the 
~ya tem in use. 

2, The Hunterian system.-The system of transliteration 
adopted by the Government of India, a modification of that 
proposed by Dr. Hunter, is given herewith. It. must be in all cases 
strictly adhered to for the spelling of all narnee throughout India, 
with the exception of Burmese, Arabic, Tibetan, and Chinem names, 
and names in all trans-frontier countries for which fipecial rules are 
iseued. (See Section IV-Typing, and Appendix B paras. 5 to 8). 

Note:-Bcccntu will not, however, he u ~ e d  by thc Survey of India for a final 
'1 , I  a i", or "u". The "a" in "gaon" and the " u" in 
are not accented. 

3. Rules for t ransl i tera t ion. -Every letter in the 
vernacnlar must he uniformly represented by a certain letter in the 
Roman character as follows :- 

(i). Vowels. 

Noh.-It nhould be noted t,hat when the letter ' i ' i~ accented, the dot 
should not ho entered, and that the letter8 ' e '  and ' 0 '  are not 
accented. 

PBRBIAV / D n r r ~ i a ~ r  
-- Romnn Pronunciation 

Initial I Non-initinl i Tn~tial 1 inn-initid 
I - -  - -  -- - .  - -- -- 

i\s i n  woman. I I * o r *  
iwhen st the 

end of word) I - 
r 

I 
not expressed I a 

I 

I 
! I  

I e l  w 
I 

- I x 

1 I r ( ,, father. 

9 

I 

> j  

f 

7 ', Or J, I 
' I 

8 4 l  
i 1 , machine. 

! 
? 1 ,, pnll. ! q l  ' " I 
> ii ' AR in  rude. 

i I 

I hit. 
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(i). 170wels-(Concld.), 

* ,+ or 4 should alwaye be transliter~ted ' o '  except when it fome,  

with Hanlxkt 9 ,  a " Yn-i-izafati " (or  "joining " Ye), e.g. :- 
dl[ + - ,?-= .. = Chnshmn-i-Miilik (not Chashmn-e-M~lik). The 

letter ' i '  should be used unaccented in such cases, aA it is in 
accordance with usage. 

Nouns in Pashto and other orientnl languages frequently end in , , 
4 or 4. The first two forms of the v o ~ - e l  rhyme with the 

e in 'allh' (French). The Iaut rhyines with tlic i in 'high1. If , I 

the letter e i~ kept for the final 4 (or f )  and ni for the final Y 

Psnerrti ~ s v r h - a n r  
Pronunciation 

Initinl 1 Non-initin1 

form +, no difficulty will be found in pronouncing these vernacu- 
lar sounds e.g. :-(1) Rile, Khidze, Tale, etc. (2) Tanai, Patai, 
Orakeai, etc. 1 

!I 

4 

>I 
.I 

C 

t Tho letter p (&in) is gcnernllg nccoiupanicd by vowcl a, i ,  or u, and 
somet,imea o. To avoid confusion u~i th  detail due to the use of 
dincritical marks, the 'finrcrted comma) for ' ain ' is not to be 
entered in the  body of maps. Only the correct vowel n, i, u t  or o 
~ h o u l d  be used and the '(inverted comma) omitted. I n  all other 
caaee the ' (inverted commn) should be used. 

j,c* 
I ,  

also 9 4 

; or + 

1 

j 

r e  

(ii). Consonants. 

Persian ~ e r n n a ~ r i  I Roman 
-- I -- 

t' 1 b 
Y a4 i t~ 11 

r k )  4 i oh 

e 1 ohh 

A or 3 T or a i (1 

,, grey or French 
'all6 '. 

As in aisle or rhyrlllng 
with the E ~ ~ g i i s h  
'high '. 

As in hole. 

As OIL  in  house (nearly), 
being a cornbinstion 
of the a and u above. 

Gutt'ural, slightly 
aspirated. 

P 

a 

bt 
7 
7 

e 

ai 

o 

au 

' t 
(mverkd 
comma) 
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4; or i (A) 

wanting 

J 

Peraim 

L C  

c i  j +' 01 16 

a ' 
wonting 

~ e v t r n i ~ r i  i Roman 
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4. The principal diacritical marks used in Persian 
character.- 

( k )  The mark Hamzn 3 is used to separate a syllable ending 
with a vowel from another com~nencing with a vowel, 
e.g. cdG=fa-ida (%or! fiiida). It is thus used much as 
me use a hyphen in 1Snglish in words like re-open. 
It map be transliterated by a hyphen. It is also used 
with or without 4 to form the Persian genitive case 
in some instances, e.g. 4b 2% = Chashma-i-M~lik 
or cLIb ,!+ = Chashma-i-Milik. 

( i i )  The mark Aladda * is placed over the letter I ( a l i f )  to 
lengthen it, thus: a=T. 

( i i i )  The mark l'uahdid .. doubles the letter over which it is 
.I 

placed, thus : 14 = Balli. 

( i v )  The mark Jazm * is used to rnark the end of a syllable, 

thus : = J a m  (nod Jazam). 

(n) The mark Tanwin ' signifies the letter n when used over 
.* 

a rowel a t  the end of a word, e.g. GhI=ittifiqan. 

(ui)  The mark Waala is placed over I in Arahio words to  
mark uniou with the preceding vowel. 

&;+= Salihuddin (not Salidin nor Salihuldin); 
note below. 

Note.-In the case of Urdu name0 derived from Arabio, when the Arabio 

{ 
0 A d d J  j 

definite article JI occure proceding the lottere U G  
v D v i b C J ,  

the JI is not pronounced but the following letter is doubled. 
r. 

Therefore &dp, for inetanco, should be tranelitorated Q-ddin, 
(not Qamruldin nor Qamrdin). 

5. Rules for spelling geographical names in maps 
of trsns-fiontier count r ies . -The  spclling of ualnes will be 
that  xrdoptod hy the " Yertnanent Comu~it tee on Ueopaphical 
Names" of the Royal Geographical Society as  giveu in their 
published lists. I f  name8 given in these l i ~ t s  ore found t o  be 
incorrect, the evitlence t o  this efi'ect shoultl be put forward t o  the 
Director, Map Publication, who will correspontl with tho Permanent 
Committee on Geographical Names on  behalf of the Surveyor 
Cleneral. 

8. Chinese names.-- 
(a) Chinese names not  included in p a n .  5 will be taken 

from the " Liat of Post Ofices" in the Poatal Guide 
of China. 
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(b) Chinese names not included in the above will be taken 
from the following in the order named :- 
(.i) " Postal Atlas of China " (Peking : Directorate 

General of Posh,  1919). 
(ii) " Complete Atlas of China ", by Edward Stanford, 

for the China Inland Mission. 
(c) Other Chinese names will be romanized on the system 

adopted by the Chinese Imperial Post Office as men- 
tioned in the preface t o  (b) (ii) above. 

Note:-The tern1 "Chinese nnmes" does not include Turki names which will 
be spelt in accordance with pares. 5 or 8. 

7.  Tibetan names.-Tibetan names not included in para. 5 
will be rendered phonetically in Roman characters using the table 
of pronunciation laid down in the Royal Geographical Society 
System 11. The following books should be consulted :- 

(a) Tibet, Past and Present, by Sir Charles Bell, published 
by the Oxford University Press. 

(b) Tibet-Historical Section of the Foreign Office-No. 70, 
published by H. M. Stationery Office, London. 

(c) In the absence of vernacular spelling, however, preference 
will a1 ways be given to spelling .as given by well known 
explorers or authorities on Tibet. 

8. Namee not included in the above.-When a name 
is not included in any of the above it will be transliterated in 
accordance with the Royal Geographical Society System 11, as giveu 
in the " Alphabets of Foreign Languages " published by the Royal 
Geographical Society. 



INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE PACKING AND 
DESPATCH OF MAPS AND RECORDS 

1. Packing of originals, kc.-When plane-table sections, 
original fair drawings, blue prints, proofs, colour patterns, and 
enlargements for fair drawings are despatched from one station t o  
another, they will be packed in boxes, each containing a single choqaga 
of 6-inch or 9-inch diameter. Double chongns are not necessary, 
but after packing, a strip of brown paper must he pasted along the 
edge of the cover to make the chongu water-tight. 

2. Proofs and colour patterns.-Proofs and colour 
patterns, unless they are enclosed with other documents of greater 
value, should be merely wrapped round a roller and packed in wax 
cloth, the parcel being registered. 

3. Originals, &c., sent from offlce to ofEtce in the 
same station.-Jl'hen original lair drawings, plane-table sections, 
or blue prints, to be used for plaue-tahling or fair drawing, are sent 
from one ofice to another in the same station, they should be sent 
flat in portfolios which should always be covered over with tarpau- 
lins or some other waterproof material. The portfolios, except when 
they only contain plane-table sections, should be carried in crates to  
prevent their bending. 

4. Packing in chongas.-When original fair drawings, &c., 
are sent in chongas,  they should be packed in brown paper and tied 
with tape to enable t l ~ e ~ n  t<o he eitsily removed from the chongns, 
and padding of crlimpled paper should he placed a t  both ends of the 
chongas to prevent movement during trausit. When cho?zgns are 
sent in boxes, similar padding should also he placed all round the 
chon,gas. 

5. Capacity of chonga8.-The nutnber of sheet# to be 
ordinarily packed in oach uize of chonga is given below as a general 
guide. 

(a )  l'lrr,ur-tnhle R P ( ~ ~ I O W S . -  In it11 cnses these are to he insured, 
and packed 8s follows :- 

From 1 to S section~ il l  6-inch vltongas within boxes, 
by 110Rt. 

From !I to 24  section^ in 9-inch clro ,~gas  within boxes, 
hy rail 

Plane-table sections and their enlargement6 are to be 
nent in ~eparute  parcels. 
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(b) Original fair drawings, enlargements for  fair draw- 
ings and  blue prints:-The fair drawings are to be 
insured, and the prints only registered ; each case should 
be packed and sent as under :- 

From 1 to 8 sheets in 6-inch chongas within boxee, 
by post. 

From 9 to 25 sheets in 9-inch chongas within boxes, 
by rail. 

Any larger number to be forwarded in flat tin-lined 
Ca888. 

(c) P,roofs colour patterns, a n d  enlurgements of plane-table 
sections other thun lhose on drawing paper.-In all cases 
these are to be sent registered, and packed as follows:- 

From 1 to 20 sheets in 6-inch chongas within boxes, 
by post. 

From 21 to 60 sheets in 9-inch chongas within boxes, 
by rail. 

Any larger number must be forwarded in flat tin-lined 
 case^. 

8. Lids to be screwed on.-The lids of a11 boxes must be 
ecrewed on, and each box and lid iseued must be given a consecutive 
number prior to issue, unless they are already numbered. 



PROCEDURE TO BE OBSERVED BETWEEN THE 
GENERAL STAFF AED THE SURVEY OF INDIA 

WITH LtEGAKD TO THE CORIIPILATION, 
SCRUTJNY AND AMENDMENT OF 

TOPOGRAPHICAL MAPS 
1. Responsibi l i ty . -The General Staff is responsible for 

furnishing to  the Surrey of India all material which they consider 
should be embodied in hlobilization ant1 F. 0. U. 0. maps, and will 
forward all such information as soon as i t  ie received. The Survey 
of India is rcsponsible for thc best utilization of thc infornlation 
supplied. 

2. Maps resulting from rigorous surveys, including 
those compiled from air photographs . -As these maps will 
ordinarily include all information supplied by the local Intelligence 
authorities, no further reference to the Generid Staff'is necessary 
before drawing, hut, as explained in para. 1, the Survey of India 
will endeavour to incorporate additional information, if any, which 
the General Staff ulny 11nve collectrd, a t  proof stage. 

A prooE will be sub~nitted to the General Staff for this 
purpose, which should be returned early, so as not to hold up 
publication. 

3. Reissues.- 
( a )  Mobilizrrtion ntape. 

(i) When :L new or revised edition of a sheet situated 
in the mobilization area i~ contemplated, the 
Director, Map Publication (I). M. P.) will inform 
the Officer in Charge No. 6 Drawing Office, Sirnla, 
(0. C. 6 D .  0 . )  a t  the same time forwarding his 
of ice  Copy. 

( i i )  On receipt of this information, 0. C. 6 D. 0. will, 
on a shcet of the cnrrent edition, calling it Print 
"A", show a l l  aplwovetl corrections ond  addition^, 
utilizing all inforu~ation on thc Circle and D. M. P'H. 
Ofice cop it^^, and will seud this print to the Officer 
Con~rnnrldin~ the Survey Colnpltny concerned in 
the Nortl~ern or \Vewtcrn Comu~nntl. This officer 
will check the l'rint " A "  in consultntion with the 
Hrig;~de or 1)iotrict EJeadquarters concerned and 
with the Deputy Ilirector of Intelligence, Clovern- 
ment of India, Peshawi~r, or the Officer in Charge, 
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Intelligence Bureau, Quetta, and return i t  duly 
corrected, as may be considered necessary, to 
0 .  C. 6 D. 0 .  

( i i i )  Print "A" will next be sent to  the General Staff 
(M. 0. 3. Maps). This officer will arrange for a 
final scrutiny of the map and return it to 0. C. 
6 D. O., after adding any further additions or correc- 
tions he may have for the sheet. Should he consider 
t,he changes iulportant enough to warrant the maps 
in the mobilization stores being replaced, he will 
give the number of copies required and will also 
state if he has funds for this purpose, or if not, 
when they are likely to be available. 

( b )  F. 0. U. 0. Maps. 
When a new or revised edition of a sheet of this 

nature is to  be made, D. M. P. will forward his 
Oftice Copy to the Drawing O5ce concerned who 
will make s Print "A" as in para. 3 (ii). Print 
"A" will be forwarded to the Oeneral Staff who 
will, after consulting the local Intelligence 
Authorities, return the print to the Drawing Office, 
after adding any further additions and corrections 
they may have. 

4. Mape compiled from various sources.- 
(CG) When s sheet is to be compiled for the firet time or 

recompiled for a revieed edition, the Officer in Charge 
of the Drawing Ofice concerned will ask the General 
Staff i f  they have any information which they consider 
shoul(1 he incorporaterl, and will a t  the ssrne tinle 
forward s Compilation Iliapain, showing the sources 
from which it ia proposetl that the sheet ie to be 
compilecl, hy areaa. IF they know that more recent or 
reliable iuforrnation is available the (Jeneral Staff will 
give detaile marking on the diagram the area con- 
cerned. 

( h )  When the guide8 for fair drawing are ready the Drawing 
Ofice will prepare an nclclitionnl combined guide on a 
blue print on thr scale of drawing, calling it print "B", 
and  end i t  to the ( ; e ~ ~ e r a l  Staf f  for scrutiny while 
the drawing i~ proceeding. 

The following items will he inked u p  on Print "R" :- 

( i) Houndrbriea. 

I ( i i )  Road8 (in red) and railways. 
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(i i i)  Perennial water in blue. 
(iv) Names of main divisions. 
(v) Tribal and Locality names. 

Attention will also be drawn to  any doubtful pointr 
The General StaE will check the items concerned, i 

necessnry sellding to the local Intelligent 
Authority for verification, and then return Prin 
"B" to the Drawing Office. 

(c) General S t G  scrutiny.--The Scrutiny Officer is ref 
ponsible for pointing out any information which i 
important from a military point of view, and also tha 
the latest information is incorporated. H e  ~ l l ~ o u l ~  
clevote special attention to the followin,o points:- 

( i)  That no new routes are omitted. 
( i i)  Spelling of names where they differ from the Genera 

Staff spelling. If any  spellings suggested by M. C 
3 still appear doubtful and a t  variance with th  
rules for spelling contained in Appendix B 
Chapter VI, Topo. Handbook, the 0. C. L)rawinl 
Office concerned will refer then1 to the Advise 
in Oriental Languages and Secretary to  the Boarc 
of Examiners for a final ruling, and inform M. 0. : 
accordi~lgly. 

( i i i )  Tribnl and Locality names. 
(i.1)) Classification of roads under the following heads :- 

A. Motorable, metalled and unmetalled. 

B. Fit for other wheeled traffic (cart tracks). 
C. Fit for paclc animals. 
n. Footpaths. 

If the alignment or classificntio~~ of a roncl i~ 
from a verbal deacription, or for any othei 
reason is doubtful, t h i ~  ~hou ld  be clearlj 
stnted. 

(21) Doubtful names nnd sites, which will be shown thus:- 

Doubtful name o Khan Huseain P or ? Khan 
Hussain o 

Doubtful site ? o Khan Hus~ain  or Khan 
Huesnin o ? 

Doubtful 11nn1o 
snd Rite ? o Khan Hne~riin ? or ? Khan 

Huesain o ? 
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(vi) Entering in blue of perennial water not shown, and 
noting if water is drinkable. 

(vii) Names that should be emphasized. 
(vi i i )  If the sroa is outside India that the provinces and 

districts are correctly shown. 

(d) On receipt of proofs from D. M. P. the Drawing Office 
concerned will submit one to the General Staff for 
final scrutiny. This proof should be returned as early 
as possible so as not to hold up publication. In the 
case of mobilization maps the General Staff (M. 0. 3 
Maps) will give the number of copies required and will 
state if he has funds for the purpose, or if not, when 
they are likely to be available. 

5. Orders for mobilization maps.-Before placing an 
order for mobilization maps the General Staff will prepare a list of 
the m a p  which it is proposed to order and will submit this to 
0. C. 6 D. 0. for scrutiny, with the object of confirming that the 
maps in question are not due for major alterations in the near future. 
0. C. 6 D. 0. will advise the aeneral Staff as to whether such 
sheet8 art! in hand or likely to be taken up, with approximate dates, 
consulting the Director, Map Publication, if necessary. 
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Correction to the Handbook of Topography, 
Chapter VI, (1935). 

Page 119, para.  454 ( e )  (vii)Jirst sub-para. as amended by the 
correction slip No. 150, dated 18-2-39- 

At the end add  :- 
When the sheet is finally published u copy with the followiug 

F A Delnrtment endorsement will be sent to the i+eFta and each of the 
Local and State Governments concerned and Burma Crovernlnent for 
sheets containing the Indo-Burma boundary-:. The alignment/align- 
ments of the .................... ..boundary/boundnries on this sheet ]KIA/ 

have been approved by the E & j j s B s  in i ts(U. 0. )  Y L o ............. 
dated.. ................... ". 

After "of India" in the fourth line , insert "(Honie Department 
in the case of the Indo-Burma boundary)". 

After " External Affairs " in the sixth line adtl "or Home " 
Alter "Department" in the fourth line frorn the butt,olm i.n,sert 

16(Home Department in the case of the Indo-Burma boundary)". 





Corrections t o  the Handbook of Topography, JAN 
Chapter VI, 1935 edition. 

Appendix "B ", p. 154- 

Add the following as new paras : 

8. Thai names.-Sahject to the rules in para. 5 Thai nalnes 
in Thai characters will be transliterated according to  the "Bangkok 
Times" phonetic system. Unless they &an be convel-ted to the 
"Bangkok Times" system Thai names in Latin characters will 1)e 
accepted. The'conventionnl British spelling will be adhered to in 
both cases. 

10. N a m e s  not included in R. G. S. system I1 and on 
f o r e i g n  maps.- 

( a )  Names in the language of B country not fialling within 
the purview of other rulee iu t h ~ s  Appenclis will be tr:~nsliternted on 
such system as may be devise11 by iin authority possessing an appro- 
priate knowledge ol  the Ii~~lguage concerned, the llirector, Eastern 
Circle, beirig cousultecl Ijefore a systern is decided upon. 

( 1 ) )  Spelling of nanles amppearing in Latin chari~cters on !naps 
of foreign countries will be accepted by t h e  Survey of Iuciia in 
republishing such ~liicps or incorporating then1 in Survey of India 
",:tps, sul?ject to rule 5 of this appeudix. In cases where there is 8, 

considernble ditf'erencc between the spelliug of nanles under this 
rule aud rule 5, :tltern,ztivo spellings may be given, the foreign 
spelling being given in brackete. 

No. 193, dated 13-2-&. 



Correction to the Handbook of Topography, JAI 
Chapter VI, 1935. 

@3 

P C I , ~ ~  I I ?, 1 7 ~ ~ 1 7 .  4.iS. 6uu 
At the end r ~ f  sub-para ( i ~ )  change the lullstop after L'correction" 

to a comma and add "care being taken that previous signature8 are 
not defaced or obliteratecl". 
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